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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION IN
TWO-YEAR COLLEGES

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1991

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMI'ITEE ON SCIENCE, SPACE, AND TECHNOLOGY,

SW' -0MBInTEE ON SCIENCE,
Washington, D.0

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:87 a.m. in room
2326, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Rick Boucher [chair-
man of the subcommittee] presiding.

Mr. Boman& The subcommittee will come to order. This morn-
ing, the Subcommittee on Science will review proposed legislation
directed toward the improvement of science and technology educa-
tion and advanced technical training in two- year coneges.

Two-year colleges are a major contributor to higher education in
the United States. In 1990, 1,300 two-year institutions enrolled ap-
proximately 5 million students. That number comprised 43 percent
of all undergraduate students in the Nation. From the standpoint
of science and technology education, two-year colleges are particu-
larly important as a potential source of future scientists and engi-
neers and as a major provider of vocational training.

While these institutions play an important role, they often face
problems that impede their effectiveness. Some faculty at two-year
institutions are not well trained for their tasks. Many labor under
heavy teaching loads and work in an environment that often lacks
scholarly tradition. Laboratory facilities and equipment are often
outmoded and expensive to upgrade.

Our hearing today will focus on two items of legislation: H.R.
2936, the Technical FAucation and Training Act of 1991, sponsored
by our colleague from North Carolina, Mr. Price, and H.IL 3606,
the National CA:immunity College Technology Act, sponsored by our
colleague from Nebraska, Mr. Hoagland. Both bills direct the Na-
tional Science Foundation to administer grant programs to
strengthen the instructional base in advanced technology at two-
year colleges and to support a variety of partnership arrangements
with secondary schools and with four-year institutions.

Our purpose today is to assess whether these bills address the
most critical issues for improvement of advanced technical training
at two-year colleges and whether the proposed programs are likely
to achieve their goals. We are also interested in learning how the
proposed programs relate to similar activities that are sponsored by
other Federal agencies and by the private sector, and whether the

(1)
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National Science Foundation is the proper agency to administer
the grants that are recommended in the proposed bills.

We are very pleased to have with us this morning the authors of
these two measures, Mr. Price and Mr. Hoagland, both of whom
have been leaders in the national effort to ensure that the United
States has a well-trained work force up to the task demands of the
21st Century.

Following their statements, we will also hear from a representa-
tive of the National Science Foundation. Finally, we will have a
panel of representatives from two-year colleges and from industries
that use two-year colleges for advanced technical training.

On behalf of the subcommittee, I want to extend a welcome to all
of our witnesses this morning. Before turning to them, I would like
to now recognize the gentleman from New Mexico, Mr. Schiff, for
his opening statement.

[Th prepared statement of Mr. Boucher followsl
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OPENING STATEMENT
BY

HONORABLE RICK BOUCHER, CHAIRMAN
SUBCOANWITTEE ON SCIENCE

ON
ON SCENCE AND TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION

IN TWO-YEAR COLLEGES

November 19, 1991

This morning the Subcommittee on Science will

review proposed legislation directed toward the

improvement of science and technology education in

two-year colleges.

Two-year colleges are a major contributor to higher

education in the United States. In 1990, 1300 two-year

institutions enrolled approximately 5 million students,

which comprised 43 percent of all undergraduate

students.

From the standpoint of science and technology

education, two-year colleges are particularly important as

a potential source of future scientists and engineers and

as a major provider of vocational training. Nationally,

1
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about 30 percent of two-year college students transfer to

four-year institutions, and industry spends more than $1

billion per year on training provided by two-year colleges.

While two-year colleges play an important role in

science and technology education, they face problems

which impede their effectiveness. Some faculty are not

well trained, have heavy teaching loads, and work in an

environment that lacks scholarly tradition. Laboratory

facilities and equipment are often outmoded and

expensive to upgrade.

The hearing today will focus on NA 2936; the

Technical Education and Training Act of 1991, and H.R.

3606, the National Community College Technology Act.

Both bills direct the National Science Foundation *o

administer grant programs to strengthen the instructional

base in advanced technologies at two-year colleges, and

to support a variety of partnership arrangements with

secondary schools and with four-year institutions.

2
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Me purpose today is to assess whether or not these

bills adeess the most critical issues for improvement of

science and technology education at two-year colleges and

whether the proposed programs are like& to achieve their

goals. We are also interested in how the proposed

programs relate to similar activities now sponsored by

federal agencies or the private sector, and if NSF is the

proper agency to administer the proposed programs.

We are very pleased to have the authors of the two

bills, Rep. David Price of North Carolina and Rep. Peter

Hoagland of Nebraska, with us this morning. Following

their statements, we will hear from a representative of

ihNSF. Finally, we will hear from a panel of representatives

of two-year colleges and representatives of companies

which use two-year colleges for high-technology training.

We wekome all of our witnesses and look forward to

your testimony.

3
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Mr. Salm?. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will be brief. I want to
first thank you for holding this hearing and thank the witnesses
for coming. You have pointed out the fact thet is often lost sight of,
that millions of American students are not in four-year umversi-
ties. The.), are in other educational institutims, and it is important
that the Congress pay attention as to the level of educationin
this case, science and technol educationthat is available in
those institutions, and in r, how we can assist.

* have to say, however, to Um witnessespast our colleagues who
ae waitim to testify because they know about what I am going to
saythat this is an extremely busy time with a number of commit-
tees meeting simultaneously. Illy ranking member, Mr. Packard, is
at a conference committee meeting, and I am going to be going to a
Judiciary Committee meeting, and I assume that other Members
may be in and out.

I want to stress to the witnesses that even though this is all hap-
pening in the midst of a number of other things, we are paying
great attention to what you are going to tell us today. I have a staff
member here in the room who will remain here during the entire
proceedings and will let me know about the nature of the testimo-
ny. So I want to assure you that even though there are some com-
ings and goings, we are very interested in what you are saying and
we are not disregarding it.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. &mown. The Chair thanks the gentleman and recognizes

the gentleman from Oregon, Mr. Kopetaki.
Mr. Komisxi. Thank you, Mr. Cliairman. I join with my col-

league from New Mexico in applauding you for this timely hearing.
I, too, serve on the Judiciary Committee, and we have a markup
this morning.

Mr. Chairman, Oregon has been in the forefront in its develop-
ment of two-year community college schools. We have 16 different
community college districts in our State.

As a result of changes in our financing structure to the negative,
quite frankly, we are seeing for the first time this year, a dramatic
Wft in students away from the four-year institutions into the two-
year colleges. That is because our State experienced a 30 percent
tuition increase this fall in our four-year schools. This is driving a
number of students to the two-year colleges.

Thew students will go on and complete their four-year degree,
some of them in the sciences, so thus' is very timely, not
just for the State of Oregon, but I think for Wwr States as well, as
this local government financing phenomenon becomes a reality in
most of the States. So I commend you and commend my two col-
leagues at the witness table for the foresight in the bills tliat they
have introduced.

Mr. BOUCHER. The gentleman from Indiana, Mr. Roemer.
Mr. ROEMER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to join with

my wileague from Oregon in saluting and commending you and
the ranking member for your foresight and dilivnce in pursuing
this matter. As a member of the Education and I.aWr Committee,
we have been working on many similar problems and looking
through our hearing process at what we are now calling, not non-
traditional students going to two-year schools, but new traditional

1 ti
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students going to two-year schools. This is a problem that we face
in terms of demographic explosion for more and more of our stu-
dents attending these two-year schools and community schools,
trying to get training in the sciences.

I would like to ake commend our colleagues, Mr. Hoagland and
Mr. Price, for their input end time here this morning. I attended a
hearing down in Mr. Price's district on education with the Reau-
thorization of the Higher Education Act, and I am very much look-
ing forward to hearing his insight and also the articulation from
Mr. Hoagland from Nebraska as well.

Mr. Chairman, in conclusion, on the editorial page of this morn-
ing's "Washington Post," one of the writers talks about ways by
which we address our economic woes, and they didn't talk about
tax cuts for the middle class; they didn't talk about quick solutions
and rhetoric; they talked about long-term solutions, such as the
problem we are facing with addressing our wonomic competitive-
ness and trade problems, our educational reform problems, our
high wages/low skills dilemma, and looking et civilian training in
the sciences so that we can get technology off the shelves into the
commercial sector and trade this technology as a final product with
other countries.

These are some of the long-term solutions that we need to look
et. T very much look forward to hearing our astute colleagues talk
about some of these solutions today before us. I do ask, Mr. Chair-
man, to revise and extend and submit a statement for the record.

Mr. BOUCHER. Without objection, the gentleman's statement and
the statement of any other Members who desire to submit them
will be included in the record.

(The prepared statements of Mr. Packard and Mr. Costello, plus
the Washington Post article follow:)

1 1
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STATEMENT OF
THE HONORABLE RON PACKARD

SCIENCE SUBCOMMITTEE
HEARING ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION

IN TWO-YEAR COLLEGES
9:30 A.M., 2325 RHOB
NOVEMBER 18, 1991

THANK YOU MR. CHAIRMAN,

I JOIN THE CHAIRMAN IN WELCOMING THE

DISTINGUISHED PANEL OF WITNESSES WHO HAVE COME TO

TESTIFY TODAY - IN PARTICULAR I WOULD LIKE TO

RECOGNIZE MR. PRICE AND MR. HOAGLAND -- WHOSE BILLS

WE WILL BE REVIEWING.

TWO-YEAR COLLEGES REPRESENT A SIGNIFICANT

EDUCATIONAL RESOURCE IN THIS COUNTRY -- WITH OVER
40% OF ALL COLLEGE STUDENTS ATTENDING A COMMUNITY

COLLEGE. GIVEN THIS STATISTIC, I PRAISE THE CHAIRMAN

FOR HOLDING THIS HEARING ON A TOPIC THAT WILL GIVE US
ft

INSIGHT INTO THE TECHNICAL CURRICULUM AVAILABLE AT

COMMUNITY COLLEGES.

12
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I BELIEVE THAT THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

DOES HAVE A ROLE TO PLAY IN ENHANCING THE SCIENCE

AND MATHEMATICS PROGRAMS AT TWO-YEAR COLLEGES. IT

IS MY UNDERSTANDING THAT NSF WAS OPPOSED TO H.R.

2936 WHEN THE AGENCY WAS CALLED TO TESTIFY BEFORE

THE TECHNOLOGY AND COMPETITIVENESS SUBCOMMITTEE

DUE TO THE BILL'S NARROW FOCUS. I WILL BE INTERESTED

TO HEAR ABOUT THE CURRENT PROGRAMS AT NSF THAT

MAY ALREADY HAVE A DIRECT IMPACT ON ADVANCED

TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION AT TWO-YEAR COLLEGES.

ONCE AGAIN I WOULD LIKE TO THANK THE CHAIRMAN

FOR HOLDING THIS HEARING.

103
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MR. CHAIRNAN, THANK YOU FOR CALLING THIS HEARING. I AN PLEASED

TO BE HERE AS MT DISCUSS SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION IN TWO-.

YEAR COLLEGES. I WOULD LIRE TO TARE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO WARMLY

WELCOME OUR PANEL OF WITNESSES. I lama ESPECIALLY LIME TO

WELCOla DR. CART ISRAEL FROM ILLINOIS. DR. ISRAEL IS THE

DIRECTOR OF ILLINOIS COMMUNITY COLLEGE BOARD IN SPRINGFIELD.

MR. CHAIRMAN, THE CRONIN OF TEO-YEAR COLLEGES HAS BEEN

ASTOUNDING. IN 1964 MERE WORE 637 TWO-YEAR COLLEGES, BY 1994,

THE NUMBER HAD DOUBLED TO 2272. OVER 404 OF ALL COLLEGE FRESHMEN

AND SOPHONORIS ATTEND TWO-YEAR COLLEGES. ALL TOO OFTEN, HOWEVER,

TWO-YEAR COLLEGES AMA NOT GIVEN THE RECOGNITION AND CREDIT THAT

THEY WELL DESERVE.

MORE THAN OTHER HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS, TWO-YEAR COLLEGES

srLy MAINLY OS STATE FUNDING. WITH AN AVERAGE TUITION OF $900,

THESE COLLEGES DEPEND ON STATE FUNDING FOR OVER TWO-THIRDS OF

1 4
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THEIR BUDGET. TT HAS BEEN BROUGHT TO MY ATTENTION THAT TWO-YEAR

COLLEGES ARE IN NEED OF EXPANDING AND UPDATING THEIR SCIENCE AND

TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS, BECAUSE SUCH PROGRAMS ARE MORE COSTLY,

REQUIRING EXPENSIVE MODERN Ecturpnwr, TWO-YEAR COLLEGES ARE AT A

DISADVANTAGE TO THOSE INSTITUTIONS WHICH HAVE HUGE ENDOWMENTS AND

HIGH TUITIONS.

I AM ANXIOUS TO HEAR THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF OUR PANEL ABOUT HOW

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT CAN BETTER ADDRESS THE ISSUE OF SCIENCE

AND TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION IN TWO-YEAR COLLEGES. TWO BILLS WILL BE

REVIEWED. I AN EAGER TO DISCUSS THE PROVISIONS OF THIS BILL, AG

I BELIEVE THAT IMPROVEMENT TN THE AREA OF SCIENCE AND TECHNO.,OGY

EDUCATION IS NECESSARY FOR THE FUTURE OF OUR EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM.

AGAIN, MR. CHAIRMAN, THANK YOU FOR CALLING THIS HEARING AND FOR

YOUR CONTINUED LEADERSHIP OF THIS SUBCOMMITTEE.
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Mr. BOUCHER, We welcome both of our colleagues this morning.
Mr. H d informs us that his committee is marking up the
banking sill. Therefore, with Mr. Price's deference, we will proceed
to his statement.

Peter, we are glad to have you and would be glad to hear from
you at this time.

STATEMENT OF HON, PETER HOAGLAND, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEBRASKA

Mr. HOAGLAND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.,I certainly appreciate
the opportunity to testify before you and our colleagues here at
this hearing this morning. I particularly want to get back to the
Banking Committee so I can give all of you an opportunity once
again to be able to vote and &liberate on those interesting issues.

Mr. BOUCHER. The third time is the charm.
Mr. HOAGLAND. It really is my - to bring in legislation

that has been diligently devel and worked on by my staff,
Linda Booth and Kathy Dyer, are here today, legislation that
had previously been carried by Doug Walgren and, also, that has
considerable applicability to my district in Omaha because we have
a very strong community college presence, as I know the rest of
you probably have in your districts. Community college presence is
extremely important to our educational structure in NebraLka. I
would expect it is in Virginia and elsewhere a/so.

I can't speak highly enough for this particular legislation. We
have well-known national problem of kinds that we have never
before faced in history. We have amassed now a national debt of
over $3 trillion. Recently, we exported aver 5 million American jobs
overseas, with 8 million Americans unable to find work now and 23
million Americans nearly 10 percent of our people living on Food
Stampswith the fact that we have successfully converted our-
selves from the world's largest creditor to the world's largest
debtor nation in just 10 yftra.

We have monumenM1 problems, particularly economic ones, on
about every front. I think all of us agree that investing in our work
force and making our workers more productive and more talented
is one of the clearly identifiable objectives in working our way out
of these economic problems.

I have reviewed summaries of Congressman Price's bill. I must
say it is a very good piece of legislation as well.

Both of our bills do two thing's which I think are important. We
both use the National Science F'oundation as a vehicle for deliver-
ing these services. The services to be delivered are somewhat differ-
ent, slightly different, but nonetheless, we both select the National
Science Foundation to lead the effort.

I think that is very appropriate because of the record of that gov-
ernmental agency as being one of the most experienced, one of the
most effective. I remember in my senior year in high school partici-
pating in a National Science Foundation-funded physics class that
was really an excellent course, much better than the course I
would have received otherwise at Central High School in Omaha.

A report issued in January of 1989 by NSF identifies problems in
science, mathematics, and engineering that can be met and should

17
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be met by developing more effective programs at the community
college level. ka bill would authoria, $30 million in fiscal year
1991 and $40 'on in fiscal years 1993 and 1994 for NSF to con-
duct national technology education programs through the commu-
nity college system.

The second feature of our bills is that we use the community col-
leges as a basic resourde, to receive these funds, to recruit students,
and to implement the program. Community colleges now educate
43 percent of our post- secondary students and are really, I think,
the ideal training ground for these kinds of

I think, as resources bacome available inpratrill989.0s because of
changes internationally, this is clearly an area where America
could benefit greatly by a concentration of resources. I am confi-
dent, Mr. Boucher, that after you have heard all the different pro-

Csvlsthe best of all of them and will be indeed a good product. I
in this area, the committee will put one together that will

look forward to supporting the committee's efforts when they do
come to fruition on this.

would like make my complete statement part of the record.
Mr. Boman.. Without objection, it will be received.
Mr. HOAGLAND. Again, I appreciate very much the opportunity to

be heard on this issue. I want to be of whatever help I can in the
future.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Hoagland followsj
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STMEMENT OF CONORESSMANFIITM HOAGAND

before du Subcommium on Science
Hearing on Science and Technology Education in 2-Year Colleges

November 19, 1991

I would like to thank Chairnmn Boucher sad the subconunittee for
the opportunity to testify this mining CM behalf of my bill to remote
technology education in onr community colleges- It is clear that our
educational system must mock:raise for the workplace of tomorrow. We
can no longer ignore the need to adequately tmin and retrain America's
workforce in a competitive, international economy.

Our economy is deteriorating before as. Since the beginning of the
Reagan Revolution ten years ago:

We have amassed mote than $3 trillion in national debt. The
annual interest on that debt now consumes almost 15 percent of our
budget and 3.5 percent of our GNP.

*We have exported 5 million American jobs in the course of
transforming AIM:1UB from the world's largest creditor nation in
1980 to the largest debtor of 1991.

*We now have 8 million Americans unable to find work and 23
million Americans, 10 percent of our people living on food stamps.

While we spent billions fighting communism for 40 years, many of
our allies spent billions preparing for the economic war of the 1990s and
beyond. We have Star Wars and Stealth bombers; they have microchips
and robots. They control the world's largest financial institutions.

We must make a concerted effort to invest in our students and to
revitalize our educational system. Our schools should be educating
students for the jobs of the future with the technology of the future to
improve oar productive capacity. Now is the time to provide all students
- whether young, middle-aged, elderly, full-time, part-time -- a world-
class education to rive them the knowledge and skills to compete. We
must replace short-term fixes Wilt a long-term view toward tomorrow.
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ME NATIONAL COMMUNITY COLLEGE 1ECHNOLOGY EDUCATION Acr

I-I.R. 3606, the National Community College Technology Education Act.
would create a cost-shared program in community colleges to educate
people in texhaology &ids. Grants would be administered by the National
Science Foundation (NSF) to community colleges across the nation to
provide technology education programs.

It is time for the National Science Foundation to lead the effort to
upgrade technology education in this country. The National Science
Foundation, with its experience in administering model programs on the
leading edge of science and with the respect in which it is held. is the
appropriate federal agency to lead this effort. A January 1989 report by
NSF entitled Science and Engineering Education in Two-Year Colleges
concluded. "Programs in science, mathematics, and engineering must be
developed that are more attractive and engaging for 2-year college
students." However, in 1991. the National Science Foundation is only
spending $3.3 million on two-year colleges. It is time the United States
invest as much in the people who work in fartories and office buildings as
we do in the computers and robots they have to use everyday. It is time
to encourage the NSF to look at community colleges as an important
national resource.

The bill would authorize $30 million in fiscal year 1992 and $40
million in fiscal years 1993 and 1994 for the National Science Foundation
(NSF) to conduct national technology education programs under which
accredited associate-degree-granting colleges, using matching non-federal
funds, would provide education in technology fields.

The bill included several special emphases for NSF to consider in
awarding grants: people in need of retraining or upgrading to retain their
jobs; workers dislocated by plant closings and technological changes;
working people and parents who need flexible scheduling; young people
just out of high school; high school dropouts; and disabled people with
special needs.

COMMUNITY COLLEGES AS A RESOURCE

Community colleges, which educate 43 percent of postsecondary
students. are the ideal training ground to meet the retraining needs we
face. They can offer low-cost programs with flexible scheduling. This is
particularly important to adults with jobs and families. Almost 50 percent
of community college students are of non-college-age. Community colleges

2 L)
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can design education programs with local industry, such as on-the-job
training, sPecifically designed to meet local industry's needs. They can
attract faculty from industry. people who teach part-time in a field related
to their work.

Two-year colleges provide access oigher education for many who
might not otherwise have such opponunitk f, anti they send a large
numoer of qualified, motivated transfer students te four-year colleges am,
universities.

The community college is an especially good training ground for
people whose jobs are eliminated because of a plant shutdown, retooling.
restructuring or changes in the economy.

Our national education policy most take advantage of one of our most
powerful and natural weapons: community colleges. Study after study
shows that a greater investmest in our nation's most valuable resource
human capital -- is needed to ensure a Waned and productive economy.
Community colleges are the nation's largest delivery system of training in
technology education, outside of industry itself. It would be a national
tragedy to overlook the great potential our vast network of community
colleges.

COMPETITIVUIESS REQUIRES A STRONG SKILL BASE

Many studies in recent years have pointed to the need for our
country to educate more scientists and engineers, but we will never meet
the competitiveness challenges posed by other countries with Ph.D
scientists and engineers alone. As the workplace becomes increasingly
technological, many people will need technology knowledge and skills.

A competent workforce is one of the most important factors for
American economk growth and productivity in this century and it will
determine the nation's economic prospects in the next. Learning on the job
accounted for more than half, 55 percent, of the productivity increases in
the United States between 1929 and 1939, while machine capital
contributed only 20 percent. The United States must have a "backbone" of
technologically-educated individuals as on the abilities of our engineers.

STUDIES SUPPORT

This bill attempts to respond to a 1991 report by the United States
Department of Labor report which concluded:

21
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The qualities of high performance that today characterize our
most competitive companies must become the standard for the
vast majority of our companies, large and small, local an
global....These goals are pursued by combining technology and
people in new ways. Decisions must be made closer to the
frontline and draw upon the abilities of winters to think
creatively and solve problems. Above all, these goals depend
on people....Me competence of the workforce and on
responsible employees comfortable with technology and
complex systems, skilled as members of teams, and with a
passion for continuous learning.

In the end, a competitive advantage does not solely come from
technology, but from the people who invent and use it. I hope that
my bill will be a catalyst for change. for updating our curriculum and
bringing to our community colleges the incentives they need to
provide students with the knowledge and skills they need in today's
and tomorrow's workplace.

I applaud the subcommittee for your interest in this important
area and again I appreciate the opportunity to come before you. I
look forward to working with you.

72
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Mr. BOLICINICR. Thank you very much for your contribution. I re-
alize that you have another committee that you need to attend.

Let me ask if there are members of the panel who have questions
of you or who would like to make statements in response to yoursthis morning.

Mr. Roxama. Mr. Chairman, I don't have any questions, but I'm
tempted to try to keep him here if it will delay our voting on an-other banking bill.kurcz.1

. en the contrary, Mr. Chairman, I find it great sport
to voie on banking bill& I hope we'll see a -dumber in the future.[sughter.]

Mr. Boucinaa. Mr. Hoagland, we thank you very much for your
contribution to our deliberations this morning. W'e will give your
legislation due consideration. Thank you.

HOAGIAND. I'm a little bit concerned about Mr. Schiff's sa-distic streak.
kugt.
. &ULMER. Send us a good banking bill this time. Hopefully,

that will conclude the process on that
Mr. HOAGLAND. It will be an excellent bill, believe me.
Mr. Boticani. Thank you very muchglad to have you with us.Mr. Price, we will be to hear from you.
Mr. Palm Thank you, . Chairman. I am pleased to have this

opportunity to testify on my bill, H.R. 2936, the Technical Training
and Education Act of 1991. It is good to be back in this subcommit-
tee room. I enjoyed serving on this Science Committee for a
number of years. Now that I've moved on to another committee, it
is ratifying to be welcomed back.

y appreciate the help of Chairman Boucher. In his
brief tenure at the helm of this subcommittee, he has already
proven to be an outstanding chairman. I appreciate the consider-ation that Ron Packard, the ranking Republican Member has given
me on H.R. 2936.

In fact, all the members of the subcommittee have been most
helpful. Almost eve*, member is co-sponsoring this bill. I hope this
indicates that we can move this lmisktion forward quickly because
I believe it is a bill whose time has come. H.R. 2936, the Technical
Education and Training Act of 1991, will substantially upgrade our
educational and training efforts in science, mathematics, and tech-nology to ensure that our work force has the skills to remain com-petitive in the global economy.

My legislation bolsters and strengthens our Federal efforts in
work force training and education by directing the National Sci-
ence Foundation to establish a competitive grants program for as-
sociate degree collma- to provide technical training and education
in advanced technology fields. Awardees would use these funds to
develop and diseeminate model instructional programs, enter into
innovative partnerships with the private sector and government
agencies, improve faculty competence in advanced technology
fields, and upgrade instructional laboratory equipment

Secondly, the bill would establish 10 national centers of technical
education and training. All of the centers would be associate
degree-granting colleges with exceptional advanced technical train-
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ing programs, science and math educational programs, or both. The
idea would be to not only upgrade these 10 institutions, but to use
them as clearinghouses for institutions across the country which
are trying to improve their education and training programs.

The rmal part of the legislation directs the director of NSF to es-
tablish a program of outreach and partnership grants between as-
sociate degree colleges and four-year academic institutions to in-
crease the number of students achieving bachelor's degrees in
math, science, engineering, and technolooe. These grants would
allow these institutions to facilitate trwir of talented students
who might otherwise stop at the associate degree level by providing
special counseling and academic advising, workshops, tours, and
summer programs to these students.

The authorization level for all of these programs is $50 million.
At the Technology and Competitiveness Subcommittee markup, an
amendment was offered to ensure that this authorization would
not add to NSF's existing authorization level. Since NSF's appro-
priations level currently falls short of this authorization leveland
that's a situation I would like to do something aboutI believe
that appropriations can be made for the new activities envisioned
by H.R. 2936 without compromising current NSF funding levels for
other programs.

The need for this legislation has been well documented. Already,
three out of every four new jobs in America require education or
training beyond the high school degree. It is no longer a question of
whether Johnny can read or write. It's a question of whether
Johnny can comprehend a computer manual well enough to get a
job at IBM.

The Federal response to this challenge has been, at best, inad-
equate. There have been scattered attempts by other agencies to
address these problems, but for the most part, they have fallen
short.

For example, the Department of Education's Cooperative Demon-
stration Program, as the charter for this hearing noted, did .rovide
30 grants totaling a little over $9 million in fiscal year I" for
various high-tech training needs in areas like health care and tele-
communications. However, since that fiscal year, these advanced
technology training programs have not received funding for this
program. In fact, for the past year, model projects involving build-
mg construction was the sole focus of that program.

The limits of the Cooperative Demonstration Program are de-
scribed in detail in the excellent testimony of Valencia Community
College President Gianini, who you will be hearing from later
today. His college has been one of the successful ones in attracting
these demonstration grants, so he is well positioned to determine
the gaps that this program leaves and why H.R. 2936 is so vitally
nwded.

I also want to briefly respond to the Department of Education's
contention in a letter to Tim Valentine, chairman of the Technolo-
gy and Competitiveness Subcommittee, that the Tech Prep pro-
gram largely achieves the purposes of H.R. 2936. Tech Prep is a
very valuable program that links the last two years of high school
with two years of community college in a secmence of courses de-
signed to increase students' technical skills. It is designed to aid
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those students currentt moving through elementary and high
school. However, as the Department of Commerce Assistant Secre-
tary for Policy Deborah Whiceanith has pointed out, 85 percent of
the work force for the year 2000 is already in the work force today.
It is to the training nee& of this larger population that H.R. 2036
reaches and Tech Prep does wt.

Moreover, Tech Pre does not contain many of the programmatic
elements of H.R. . Tech Prep does not provide for articulation
agreements between two and four-year colleges. Tech Prep does not
provide for centers of =silence to ensure that all colleges have
the best curricula in various technical fields available to them.
Tech Prep does not provide for faculty enhancement through
hands-on experience with new technology.

Tech Prep does promise to upgrade vocational education across
this country. I am strongly supportive of it, but it is neither con-
ceived nor structured to do what H.R. 2936 would do, which is to
bring the resources and the expertise of the NSF to bear on the
creation of state-of-the-art curricula, teaching methods, and equip-
ment in advanced technical training, establishing centers of excel-
lence that will have a ripple effect throughout the entire communi-
ty college system.

The Department of Education's letter also mentions the estab-
lishment of the National Coalition of Advanced Technology Centers
as a pretext for not moving this bill forward. While thifrdissemina-
tion network is important, and while H.R. nu in fact anticipates
the presence of that network, the network will be ineffective if we
don't provide funding to develop model programs in the first place,
or to enhance faculty achievement, or to purchase needed equip-
ment.

It seems self-evident that dissemination is important only if you
have programs that are working and faculty who can teach them.
In other words, dissemination is important only if you have some-
thing to disseminate.

The National Science Foundation's role in improving education,
especially in advanced technolog fields, makes their leadership in
this kind of training and educational development particularly ap-
propriate. The Foundation ignores our national deficiency in ad-
vanced technical training at the risk of its own mandate.

Our nation's leadership in science and engineering cannot be sus-
tained unless it is supported by the best-trained technicians in the
world. The research enterprise in this count'', depends on improv-
ing the skills of these workers, as does the successful translation of
research into new products and manufacturing technologies.

In this regard, I was pleased to see NSrs supportive statements
at a September 17th hearing on this bill before Mr. Valentine's
Technology and Competitiveness Subcommittee. Luther Williams,
who you will hear from today, testified that the programmatic con-
cepts in H.R. 2936 are sound and that they are structured to be
consistent with how NSF conducts its other programs. In response
to a question from Mr. Valentine, Mr. Williams agreed to Finding
Number 6 in KR. 2936 namely, "That the National Science
Foundation's traditional role in developing modern curricula and
disseminating instructional materials, enhancing faculty develop-
ment, and stimulating partnerships between educational institu-
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tions and private industry make an enlarged role for the National
Science Foundation in technical education and training particular-
ly appropriate." The activities envisioned in H.R 2936 clearly fall
within Nsrs missions, and I believe my bill charts a reasonable
and modest course to enlarge NSF's involvement in these critical
areas.

I commend this subcommittee for holding this important hearing
this morning. I look forward to working with you as we refine this
bill and, I would hope, bring it to the Floor.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Price followsl
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am pleased to have the opportunity to testify on sy bill, LA.
2936, the Technical Training and Education Act of 1991, before
thin Subcommittee. X enjoyed serving on the Douse Science and
Technology cesuittse, end it's great to ess seny of the people
with whom 2 have warned closely over.the years.

I especially appreciate the help of Chairman Rick Boucher. In
his brief tenure at the helm of this importeaftemboommittae, he
has already proven to be aa outetamdinc chairman. I also
appreciate the consideration that Ron Packard, tha ranking
Republican member, has given me on CR. 2936.

I also apprecialp the support of the msny embers of tha
subcommittee. In fact, almost ovary member of this aubcomnittaa
has oosponsored this legislation. I hops this indicates that we
can acme this leealation torward quickly. tt's a bill whose
tine has some.

MM. 2926, the Technical Education and Training Act of 1091, will
onbetantially upgrade our educational and training efforts in
science, mathemethice and technology, to ensure that our
workforce has the skills to remain competitive in the global
econsty.

my idgielation bolsters and strengthen, 09n federal efforts in
workforce training sad education by directing the national
Ocisemo Foundation to establish a competitive greats pragram tor
assomiate-dagree colleges to provide technical training and
educgtion in advanced-technology fields. Amardess would use
these funds to develop and disseminate modal Instructional
programs, enter into innovative partnerships with the private
vector and government agencies, improve faculty competence in
advanoed-technotogy fields, and upgrade- inrtraotional laboratory
equipment.

The bill would alao establish ten NatiOnal cents-se of Technical
Education and Training. A11 of the centers would be associat*-
degree granting oollegee with exceptional advanced technical
training programa, science and math education programs, or both.
The ;dna would be not only to upgrade them tan institutions, but
to use them as clearinghouses tor institutions acrove the coseltry
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obi** are trying to impcove their education and training
programs.

This bill is desigred to take advantage of the fact that nany
commueity colleges are already aotively involved in training
Prolamine. reds:cal assistance in taking these progreas to new
levels of excellence aed effectiveness, and tben diasecinating
the models and methods Acmes tbe ccuntry, would be a wine
investment.

The final pert of the legislation directs the Director of NSF to
establish a prow= of outreach and partnership grants between
niece:Ate-degree colleges'amd f aondenic institutions to
thermos the number of studente acb eying bachelor degrees in
asthmatics, science, engineering, end technology. These grants
wili allow these institutions to facilitate transfer toe talented
students who night otherwise stop at the aSsociatedagrae lova,
by providing special counseling and academic advising, workehops,
tours, end summer programs to these students.

Tbe authorization level for all these programs is $SD million.
At the Technology and Competitiveness Subcommittee markup, an
amendment was offered to ensure that this authorization would net
add to KBY's existing authorization level. Since NSF's
approxiations level currently fells Short of this level, a
situation I weld like to do something about, / believe
appropriations ran he made for tbe new activities envisioned by
H.R. 2935 without compromising current NSF funding levels for
other programs.

The need for this legislation has been well-documented. Already,
three out of every four new 'olio in America require education 41.
training beyond a high octopi degree. It's no longer just a
question of 'Mather Johnny can read or write, but whether Johnny
can comprehend a technical manual well enough to get a job atma.

The federal response to thin challenge has been, at beet,
inedequate. Aa Erich Moab, former director of the National
Science reundation adknowledged before this Committee in 1990,
adult science and teehnical training are areas that are falling
threugh the cracks of the federal-education effort. Supporting
Director Hiodh'a costantion is a Sunbelt Institute study:
rederal program", it canoludee, °should aim to help adult
education programs transcend their =Miele on general education
and their historic isolation, and to overcome their lack ot
rssouroos and expertioe to address tba literacy domande of ths
workplace."

There have been scattered attempts by other agencies to address
these problems, but for the nest part, the atteaVte have fallen
short. For instance, tbe negartment of Education's Cooperative
Demonstration Program (High Tecenology), as the charter for this
hasr:mq noted, did provide 30 grants totaling a little over $i
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million in rrimm for various high-tech tweining needs in areas
like health taro and telecommunicatioes. Nowever. since that
alum: year, these nave:mod technology training programa have not
received funeing free this pxvgraa. Is fact, for the peat year,
model proloote involving building cometruction was the sole forum
of the program.

The 'Anita of the cocpsrative DOMOXIMUtiOn Program are described
in ewe snoallenk of Valencia Commmaity Colloes's
President Cianini, whom you mill beer nom later today. Sis
college has been succesful in receiving these demonstration
grants, and be is well-pesitiamed to detail the gape this program
leaves and why n.36 2926 is so vitally needed.

T also want briefly to rempend to the Department of Education's
coatontion in a letter te Tim Velamtlem, chairman of tha
Technology and Competitiveness Smbcommittee, that the Tech Prep
program largely achieves the purposes of N.S. 2936. Tema Prep is
a viery valuable program that l.tnka the last two years of high
school with two years of commemity college in a sequence of
courses designed to incresse etedemts$ 'technical skills. it in
designed to aid those stademts curremtly leaving through
elementary tad high school. demever, as the U.S. Department ot
Commerce Assistant 'cemetery for Policy, Deborah Winme-Smith, aas
pointed out, 854 of the workforce in the year 2000 is already las
the warkforme today. It im to the training needs of this larger
population that La. 2936 reaches and Tech Prep does not.

Moreover, Tech Prep dams net contain many of the programmatic
elements of H.R. 2936. Tech Prep dues not provide far
articulation agreements between tem- and four-year colleges to
increase the number of backeler degrees La math, science and
engineering. Tech Prep doss net 0vida for Cantors of
Vacellemos to ensure that ell colleges have the best curricula in
various technical fields available to thus. Tech Prep does not
provide for faculty enhancement through hands-on experience with
totting edge: technology. Tech Prep promisee to
vocational education across this country, but it=ther
conceived nor stractmed to do mkat Sal. 2936 would do: to bring
the resources and expertise of the 1111 to bear on the creation of
state...of-the-art curricula, teaching methods, and equipment in
advanced technical trainim establishing canters of excellence
which will have a ripple effect through the entire community
college system.

The repartment of Sdecation's latter also mentions the
setabliehnent ol the National Coalition of Advanced Technology
Centers, as a pretext for not saving this bill fore.rd. But
while thin dissemination netwerk is important, and anticipated by
H.R. 2936. it will be ineffeetive if we do not provide funding to
4eve3op nodal pxograns, enhance faculty achievement, and purchsee
needed training equipnent. It memo self-nvident that
dissemination is innortant only if you have prograns that are
working and facIlty who can teach them -- only, that is, if you
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have namething worthwftile to dlOIMMIA4te.

/be Nalanal Science Foundation's role in *proving education,
eepeclally in advanced-teohnology fields, makes their 1eadarsh4
in this kind of training and education development particularly
appropriate. Its Foundation ignorso cur national deficiency :../1
advanced technical training at the risk of its own mandate. Our
nation's leadership in science and engineering cannct be
sustained unless it ls sapported by the beat-trained teohniciaue
in am worm. The rftsea.eh enterprise in this country depends on
*porting the skills of these workers, as does the succeenful
tranolation of rosorch into now products and manufacturing
tachnologies.

In this regard. I was pleased to see ISF's oupportive statemancn
at a loptember 17th hearing on this bill before Mt. Valentina'n
Technology and Competitiveness Subcommittee. Luther Williams,
atom you will hoar from today, testified that the progrannatic
concepts in H.R. 2936 axe sound and that tbey are structuzed to
be ow!sistent with taw NIP conducts tbsir programs. And in
reeponse to a (Faction tram J. VUlontine, hr. willians agreed to
finding 06 in 11.R. 29361 *The National science Foundation's
traditional role in develqping modern curricula and disseminating
instructional matsrials, anhancing faculty development, and
stimulating partnerships botwmen eduoatioral institutions and
private industry makes an enlarged role for the National Samos
FOundation in technical education and training particularly
appropriate.° Tbe activities are envisioned in 11.114 2936 clearly
tall within Mrs mission and t believe my bill charts a
reasonable and modest course to enlarge NSF's' Joao/lament.

commend this Oubcommitte* for holding this important hearing.
lock forward to working with you.
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Mr. Boucaza. Thank you very much, Mr. Price. You have made
a very substantial cantributicui to this national effort to ensurethat America has a well traimed work force sufficient to the de-
mands of the coining century. We all commend pm for that effort.I think that is an that we all endorse.

On the other hand, will be raised as to what is the
most appropriate means to achieve that notice that in your
statement you have suggested that the ent of Education's
programs are not adequate to meet that need, certainly not as cur-rently stzuctured or tlinded.

Do you think that, if the current pt:ograms that are outhorizedfor the Department of Education were in fact properly fimded, that
the need could be r that way without involving the National Sci-ence Foundation, ot, even if thaw programs were fully funded, do
you think some NSF contribution to this effort would be requiredalong the lines of what you recommended in ysnr bill?

Mr. Plum. I think some NSF involvement is very important at
this stage, both because of the inhenmt shortcomings in the con-cept and the execution of these Department of Education p
ar. ! also because of the Aive potential that we have at lirar.ams'We have thought a 'I' about the question that you raise. Wehave not lightly assigned this program to NSF aW we have not
lightly disregarded the Department of Education efforts. We com-mend those efforts, Tech Prep in particular. We want to make thatjust as strong and effective and we can. I have worked on that pro-gram as well and I it very strongly.,

What we need in to assisting educational institutions
across the country in upgrading theirprograms is to provide somepilot efforts, same demmistration efforts, in 2 relatively small
number of institutions that will show what we are capable of anddevelop these state of the art curricula, teaching methods, and
model partnerships that can then be disseminated throu0out the
system. 'That is not going on anywhere else. That is what NSF does
so well in other scientific areas, and it is what we think needs to bedone with advanced technical training.

One aspect of m,y full statement, which will be in the record, Ipresume, but that I did not take your time with here this morning,
hw to do with a hearing in this committee a _year ago. Mr. Boeh-lert was there. I remember his congratulating Erich Bloch and Sec-
retary Cavazos for getting together finally. He said we had brokendown the barriers in Eastern Europe and across the world, andnow we've gotten the Department of Education and the NationalScience Foundation together to talk about their coordinated efforts
in education.

My question to the two of them was: what are neither of Toudoing? What's follingthrough the cracks in terms of both agencies'involvement? Erich Each answered instantly, advanced technical
training is falling through the cracks. That's where neither of usare doing the jrth that needs to be done, and that is the gap thatthis bill sets out to fill.

Mr. BoucHim. Thank you very much for that answer. Without
objection, your statement and the prepared statement of all thewitnesses that appear this morning will be made a part of therecord.
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The gentleman from California, the ranking Republican member
of this subcommittee, Mr. Packard.

Mr. PACEARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I really don't have a question, Mr. Price. I want to aammend you

for your legislation and your interest in this particular area where
I agree with you that there is much more that we can be doing.

Certainly, the community colleges around the country are play-
ing a vital role in preparing and educating our you3g people and, if
in fact we are seeing a weakness in this area, there ought to be
some effort to bfte = that gap. I want to thank you very much.

Mr. PRICE. Thai* you.
Mr. BOUCHER. The gentleman from Indiana, Mr. Roemer.
Mr. Roebtea. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent this

committee staff is on top of things as always, and the article that I
mentioned in my opening statement in )r's "Washington Post,"
they gave me a copy ofso I ask unanimous consent that a copy be
included with my opening statement.

Mr. Boticxxa. Without objection.
Mr. Rommel'. Thank you.
I would like to thank you for appearing before the committee

today, Mr. Price, and always for your fine testimony. As a co-spon-
sor of this legislation as well, I would just like, for the record, to
high4ht your distinction here in your testimony between what
Tech P' rep does not provide and what this bill does provide, specifi-
cally for centers of excellence.

If you could, just go over in a little bit more explanation for me
and for the committee to talk about providing the bmt curricula in
various technical fields for these schools, how NSF will work on
those kinds of recommendations, and let me just tell you why I'm
concerned about this. I really think we need to forge better rela-
tionships and partnerships between our educational institutions
and private i ustry.

To give yot, an anecdote from my particular district, I recently
had a businessman come up to me and complain that he had tried
to hire 11 high school graduates from my community high schools
and none of them passed his test. He went on and on profusely to
complain about the process and said that the high schools as well
as the two-year schools in our district were not meeting the needs
of the local industry.

One of the things that the business leaders can do is work with
the schools to give feedback to the schools on what exactly the
shortfalls in skills are. They can develop recommendations in cur-
ricula. They can develop apprenticeships and internships, bringing
the workplace to the schools and schools to the workplace.

I think what your legislation does is institutionalize that through
the educational process. If you could explain that a little bit more
in terms of what Tech Prep does not provide and what your bill
does, I sure would appreciate that.

Mr. PRICE. Thank you. I do appreciate your interest in this and
your support for what we're trying to do. I can only agree with
what you said about the business community.

In my district for some years now, if you sit business leaders
down in a room and ask them what their aumber one issue is, they
will tell you education immediately. I don't think there is any ques-
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tion that the business community is well aware of our work force
deficiencies and our need to remedy those.

My own wake-up call in this occurred very early in my
tenure in the Congress. Doug W browht the Science Sub-
committee down to our district an we h :wit testimony from ex-
ecutives in the Remarch Triangle Park, one of whom tostified very
forcefully about this matter and indicated to us that right then he
wasn't hiring anyone without two years past high school and, in
those cases, that was often needed to supplement the kind of train-
ing that those people browht to the workplace. Well, that's where
this country is going and that's where our new jobs are going to be,
so we need to respond to this.

Now, Tech Prep is a response on one level to that challenge. We
need desperately to upgrade vocational education in this country.
Tech Prep is going to help us do that by linking the last two years
of high school and, the first two years of college.

Tech Prep, of course, is a very broad program which will provide
assistance to a number of institutions as they attempt to bring
those programs up to speed. We need to support that effort fully,
but Tech Prep is not doing what this bill envisions, which is to take
a very few centers of excellence and really make them models for
all the rest.

That is what NSF does best. It fits perfectly the NSF model of
how we move ahead and how we disseminate results of model ef-
forts, demonstration efforts.

What we are attempting to do is to apply this in this widening
field of advanced technical training. The bill does include some spe-
cifics as to the kinds of fields that we have in mind, laser technolo-
gy, electronics, robotic technol. , nuclear technology, computer
technology, fiber optics, advan. s manufacturing technology, ad-
vanced health technologies, and advanced technology applications
that integrate and synthesize emerging and existing technologies.
Just to read that list indicates the kind of challenge that we face.

One way to conceive of it, I think, is of that area between voca-
tional education, even upgraded vocational education, between that
and clamical math, science, and engineering educationthat area
between those two which we have not attended to sufficiently,
which is growing in the number of jobs that it involves and its im-
portance to our country. That is what we're trying to address.

It is not a huge grant and aid program that we have in mind. We
are not going to be disseminating large amounts of money to large
numbers of institutions. That is the business of other programs and
other agencies. What we are doing is taking a very few institutions
and making them models for the rest.

Mr. ROEMER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BOUCHER. The Chair thanks the gentleman and recognizes

the gentleman from New York, Mr. Boehlert.
Mr. BOEHLERT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I wish to thank our colleague from North Carolina for his stick-

to-it-iveness in this battle. I think you've got good legislation and I
want to see it become a reality.

As you know, I'm a cheerleader for the National Science Founda-
tion. I think it is one of the best that we have to offer the Ameri-
can people in terms of its outstanding performance.

49-901 0 - 92 - 2 0'0
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There aie two statements in your full text that I am very
to repeat. One is that you envisicsr an enlarged role far the kttatiot
al Science Foundation in technical education and training; that you
think it is rarticularly appropriate. The second partand this is
very important because yor can't have one witho.ut the other, like
bacon without eggsis that I believe a can be made
for the new activrties envitioned by without compromis-
ing current NSF fianding levels for other programs. That is critical-
ly important This will not replace any existing programs. This will
supplement existing

I think you are :if t on with your focus at the National Science
Foundation rather the Department of Education. I'm encour-
aged that we can have a better relationship between the two, but I
think that in this instance, the NSF is the proper vehicle to carry
forward your very fine program. I am pleased to identify with it
and I want to commend you publicly.

Mr. Plum. Thank you. I appreciate your leadership over the
years, Mr. Boehlert. YOu and Doufg Walgren gave such able leader-
ship to the Science and Research Committee for many years when
this proposal and others like it were being developed.

rat we have before us today represents the result of those
ymrs of discussion and refinement Nothing is in here by accident.
We have really thought long and hard about where this responsi-
bility ought to be lodged and how it can be done to maximum
effect.

I appreciate your work on this and look forward to working with
you to move it along further.

Mr. Boucrua. Mr. Price, we thank you very much for your pres-
ence here this morning. You have certainly given us a lot to chew
on, and we will consider your legislation and your statement very
carefully as this subcommittee continues to examine ways to en-
hance the capabilities of America's work force. With that state-
ment, we will excuse you this morning.

Mr. Paws. Thank you very much.
Mr. BOUCHER. The subcommittee now welcomes our second panel

of witnesses comprised of Dr. Luther Williams, the Assistant Direc-
tor for Education and Human Resources at the National Science
Foundation.

Dr. Williams, your prepared written statement will be made a
part of the record and we would welcome your oral summary.

STATEMENT OF LUTHER S. WILLIAMS, ASSISTANT DIRECI1OR
FOR EDUCATION AND HUMAN RESOURCES, NATIONAL SCIENCE
FOUNDATION

Dr. WiLuArrs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee.

It is a pleasure to be here today to participate in this hearing.
The committee's concern for the issue of technology and science
education and for the important role that must be played by the
Nation's two-year colleges is both critical and timely.

I want you to know from the start my views on H.R. 2936 and
H.R. 3606. H.R. 2936, since I was here in September, has been sub-
stantially revised. The statement of actions needed to improve tech-
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nical education in the United States has been greatly refined and
now provichas more broadly-based descriptions.

The National Science Foundation agrees with the intent, that is,
the programs to D3 addressed under this l =:-Iation. We still oppose
the bill even as revised because additional legislative authority is
not needed and, to some extent, because of it's narrow focus. Pre-
dictably, we would have similar problems with H.R. 3606.

We believe that the foundation's ongoing effort in this area
ought to be broadly-based along the lines that I will describe in a
moment, and we suggest that a narrow targeted effort would come
at the expense of a broadly-based program that would ensure
proper attention to moving targets. What is meant by that is: tech-
nology and training are both rapidly moving targets because of
their strong tiesunderstandably soto local concerns.

The explication of these reviews constitutes in effect the major
body of my oral comments, in which I would like to sketch what
the foundation's Directorate for Education and Human Resources
is doing to support and advance technical education, and make
some specific suggestions on how that role properly and appropri-
ately should be extended.

This committee has recognized the need for current emphasis on
technology and science education at the two-year college level. Cur-
rently, the foundation is studying many aspects of its role in im-
proving math, science, and technology literacy and capability for
all students. One of the important aspects of this current effort is
directed toward two-year colleges with specific emphasis on improv-
ing the quality of their instructors.

The foundation's role: It is appropriate that the foundation play
a substantial role in improving the qualifications of America's tech-
nologists and production workers. The foundation believes its capa-
bilities and resources are best employed in efforts to improve broad
and general technical skills, backgmund, and competency rather
than supporting improvement in training students for jobs which
may have a short lifespan.

The role of the two-year colleges: All of American colleges and
universities are called on to respond to the need of an ever-chang-
ing population and work force, but it is the two-year colleges that
are uzleally positioned to serve as a catalyst for improving post-sec-
ondary education that is required to meet the demands, the level,
and the kind of technical education now being required by industry
to staff the productive phase of a competitive cycle.

To be sure, NSF intends to play a major role in strengthening
math and science programs at two-year colleges. Such strengthen-
ing will yield the production of triple dividends. First, many stu-
dents enrolled in such programs will be ready to embark on careers
in the industrial work force; that is, upon the receipt of an associ-
ate degree. Many others will continue their education in pursuit of
a bachelor's degree in science, engineering, and technology by the
appropriate articulation between two-year and four-year institu-
tions. Still others will have acquired useful skills and familiarity
with science and mathematics.

Two-year colleges obviously are a vitally important resource for
the reasons that have been indicated. They assist many students,
some of which are academically unprepared to begin their college
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work. They are important in the sense that they offer instruction
of high quality and variety and a variety of support systems, and
obviously, they are more economical in the sense of proximity to
students residences as contrasted with four-year institutions.

What are the problems as we see them with two-year or associate
degree-level science, mathematics, and technical education? The
problems are in fact very similar to the entire enterprim

One is keeping the faculty up to date in their fields, developing
courses and curricula that will attract and properly train the stu-
dents, developing the laboratory components to science, engineer-
ing, math, and technology programs. Next, making sure that there
is effective articulation between not only associate degree institu-
tions and four-year institutions but also between high schools and
two-year institutionsboth articulations.

What is NSF doing as bears on the two-year institutions? Two-
year colleges, as you know, are eligible for support directly from all
of the programs of the Education and Human Resources Director-
ate. While in fact the level of support for such institutions has been
less than desirable, it is receiving increased attention.

The programs under which two-year institutions are supported
exactly match the areas of concern. I said the areas of concern
were faculty, laboratories, and instrumentation, the points empha-
sized in particular that would deal with the 10 demonstration cen-
ters.

Instrumentation and laboratory development: This is designed to
improve the quality of undergraduate laboratory instruction in all
science, engineering, and mathematics courses and includes the
two-year college sector. For the last fiscal year, the foundation
made 53 grants to two-year colleges totaling nearly $2 million.

The second issue is undergraduate faculty enhancement. This is
an effort to improve the disciplinary capabilities and the teaching
skills of faculty members who are primarily involved in undergrad-
uate instruction. While in fact only a few two-year colleges re-
ceived grants, the grants we made to other institutions benefitted
two-year science, math, and technology faculty. In fact, they ac-
counted for 20 percent of all faculty served under the faculty en-
hancement program in the last rwal year.

Our major focus on courses and curricula is entirely devoted to
the first two introductory years of the collegiate sequence, so by
definition, they are exactly equal to the needs, interests, and course
offerings of two-year institutions. We also offer with respect of high
school to the two-year college transition, a hands-on research en-
richment program for hireability of high school students, and we've
made several grants to two-year institutions.

To ensure substantial involvement from the private oector
through the Private Sector Partnership Program, we are support-
ing the linkage of the intellectual capital from business and indus-
try with science and mathematics at the K - 12 sector in creating
consortia in a variety of settings. These programs we recognize,
while they match well with the needs of the institutions, are not
really sufficient. In recent yearsparticularly the last yearwe
have made a serious effort to expand the involvement of two-year
college faculty in the NSF program as grant recipients.
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We have held a major workshop in which we had faculty mem-
bers from two-year institutions to inform the foundation of needs
as viewed by those faculty members. That has culminated in a
report, the results of which will be available soon, and we will
share that with this committee.

We have entered a formal agreement with the American Associa-
tion of Community and Junior Colleges to bring to the foundation
faculty members in mathematics, science, engineering, and technol-
ogy in order to afford them the opportunity to learn the operation
and nuances of the foundation in order to waist them in being
more effective in competing for resources. We have two such indi-
viduals in the foundation currently as interns, a math professor
from Montgomery Community College in Maryland and a math
professor from Tri-County Technical College in South Carolina
the first two efforts.

I just recently added two faculty members, one of which is the
President of the Montgomery County, Maryland Community Col-
lege, to the National Advisory Committee of the Education and
Human Resources Directorate in order that those individuals will
have a direct role in influencing programs and policies of the direc-
torate.

We commend this subcommittee for its effort to stimulate the
improvement in technological literacy and competency in this
country. The Na fully supports the finding of both of these bills.
This position depends on substantially upgrading and coordinating
our ellbrts in science, mathematics, and technology, especially at
the associate degree level.

The early section of this testimony shows that NSF is convinced
of the important roles of the two-year colleges, the role that they
play in educating the scientific and technical work force, and we
are committed to ensuring adequate and appropriate responsive-
ness and participation by community, junior, and technical institu-
tions to the programs of the foundation.

In closing, I reiterate the last comment made, on the quote of me
at the September hearing that was in Congressman Price's testimo-
ny. Nothing has changed.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Williams followsj
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OR. LUTHER S. WILLIAMS
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR EDUCATION AND HUMAN RESOURCES

HEARING BEFORE THE
susametrrns OX SCIENCE

COMMITTEE OX SCIENCE, SPACE, AND TECHNOLOGY

U.S. MOUSI OF MRPRESINTATIVIS
MOMS= 19, 1991

Hr. Chairman, I testified earlier on H.R. 2936 so much of my
remarks will be uechanged. This Committee has recognized the needfor increased emphasis on technology and science education at thetwo-year college. Currently, the National Science Foundation (NSF)is studying nany &meets of ita role in improving the science,mathematics, and technology literacy and capability of ALLstudents; one of the most important of these aspecte is helping
two-year colleges improve the quality of their instruction so as to
increase their effectiveness in developing the capabilities oftheir students -- who are the nation's citizenry, in general, andits technical workforce, in particular.

In May of this year, as one step in this process, the NSFsponsored "The National Science Foundation Workehop on Science,
Engineering, and Mathematics Education in Two-Year Colleges." Much
of what I have to say today proceeds from the reports of that andsimilar NSF workshops and from a status report on the same topic
prepared by American Association of Cornunity and Junior Colleges
(AACJC) with NSF support.

'Aae National Science Foundation's programs in both education
and research have made major contributions to the efforts thatresult in the productioni of highly skilled scianiUstsend engineersby American schools, colleges, and universities. Many of theseprograms contribute also to the early education of suoeessful
business managers and financial experts. It is not inappropriate
that NSF play a role in improving the qualifications of America's
technologists and prodUction workers.

It is clear that the nation's vision must be enlarged toinclude sound scientific, natbenatical, and technical education for
ALL students, especially for those who will enter the criticalsegment of the workforce that handles the production phase of theconpetitive cycle. .t is on these men and women thatresponsibility falls to naintain the efficiency and quality in
producing the goods and services that compete effectively in theinternational marketplace.

The effectiveness with which tbe schools and colleges of the
nation prepare its workforce in science, mathematics, engineering,
and technology relates directly and immediately to its economic,
political, and intellectual health. In the precollege arena, there
are many signs that the mathematics and science communities havebegun to take seriously their roles to advance the science,
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mathematics, and technical literacy and capability of ALL students.
This Committee has been very supportive of NSF's proposals at the
precollege level.

The National Science Foundation believes that its capabilities
and resources are best employed in efforts to improve the broad and
general technical skills, the competencies, called for in reports
such as that of the Secretary's Commission on Achieving Necessary
Skills fur America 2000 (SCANS), rather than in supporting
improvements in training students for specific jobs which may have
a short lifespan.

A large and ever-increasing fraction of industrial and
institutional jobs now require some significant postsecondary
education; traditional skills are no longer sufficient to meet the
demands of the workplace. Today's worker (and certainly
tomorrow's) must have not only broad and serviceable basic skills
but advanced thinking and problem-solving skills as well. Equally
important, today's worker must exhibit such personal qualities as
a well-developed sense of responsibility, the ability to
participate in team efforts, firm self-esteem, and demonstrable
success in self-management.

While all of America's colleges and universities are called
upon to respond to the needs of an ever-changing population and
workplace, its two-year colleges are ideally positioned to serve as
catalysts for improving the postsecondary education required to
meet the demands of the levels and kinds of technical education now
being required by industry. Increasingly, the two-year colleges
play a significant role in the early collegiate training of higher
level scientists and engineers because they address the educational
needs of the whole of America's diverse population.

NSF has a role to play in strengthening the science and
mathematics programs at two-year colleges which are essential
elements of high quality technology education and technician
training. Such strengthenieg will yield double dividends: many
graduates of such programs will be ready to embark immediately on
careers in the industrial workforce; and, many others will continue
their education in pursuit of baccalaureate degrees in science,
engineering, and technology.

TWO-TMAS COLLNUMS AS A SMSOORCN

There are over 1400 two-year colleges in the United States --
70 percent public and 30 percent private; together they enroll
nearly 5 million students. Their student bodies contain over half
of the minorities in higher education and about 40 percent of all
college students. While these institutions serve a variety of
purposes for students, they all have a single dominant mission --
instruction.

2



Two-year colleges bring *Portant strengths to the development
of the nation's human resources for learning and work in science,
matheeatics and technology:

o they provide access to higher education for many who mightnot
otherwise have such opportunities;

o they support a great diversity of learning purposes and
related environments ranging from personal growth and career-
oriented courses, through academic remediation and numerous
technical education curricula, to courses constituting the
first two-years of work for students who will transfer to
four-year colleges and universities; and,

o they enroll very large numbers of minority and low-income
students.

The two-year colleges play three important roles that are
important in a climate of changing demographics and workplace
needs:

(1) They supply a large number of technologists who enter the job
market directly from an associate degree or certificate
program.

(2) They send a large number of qualified, motivated, and
successful transfer students to four-year colleges and
universities. (The majority of students who chose teaching as
a career use this route and meet their scimmmand mathematics
requirements in the two-year college.)

(3) They take their service to their surrounding communities
seriously -- by offering a wide variety of courses designed
to help the workforce upgrade and renew job skills and develop
new skills. (Ina typical night class at a community college,
more than half the class might already have four-year degrees.
They return because their jobs demand new skills.)

There are important reasons why the two-year college is the
college of choice for many students, icTleding minorities. Two -
year colleges can help students who are academically underprepared
to begin college work. Because two-year schools are in the
comeunities where students live, costs of attendance are usually
considerably less than at four-year institutions, and propinquity
permits students to combine work and study; often, such schools are
the only financially viable option for many first-time and most
non-traditional students. Finally, students attend two-year
colleges because of the quality of the instruction, wide variety of
programs, and support services offered.

Problems in science, engineering, mathematics. and
technologles education at two-year colleges are analogous to those

3
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of meny four-,year institutions: keeping faculty up-to-date in
their fielam; developing courses of study that attract and retain
studente, particularly minorities and women; developing the
laboratory component of science, engineering, mathematics, and
technology programs particularly in these times of limited
.4vailable resources; and making sure that there is a strong
articulation program between high schools and colleges in science,
mathematics, and technology. Very importantly, there is also a
need to improve the interface between two and four-year schools in
terms of course development, transfer of students, and use of
technology.

Limited professional development opportunities, heavy teaching
loads as well as committee and departmental assignments, lack of
emphasis on research, and often small nuabers of faculty members in
a particular scientific department keep many two-year college
faculty in isolation from the mainstream of their science,
mathematics, engineering, and technology disciplines. Faculty
often lack the time, funds, and access to collegial interactions
necessary to develop scholarly pursuits which would keep them
attuned to new discoveries in their disciplines as well as new ways
of teaching and learning which are changing rapidly due to
instructional technology, an emphasis on applied problems, and a
changing population who have been shown to learn in qualitatively
different ways from traditional groups.

The staff at NSF, particularly in the Directorate for
Education and Human Resourees (EHR), is aware of and sensitive to
the situation faced by two-year college faculty. Faculty at two-
year colleges have little experience or tradition developing
proposals such as NSF requires in its merit-based review processes.
This is not surprising given the mission of two-year colleges, the
work load of the faculty, and the lack of institutional support.

The recent workshop we sponsored addressed how not only NSF,
but also two-year college faculty, professional organizations, two-
year colleee presidents and administrators, local and state funding
agencies, and other federal agencies, can work together to increase
the role that two-year colleges play in improving science,
engineering, mathematics, and technology education at all levels.
The report will be published shortly, and we will share it with
you. NSF has also been working extensively with the American
Association of Community and Junior Colleges (AACJC) and
discipline-based community college groups in mathematics, science,
engineering, and technologies. Outreach activities have had the
dual goal of better acquainting faculty with available NSF programs
and improving the understanding of NSF with regard to two-year
colleges. Together this now forms a basis for NSF to use to work
with faculty and administrators in two-year colleges as programs
are developed to improve the quality of educational activities in
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ecience, cagineering, mathematics, and technologies. Already the
number of projects in two-year colleges and technology education is
increasing.

NSF has directly and quickly responded to many of the
recommendations of this 1991 workshop. These activities and
programs are based on a systematic Approach to analysis of the
nature, goals, and needs of two-year colleges and are being
developed in coordination with AACJC and discipline based
professional organizations. For example, NSF has entered into a
project with AACJC to create a cadre of "NSF-AACJC Fellows^ whereby
two-year college faculty will spend time in all five divisions of
EHR learning about procedures, policies, and programs and providing
outreach to two-year colleges across the country. In addition, the
Advisory Committee for the Directorate for Education and Human
Resources has added two members from two-year colleges.

The National asi41000 Foundation - h Targstad Rol

The appropriate role for the National Science Foundation is
one of intellectual and substantive leadership. The Foundation is
able to draw upon its position in the science, engineering, and
mathematics education and research communities to provide
leadership, developmental support, and intellectual resources to
strengthen two-year college science, engineering, mathematics, and
technology and the preparation of students graduating from high
school. The Foundation's leadership will be most effective ir
making sure that the quality of funded programa is consistent with
sound scientific and engineering principles.

The NSF fully understands the Committee's desire to support
programs that will lead to a more technologically capable
workforce. Immediate attention needs to be drawn to the issues
which most dramatically affect the quality of instruction and
instructional programs in science, engineering, mathematics, and
technology. Two-year colleges are ideally positioned to serve as
catalysts for educational improvement and to address the national
concern for literacy. The two-year college specifically provides
for accessibility, comprehensive aervices, and for quality
undergraduate education, making it an effective agent for change.

NSF is focusing on five key areas. These areas are curricular
reform and program improvement; professional development and
renewal opportunities for faculty; the increasingly diverse and
often academically unprepared student population; partnership
strategies that would expand linkages with elementamyand secondary
education wall as four-year colleges and universities; and the
need for active alliances among two-year colleges, private sector
business, and industry. The Foundation has bread program authority
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for activities in these areas. Several of our current efforts at
two year colleges are highlighted in the additional material
submitted for the record.

Wantati_maJiatinaLitishaalaialatigfa
-

The Chairman should be commended for his concern for the
improvement of technological literacy and competency in the United
States. NSF fully supports the goals of HR 2936 and HR 3606,
particularly the articulation of the important role that two-year
colleges play in the education of the nation's undergraduates,
especially since community, junior, and technical collegcm often
serve as institutions of choice to minority and other
underrepresented student populations.

Participants in the 1991 workshop mentioned earlier, rather
than recommending sheltered progTams, clearly called for community
college faculty and administrators, NSF and other national
organizations, professional societies, state and local governments,
secondary schools and four-year colleges an4 universities to work
together to increase the role of commun-ty colleges in inproving
education in all institutions and at all levels.

It is our feeling that NSF should place its efforts on program
development to provide instructional materials and faculty
workshops which increase the mathematical, scientific, and
technological capability for students at all levels. We want to
help two-year colleges in particular to strengthen their curricular
programs; to provide professional development and renewal
opportunities for two-year faculty in technical, transfer, and
enrichment programs; to address the diverse populations at these
schools; to aid two-year, four-year, university, and high schools
to develop articulation and partnership strategies; and to seek
alliances between two-year schools and local businesses and
industries. These programs will serve to benefit in the broadest
and most fundamental way the colleges and their full population of
students, not just those concentrated in technician training
programs.

We note that HR 2936 has been rather substantively revised.
The statement of actions needed to improve technical education in
the U.S. has been greatly refined and now provides description
rather than prescription. AB vie earlier testified, NSF agrees with
the intent of this legislatioa, but we still oppose HR 2936, as
revised, because it is not necessary given our existing authority
and because of its narrow focus. We have similar problems with
H.R. 3606 and oppose that legislation also. We believe our ongoing
effort in this area ought to be broadly based along the lines that
I haw described. Support for narrowly targeted efforts may come
at tne expense of much broader and equally meritorious programs.

6
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appeadie

lighlights of Currant MOT activities at Tle-Year colleges

a. Two-Y* co31.g. 1114womAiOP

The Foundation is best able to focus on three areas which affect
all parts of the instructional programs in science, engineering,
mathematics, and technology -- faculty, curriculum, and
laboratories. Programmatically, the Foundation includes two-year
colleges as eligible participants in five areas: (1) faculty and
teacher enhancement in content areas of science, mathematics,
engineering, and technology, (2) curriculum and inetructional
improvement at college and precollege levels, (3) development of
laboratory components of science and engineering programs, (4)
young scholars, and (5) private 'actor partnerships.

Two-year colleges are technically eligible to receive support
directly and possibly to benefit in other ways from essentially all
NSF programming areas. These colleges are participating in a
significant way in EHR's science and engineering programs, which
are relevant to their needs, mission, and interests. However, as
most NSF runds are in support of basic research, whereas the
mission of two-year institutions is purely instructional, two-year
colleges receive a relatively small fraction of the total NSF
budget. In 1991 two-year colleges received about $3.35 million
dollars of support.

At present most of NSF's two-year college support is in the
Undergraduate Science, Engineering, and Mathematics Education
(USEME) Division and most of the support within that division is in
Instrumentation and Laboratory lmprovenent (ILI). The ILI program
provides matching funds for laboratory equipment for college level
courses. In FY91 there were a total of 84 NSF grants to two-year
colleges, 71 (85%) of which were in Education and Human Resources.
Of these 71, 60 were in USIME. 53 of the 84 total grants (63%)
were in ILI. It is important to consider however that in addition,
19 grants were awarded to universities and other organizations
through Undergraduate Faculty Enhancement (UFE) and Calculus
programs totally $1.75 million which also benefit two-year college
faculty. Historically, approximately twenty percent of the
participants in UFE activities have been two-year college faculty.

In the College Science and Engineering Instrumentation Program (now
ILI) eligibility was extended to two-year colleges beginning in
FY88. The first year of eligibility yielded 39 two-year college
awards totalling $1.2 million dollars. Since that time the program
has grown. ILI in rY91 funded 53 two-year college projects totally
$1.7 million dollars. The proposal funding rate among two-year
schools has grown from 22% of the total proposals received for FY88
to 27% for FY91.
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Projects at and for the benefit of two-year colleges have also been

supported in other USEME programs, in the EHR precollege
improvement programs, and to a limited degree in the research

directorates. Some examples of NSF funded projects in two-year
colleges follow:

Harrisburg Area Community College in Pennsylvania i upgrading its
CAD laboratory to include a network of computer workstations which
support solids modeling and analysis software. Students in the
mechanical engineering technology and manufacturing and design

technology programs study the concepts and techniques of

interactive solids modeling using this equipment.

Owens Technical College in Ohio has established a state-of-the-art
Metrology Data Center. This data center enables students in the
quality Engineering Technology program to learn efficient methods
of collecting plant process and quality data and to learn to use
effective means of turning that mass of data into useful
information for manufacturing decision making.

Parkland College in Illinois is developing new methods for teaching
the non-traditional student and integrating the computer into its
electronic and computer systems technology programs. These
work/test stations put the student in control of a multi-media
learning environment that is being matched to their learning
styles.

Texas State Technical Institute is preparing specialized
electronic-electromechanical technicians for the continuous and
batch manufacturing industries using specialized laboratory

equipment. The intent of the laboratory is to leapfrog the gap
between cur:ent state-of-the-art training facilities and industrial
needs through the 4.ategration of an entire control system.

o private Oeutor Partnermlagg

Alabama Aviation and Technical College and Northwest Airlines in
partnership are developing a program to support the improvement of
mathematics education in aviation technology programs. The goals
of the project are to strength the mathematics component of the
aviation technology programs offered at the school by the design,
development, pilot-testing, and revision of three new courses in
collaboration with avionics engineers and by exposing students in
their avionics programs to the real workplace. Special emphasis in
the program is on increasing the opportunities for women and
minorities in aviation technical education.

At Lewis and Clark Community College in Illinois the project "Math,
Science, and Technology Education for Riverbend in the ges" aims to
enhance math and science education for non-baccalaureate bound

2
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students in community college preparatory programs and career
programs in grades 6-12. The project will help prepare students
for technical careers. Current applications of science and
mathematics will be integrated into the curricula.

Harry S. Truman of the City Colleges of Chicago is conducting a
project for Biotechnician Training. This project will develop a
two-year curriculum leading to an associate degree in technology,
prwpare students for employment as biotechnicians, and increase the
representation of minority and disadvantaged populations in science
and math technology. Harry Truman College also has a Young
Scholars Program using the topic of Chicago as an ecosystem
designed to acquaint immrcity youth with the technical systens in
the community.

. :.

Prince George,s Community College of Largo, Maryland conducted a
six day workshop for community college faculty to learn about the
Chesapeake Bay ecology at the University of Maryland Chesapeake Bay
Biological Laboratory. Lectures, field work, and laboratory work
were included.

Texas A6M has dasigned a model for the utilization of cooperative
relationships between university professors and two-year college
faculty members to provide professional inservice enrichment
training for two-year college physics teachers. The program
focuses on recent developments in physics, innovative physics
teaching methods, and successful techniques for recruiting local
minority students into two-year college science and engineering
programs.

0

Joliet Junior College in Illinois will conduct a one-year pilot
program for experiencwicmmmunity college physics teachers. Hands-on workshops are planned to foster ths approach of using
microcomputer-based laboratories, conceptual exercises, andoverview case studies. The main goal of'the project is to
encourage participant teachers to adapt or develop curriculum
approaches which incorporate this knowledge so that students
develop a stronger understanding of physics concepts.

o mosuman2ismixasizas
Cuyahoga Community College in Cleveland conducted a project
consisting of enrie.-ment activities based on the "Teaching
Integrated Math and science" curriculum, research projects led by
university faculty and NASA engineers and scientists, andindustrial tours. This program was jointly fun4ed by NSF, NASA,

3
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and the Ohio Board of Regents for students in grades 7 and S.
EMphasis was on participation by girls, minorities, and
economically disadvantaged.

Northwest College in Wyoming led a program in Yellowstone National
Park for students entering Grade 12. Students were exposed to
various aquatic field and latoratory research paradigms, designing
and choosing appropriate research methodologies as they designed
and carried out an environmental study of the Gibbon River. There
was an emphasis on participation to/Native American students of the
Rocky Mountain Region. The study alao provided useful data to
Yellowstone National Park research offices.

_clisnaglutzsmana

Union County Community College in New Jersey received a grant to
implement a calculator-based calculus curriculum at five community
colleges.

Suffolk Community College in New York is part of a consortium of
schools including Harvard University, the University of Arizona,
Colgate University, Haverford College, and others who are
investigating the use of calculators and computers in opening up
new topics in and new ways of teaching calculus. Emphasis in the
lessons is on the "Rule of Three": when possible calculus topics
should be investigated from a numerical, graphical, and algebraic
standpoint.

o _IlkitherRahansanant

Blackfoot Community College in Montana is studying new methods for
improving mathematics and science education for American Indian
students by adapting activities to the Blackfeet culture. This
multifaceted program includes community groups, local educators,
and students from the community college.

4
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Mr. Bouciiza. Thank you very much, Dr. Williams. We appreci-
ate your attendance here this morning. On behalf of the subcom-mittee, I will express an apology that we don't have more members
with us at the moment. As was stated by one of the other members
earlier, there are a number of committees meeting today. Hopeful-
ly, this will be the last week of the Congressional session prior to
our recess, and everyone is anxious to fmish business as rapidly as
possible.

However, Mr. Packard and I do have a number of questions of
you. I will proceed to propound several of those.

You testified before Mr. Valentine's subcommhtee, I think, earli-
er this fallI believe it was in the month of September.

Dr. WILLums.
Mr. BOUCHER. During the course of that testimony, you indicated

that the programs advocated by Mr. Price's legislation were well
accommodated within existing programs at the National Science
Foundation. Yet when we examined the record of the various pro-
grams that you cited, we found that those programs are not funded
today. That, obviously: gives us some pause.

We also noted that in 1991, the grants from the National Science
Foundation to two-year collegesall of them taken togetherto-
talled only some $3.35 million with halfof those funds allocated to
instrumentation and to laboratory improvements. The balanm cov-ered a range of activities including grants for private sector wt-
nerships, undergraduate faculty enhancement, undergraduate
course and curriculum programs, the Young Scholars
and teacher enhancementa fairly small amount of money, I
might note, to cover that broad range of initiatives, none of which,
by the way, are specifically targeted toward the kinds of goals that
Mr. Price has identified in his legislation.

Dr. WiLuitids. Right.
Mr. BOUCHER. I suppose that a number of questions flow from

that. First of all, let me ask this. -

One of the things that Mr. Price suggests would be paramount in
his bill is the creation of centers of excellence with the notion that
curricula could be developed at particular institutions receiving
grants from the NSF and then, through a principle of nucleation,
have that successful experience shared with other institutions na-
tionwide.

What do you think of that, and if it is a valuable idea, why is the
NSF not doing that today?

Dr. WiLumas. It is a valuable idea. I would like to respond to the
general question with respect to level of support. Your recital of
what the NSF funded in that sector last year is entirely correct,
and it's inadequate.

The procosal for the centers, in my judgment, is excellent, both
on educational grounds and from the point of view of being consist-ent with the way in which the foundation typically does its busi-
ness. The idea of concentrating in several institutionscall themnational centers of excellencecurriculum developr .ent with the
requisite laboratory development and faculty enhancement as an
a

tebecause what one is really trying to do is improve theograaenterprise, not simply instrumentation or faculty as distinct
units. Then, as the foundation typically does, to employ the out-
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comes from those centers as models so you don't tip the Nation,and to have those models rapidly disseminated throughout thecountry, in my judgment, would be noteworthy.
It would be consistent with the way in whichas I said earlier,the foundation, in an excellent fashion, does its businessand itcertainly would be extremely important in terms of dealing withthe needs of two-year institutions.
Mr. BOUCHER. Do )w have any programs today where, in yourrequests for proposals, you have language that specifically invites

proposals for model programs in advanced technology that would
prepare and upgrade technicians?

Dr. Wrwams. No.
Mr. BOUCHER. You don't?
Dr. Wrwahrs. No.
Mr. BOUCHER. Well, Mr. Price, obviously would require in his leg-islation that you do that.
Dr. MT= Ards. Right.
Mr. BOUCHER. I think you conceded the appropriateness of thatmodel.
Dr. Wn.LtAms. Yes,
Mr. BOUCHER. So if we were to choose to enact that, I wouldassume you would have no objection.
Dr. WILLIAMS. None.
Mr. BOUCHER. Address, if you will, the general inadequacy of

funding for two-year and comunmity college programs. The level is$3,35 million in an agency that next year will have something ap-proaching $2.7 billion in total fimding. Why so small an amount,and what should this subcommittee do to help you provide a betterbalance in terms of funding for these programs as compared toother things?
Dr. WituAsts. The reference to the agency's total budget, vis-a-vis, the needs of the institutions being addressed by the bills beforeus, is an excellent framework. Nearly $2.7 billionof that amount,not an inconsequential amount, to be sure, and a rapidly growing

arnount$465 million is devoted to Education and Human Re-
sources, so the $2 million, $3 million, is on the research account.So within the $465 million, the majority of the resources are de-voted to the K - 12 sector, with which I don't disagree. I meanthere has been a major focus in the foundation and in the Congressto substantially improve the quality of math and science educationin K - 12.

The two-year college prwram would be supported in the under-
graduate component, which is less than $50 million as a direct ap-propriation to the Education and Human Resources Directorate. Sothe $3 million to which you referred has its place within roughly a$50 million window. So it is that component of the overall budgetof the foundation that would require attention.

Mr. BOUCHER. Let me ask you what I think the bottom line ques-tion will be for most of the Members here, If we were to enact Mr.Price's proposal or some modification of it and by the way, wewould welcome your participation in talking about appropriatemodificationsbut if we were to enact that proposal or some ap-propriate modification of it and ensure, in the process of doing
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that, that the new initiative did not impinge on existing NSF pro-
grams, would the NSF &Oct to our doing that?

Dr. WILLIAM. No, the NSF would not object.
Mr. BOUCHER. All right; that's fine. Thank you, Dr. Williams.
I will recognize the gentleman from California.
Mr. PACKARD Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
What are the goals for the next 10 years of the NSF in terms of

strengthening the technology development of our community col-
leges

Dr. Wmustms. To substantially upgrade the faculty that partici-
pates in those institutions. That's a very real problem in terms of
currency for reasons that are self-evident.

In concert with that, to ensure that we really have contempo-
rary, substantial, and appropriate curriculain order to do so, as
was pointed out by one of your colleagues, that requires consulta-
tion with the industrial sector, input into that process. To design
those curricula so that they are sufficiently elastic so that you can
continue to upgrade them in time so that they are, in the case of
robotics, in the case of fabrication, in the case of advanced manu-
facturing, appropriate.

Third is to promote substantial articulation between two sectors:
high schools and two-year institutions. We can do that, I think,
better now because of the metjor investment in the 1(-12 sector
which has a 5 to 10-year time fivme. Second, to promote articula-
tionthat is, to prepare the students appropriately in terms of
courses, in terms of counseling, such that students who desire to
move from the two-year to the four-year institutionfor the foun-
dation to do that as a model, as we often do programs, we would
probably have to have several classes, and that takes an eight or
nine-year time frame.

The idea, essentially, over the next 10 years, from the point of
view of undergirding math and science education that leads to spe-
cific technical education, is for the foundation to become a major
player in revitalizing and rendered appropriate in terms of quality
of training of two-year institutions. We need to do that, not only
from the point of view of technical education. We need to do that
really in order to have a constant stream of production of quality
bachelor's degree recipients, because as we all know, a significant
number of students, almost 50 percent of students who are interest-
ed in science, math, and technology, actually are enrolling in asso-
ciate degree programs.

So the goal is: within a 10-year time frame, to the extent to
which its resources permit, to essentially support the overhaul of

ithat sector, but not n isolation. I want to emphasize. The articula-
tion component is very important to make sure that youngsters
who complete or workers who complete the two-year college se-
quence, the associate degree sequence, are appropriately prepared
for the work force, or if they like, to then complete their bachelor's
(1wm-z.

Mr. PACKARD. In the opening portion of your statement, you indi-
cated that you don't support the legislation because it's unneces-
sary. I interpret that to mean that you either do not subscribe to
the provisions of the bill or you intend to accomplish that without
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the bill; that NST would move forward with the objectives andgoals of the bill
Dr. WILLIAMS. If the resources were available.
Mr. PAcitAan.without having the mandate of this legislation.Dr. Wuxi Aus. That's right.
Mr. PAcww. I presume it's the latter of the two.
Dr. Wnaubts. That's right
Mr. PACKARD. Has NSF given serious consideration to the pro-grams outlined in the legislation
Dr. Wmumas. Yes, in
Mr. PACKARD.in terms of moving forward in spite of or withoutthe legislation?
Dr. Wiumass. As I answered the Chairman, I agree with them.We have very carefully gone through all of the programs that aredetailed in the bill, in particular all the centers. That's a very ef-fective way to deal with the broad needs in the associate degreepriNfranis in exactly the way NSF does it.
mr. PACKARD. DOSS your budget accommodate those goals?
Dr. WILLIAsts. No.
Mr. PACKARD. With that, what are the plans of NSF then iffunds do not come forth? What are your alternative goals and ap-proaches?
Dr. Wn.uArds. Well, the alternative scenarioand it would notclearly achieve 10 centers, but to be honest, we regard, even in thestudy stage budget situation, we regard the problem in the two-year college sector as sufficiently important that increased re-sources, even within the $50 million, are going to move to the two-year college sector.
Mr. PACKARD. Do you have that flexibility of budgeting withinyour own agency, or does that have to he earmarked monies fromDr. %mums. No, we can do it from our agency. The criticalissue is the level of funds.
Obviously, if you desire 10 centersand I agree with thatwewould not be able to achieve that within our present budget, butsome number, yes.
Mr. PACKARD. if in fact it's done in house then in terms of thebudgeting, then it becomes a process of priority, really.
Dr. WILLIAMS. That's right.
Mr. PACKARD. I guess that would be my last question, Mr. Chair-man.
How do the goals and objectives of this program fit into the pri-orities of NSF overall?
Dr. WILLIAMS. At the undergraduate level in the instance ofmath, science, engineering, and technology education, the match isalmost total. We made a deliberate decision that the component ofthe total undergraduate enterprise on which we should focus, towhich we should assign primacy, are the first two years.So that is the total sequence if you are talking about an associatedegree program, and it is the first two years if you're talking abouta our-year institution. That's the target of substantive attention.That's the highest priority. And, quite frankly, that's where thelargest problem lies.

Mr. PACKARD. Thank you, MT. Chairman.
Mr. BOUCHER. The Chair thanks the gentleman.
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Dr. Williams, as we continue to review this proposal, we probably
will have some additional questions.. We will talk with you infor-
mally and will perhaps, for this record, submit some questions in
writing. We would appreciate your cooperation in that.

Dr. WILLIAMS. be pleased to respond.
Mr. BOUCHER. Thank you very much for your very helpful testi-

mony today. There being no further questions from the subcommit-
tee, with our thanks, you are excused.

Dr. WILLIAms. Thank you.
Mr. BOUCHER. We now welcome our third anti final panel of wit-

nesses for the morning: Dr. William Snyder, the President of Wyth-
eville Community College in Wytheville, Virginia; Mr. Jeff Ellison,
the Existing Base Manager for INTEL in Chandler, Arizona; Dr.
Cary Israel, the Director of the Illinois Community College Bthird
from Springfield, Illinois; Mr. P. Douglas Groseclose, who is replac-
ing Mr. Tony Marty. Mr. Groseclose is the Director a Staffing, Or-
ganization, and Employee Development for Martin Marietta Elec-
tronics, Information and Missiles Group, from Orlando, Florida;
and Dr. Paul Gianini, Jr., President of Valencia Community Col-
lege in Orlando, Florida, who is also Chairman of the Joint Com-
mission on Federal Relations of the American Association of Com-
munity Colleges and the Association of Community College Trust-
ees.

Without objection, the prepared written statements of all of our
witnesses will be made a part of the record. We will begin our testi-
mony this morning starting at our far left with Mr. Ellison.

We will be pleased to hear from you, Mr. -idi'ison, and the Chair
would ask that each of the witnesses please Lonfine the oral state-
ments to five minutes so that we will have plenty of opportunity
for questions.

STATEMENT OF JEFF ELLISON, EXISTING BASE MANAGER,
INTEL, CHANDLER, ARIZONA

Mr. ELLISON. Thank you.
The strategic advanced technology need: One of the critical ele-

ments for the U.S. Semiconductor market to perform competitively
is a competitive work force. Our educational system in the U.S.
today provides advanced degree professionals like engineers and
high school basic education operators, but has no output to provide
manufacturing technologists. Manufacturing technologists must be
skilled in manufacturing, equipment, and process technologies.

Individual companies have attempted to address this need with
their local community colleges with limited success. The economics
of developing the faculty, curricula, and facilities for advanced
technology training is very unattractive to two-year degree colleges
unless a wide technology base is leveraged to provide the college
with an acceptable return on investment.

Capabilities required to fill the need: For academia to fulfill the
need, several capabilities will have to be put in place. First, the fac-
ulty must be trained by industry experts so that the product they
produce fulfills the need of the customer industry. Secondly, apph-
cable courses and curricula must be available. kInally, the appro-
priate facilities and equipment must be available. Each ofthese ca-
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pabilities will necessitate external funding for the particular com-munity college to implement these high-technology programs.Training faculty can best be accomplished by interaction withthe customer to whom the product will-be delivered, industry. Sem-inars by advanced technology experts on the manufacturing proc-
ess, techniques, methodologies, et cetera, and plant tours give thefaculty insight into the environment their students will be expect-ed to perform in and how they will be expected to perform. Train-ing the trainer classes by industry experts serve as interactive ses-sions to refine the courses and give industry-specific examples andapplications of course material.

Finally, industry projects performed by the faculty give the staff
firsthand insight into the interactions and boundary conditions noteasily picked up without personal involvement. Applicable coursesand curricula must be developed at each institution.

The fundamentals for this have been the focus of the Depart-
ment of Education's Cooperative Demonstration Program HighTechnology Grants for some time, and significant progress hasbeen made, i.e., SemiTOP. However, the specific courses and curric-ula must be customized and internalized by each institution and/or
locality to meet the needs of the customers.

From the advanced technology manufacturing point of view, hereare a few of the appropriate courses to be included: sources of vari-
ation, characterization techniques, statistical process control, total
productive maintenance, cost of ownership, and basic course with
examples and applications based on advanced technology manufac-turing.

For faculty teaching advanced technology courses and curriculato be effective, the appropriate faciaies and equipment must beavailable. Training technolcgists on manufacturing, maintenance,and process technologies requires manufacturing tests and analyti-cal equipment and facilities like clean rporns capable of emulating
the requirements of the industry environment. This equipment canbe acquired through industry donations, equipment supplier dona-tions, or direct purchases. Maintaining this equipment will become
a primary responsibility of the students and faculty, although in-stallation and start-up will be an initial expense requiring external
funding.

Management of the elements for resultsand this is the keypoint, I think, in my testimony. The management of this programmust have a strategic vision of accomplishing the result as opposedto the individual elements.
Each of the elements, trained faculty, applicable courses and cur-ricula, and facilities and equipment must be managed for success.However, the stratc selection of the activities and priorities of

this program must be managed to deliver all the necessary ele-ments in the right proportions, order, and quality to achieve theend result.
The result must match the need of the customer. Therefore, the

management of this activity must constantly interact with its cus-
tomer, U.S. advanced technology manufacturing.

Finally, successful management of this program requires effec-tive utilization of resources. Dissemination of the results to all the

r
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participants and coordination of activities to eliminate duplication
or waste of effort must be monitored and minimized.

For the big picture, providing education needs for U.S. industry,
primary, secondary, two-year degree and four-year degree institu-
tions, must be integrated into the system of synergistic activities.
Outreach programs and affiliations are presently unmanaged from
a national perspective.

The management of this and other educational bills provides a
unique opportunity to coordinate, integrate, and synergize the edu-
cational system to maximize output, quality, and efficiency. The
end result must be to provide U.S. industry with a competent and
capable work force, quickly, efficiently, and of world-class quality.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Ellison followsl
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION
IN TWO-YEAR DEGREE COLLEGES

INTRODUCTION:

My name is Jeff Ellison. I work for Intel Corporation as the Existing Base Manager
for Process Equipment Development (FED). I have been in the semiconductor industry for13 years, primarily in manufacturing, but the LW 4 years have been in corporate
engineering management I recently completed my first participation in a Department of
Education's Cooperative Demonstration Program High Technology Gram as a technical
consuhant for a two-year degree curricula development program in semiconductor
manufacturing "Super Operators" (SemiTOP).

STRATEGIC ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY NEED:

One of the critical elements for the US. Semiconductor market to perform
competitively in the world marketplace is a competent work force. Our educational system
provides advanced degree professionals (engineers) and high school basic education
(operators) but has no output to provide "manufacturim technologists." These so called
"manufacturing technologists" must be skilled in manufacturing, equipment and processtechno/ogies.

Individual companies have attempted to address this need with their local community
colleges with limited success. The economics of developing the faculty, curricula and
facilities for advanced technology training is very unattractive to two-year colleges unless awide technology base is leveraged to provide the college with an acceptable return on
investment (ROI). Developmental funding for this capability can deliver a self-sustaining
technology education system which would fill a strategic need.

CAPABILITIES REQUIRED TO FILL THE NEED:

For academia to fulfill the need, several capabilities will have to be put in place. First
the faculty must be trained by industry experts so the product they produce fulfills the need
of the customer; industry. Secondly, applicable courses and curricula must be available.
And finally, the appropriate facilities and equipment suitable for advanced technology
manufacturing training must be available. Each of these capabilities will necessitate external
funding for the particular community college to implement these high technology programs.

Congress.txtiiE/sw
1114191
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Training faculty can best be accomplished by interaction with the customer to whom
their product will he deliverett industry. Seminars by advanced technology industry experts
on the manufacturing process. techniques, methodologies, etc., and plant tours give the
faculty insight into the environment their students will be expected to perform in and how
they will be expected to perform. Train-the-trainer classes by industry experts save as
interactive sessions to refine the courses and give industry specific examples and applications
of course material Finally, indusoy projects performed by the faculty give the staff first hand
insight into the interactions and boundary conditions not easily picked up without personal
involvement. Applicable courses and curricula must be developed at each institution. The
fundamentals for this have been the focus of the Department of Education's Cooperative
Demonstration Program High Technology Grants for some time and significant progress has
been made (le.. SemiTOP, etc.). However, the specific courses and curricula must be
customized and internalized by each institution and/or locality to meet the needs of their
customers. From the advanced technology manufacturing point of view, here are a few of
the appropriate courses to be included:

- Systematic and random sources of variation in processes
- Characterization techniques (Design of Experiments (DOE), Response

Surface Methodology (RSM), etc.)
- Statistical Process Control (SPC)

Total Productive Maintenance (TPM)
- Cost Of Ownership (COO)

Total Quality Management (TOM)
- Basic courses (math, physics, chemistry. statistics, eliglish, psycholog. etc.)

with examples and applications based on advanced technology
manufactur

For faculty teaching advanced technology courses/curricula to be effective, the
appropriate facilities and equipment must he available. Training technologists on
manufacturing, maintenance and process technologies requires manufacturing, test and
analytical equipment and firilities (i.e., "clean room") capable of emulating the requirements
of the industrial environment. This equipment can he acquired through industry donations,
equipment manufacturer supplier donatitms and/or direct purchases. Maintaining this
equipment will become a primary responsibility of the students and faculty, although
installation and start-up will be an initial expense requiring external funding.

Congress.txt/JE/sw Page #2 11,14141
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MANAGEMENT OF THE ELEMENTS FOR RESULTS:

The =easement of this pmgram must have a strategic vision of accomplishing theresult as opposed to success of the individual elements. Each of the elemems; trained
faculty, applicable course and macula, and facilities and equipment suitable for advancedtechnology manufacturing training, mmt be managed for success. However, strategicseketion of the activides and priorities of the program must be =raged to deliver all thenecessary elements in the Oght repriaksns, orderand quality to achieve the end result. Theresult must match the need of the matamer. Therefore, the management of this activity mustamstantly interact with its autonser; US. advanced technology mantdacturing. Fmally,successful management of this pmgmm requivra effective utilization of the resources.Dissemination of the faults to aM participants and comdination of activities to eliminateduplication or waste of effoa mmt be monitored and minimized.

RI the "big picture" of providing the educatioual needs for the LIS., primary,
secondary, two-year degnee and four-year degree institutions must be integrated into asystem oi synergistic activities. Outreach programs and affiliations are presently unmanaged
from a national prospective. The management of this and other educational bills providesa unique opportunity to coordinate, integrate and synergize the educational system tomaximize outptn, quality and efficiency. The end result mmt be to provide the US. industrywith a competent and capable work force; quickly, efficiently and of world class quality.

Congress.txt/JEIsw
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H.R. 2936 and H.R. 3606's Ability to Address these Needs

1) Do the provision in the hills mbiress the most critical shortcominp in science and
technology education in twolear colleges?

These bills address funding soludans Ibr the critical shortcomings of science and
technology education in two-year colleges.

2) Are the provisions in the bills adequaft for achieving their oakceives?

The success of these bills, in achieving the stated Olathe, will depend on the
program managemeut and the strategic vishm and Fo llowthrough to achieve the
result, not just the process.

3) Is NSF the proper agency to administer these grant programs?

I am not well mush inibrmed of all the governmental bodies nor their charters to
detennhse who is best suited Itsr the management of these iwograms. Regardless of
what agency mausses the program, a major portion of that job is to facilloste the
interaction between industry and the educational institution to define the need
(skills) to be pnwided.

4) What Is currenily being done to assist local economic development through
instruction administered by twevrar colleges?

hulividual companies have taken it upon itself to contact local two-year degree
colleges to tailor education programs to their needs. These eftbrts are usually not
highly leveraged, since they represent only one company, and they are difficult to
support from the colleges perspective. At best, we have isolated islands of local
success in this area.

5) From a national perspective, what additional services should be performed by these
institution?

From a national standpoint, these institutions should accelerate their activities in
the following areas;
- Geographical, financial and technical analysis of opportunity

Indosteial proiects
- IOdUSZIy ansiris, future and historical

6) What is the current status of partnership agreements between the two-year
institutions, their local secondary schools, and ibur-year institutions?

Outreach programs between secondary, two-year and four-year degree institutions
appear to be unmanaged from a U.S. perspective. With the best Intentions tram the
individual institutions, no national strategic plan is evident nor accomplished.
Natioaal management of these efforts is required to accomplish results rather than
another process.
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SerniTOP
Semiconductor Technology Operator Program

ftelast§101

Administrative:

Jim Burnett, Director
Tina Weber, Secretary
Kelly Harris, Lab Coordindor

RthilifeltireiliM010:
Jeff Ellison, Intel Corporation
Steve Sprouse, Intel Corporation

1!) p t i I th

Inerinlow
Ray Culver, Physics
George Kocher, Chemistry
Jack IDIavis, Computers
Offs Shouse, Statistics

Funded:

U.S. Dept. of Education
Grant No. V199A000111
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Semiconductor Technology Operator Program

LOCATED AT OLNEY CENTRAL COLLEGE

IN ASSOCIATION WITH IECC District 529, GOVERNMENT & INDUSTRY
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PROJECT FUNDING
Illinois Eastern Community Colleges(lECC) District 529

is currently developing a program In semiconductor

manufacturing technology.This curriculum development

process is funded by a grant from the U. S. Department

of Education's Cooperative Demonstration Program

with matching funds from IECC and

equipment donations from the Intel Corporation.

(13
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Adesida -

Associate Director for Education, Center for
Compound Semiconductor Microelectronics
University of Illinois

R. Cames -
Yield Enhancement/Production Line Manager
Motorola Inc.

J. Coleman -
Professor, Department of Electrical and
Computer Engineering, University of Illinois

R. Culver -
Physics Instructor, IECC

J. Davis -
Director of District Computer System, IECC

B. Effland -
Electronics Technology Instructor, IECC

J. Ellison -
Existing Base Manager Process Equipment
Development, Intel Corporation
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./4.1-----Ai-N1 'SOW/ COMMITTEE
L. Fuller -

Director of Microelectronic Engineering,
Rochester institute of Technofogy

M. Hallam -
Personnel Manager, CAC Microcircuits Inc.

T. Named -
Electronics Technology Instructor, IECC

G. Kocher -
Industrial Technology instructor, IECC

K. Peak -
Director of Research and Information System, IECC

O.D. Shouse -
Math Instructor, IECC

S. Sprouse -
Program Manager, CPE/FA, Intel Corp.

G. Woods -
Director of Industrial Technology, IECC

aappratraudIty i11h Ettesillisauce
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An Introduction to SomITOP Soffit iT*P

The SemiTOP Objective

A MODERNIZED SEMICONDUCTOR LAB ENVIRONMENT

- for -

TRAINING STUDENTS

- to

OPERATE & MAINTAIN MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY
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SemITOP Program Features MD INIMINIIION

PROGRAM RECRUITMENT state-wide and regional

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER facilitated by equipment donations

INTEGRATED EFFORT including education and training

PLACEMENT through contact with Microelectronic Industry

ovippfxritm nrEvs3111ante
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Job Description

Operational Specialist

Responsibilities include set-up, operations, productive maintenance
and statistical process control of semiconductor process equipment.
Work with engineering to Improve processes and reduce cycle time

and improve yields. Capable of inspecting and disposing
work in progress.

Must be a °team" player with good communication skills; requiring
minimal supervision and the ability and aptitude to learn new skills.

Working environment includes wearing cleanroom attire and safety
garments as required while operating equipment which may use

hazardous chemicals and gases.

s^9
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Jb Availability

Estimated Demand
American Semiconductor Waferfabs*

Non-adjusted* Adjusted
Engineering 551.25 358

Technicians 1,134.00 794

Operators 8,662.50 8,229

*The estimated demand in the "non-adjusted" column represents an
estimate of the total demand and includes vacancies created by
promotion, relocation, or change e ir 4ustry, as well as new hires. The
column on the right has been adjustet. ) reflect only "new hires" who
would require college or other special training.

"Oppeatuntlay w31h Emos[111(gme
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JOB AVAILABILITY

Table 1
Personnel Staffing of American Semiconductor Wafer labs

(Average Staffing per Plant)

Average % Turnover No. of Turnovers
Engineering 50 3.5% 1.75
Technicians 36 10.0% 3.60
Operators 110 25.0% 27.50

Assuming 315 Fabrication Plants with an average turnover as noted
above, the current demand is estimated as follows:

mftpcoallonolitty math atesnome
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An Introduction to SemITOP

Admission Criteria

Minimum Entry Level - scores on the ASSET will be:

- 14 - Reading
- 22 - Language Usage
- 13 - Numerical Skills

possible 24
possible 36
possible 32

MPE Test Score ( Level 2 ) equal to 15 or greater will
be accepted.

High School transcripts shoulf.; illecate students ability
and motivation to learn and success In high school Math.
( Minimum of a C In high school algebra)

10proftonJt, *ft nzorannawre
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ASSET Test

ASSET is an assessment-advising program designed to identify the basic
skill levels of students as they enter two- ear institutions. The primary

goal of this assessment process is to efficiently gather information
about Individual student's skills, needs, and plans, as an important

step in the process of assisting the students In developing and
implementing a sound program of study that leads to these goals.

The scores for the ASSET test ars evaluated as follows:

Reading - possible 24, a score below 14 means remedlation
Language Usage - possible 38, below 22 means remediation
Numerical Skills - possible 32, below 13 means remediation

2)0445awitaan t woKth Xag®Okomogia
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Math Placement Exam
The Mathematics Placement Examination, MPE, was developed as a
means of identifying postsecondary, students' mathematical skills

and abilities related to specific mathematics courses. The intended
use of the scores Is to place college students into mathematics
courses ap riate for their mathematics knowledge and skill

level. Level 2 of e MPE covers intermediate algebra and geometry.

MPE Level 2 is evaluated as follows

0-12 Beginning Algebra REM-0421
13-14 Decislon Zone (At least 12 on Ele. Aig. to go to MTH-1101)
15-16 intermediate Algebra MTh-1101
17-18 Decision Zone (At least 18 on Int. Alg. to go to MTh-1101

or take Level 3 test)
le CoIle j Algebra MTh-1102 or Finite Math MTh-1151

2'5,pipcotrilangly v. i tih Emetaotroote
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Cm--Program Success

Faculty
--motivated
--trained
--facilities )

Curriculum
--industry driven
contemporary
--comprehensive

Students
--recruited
--prepared
---motivated

6
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Process Feedback Loop
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MATH

SAFETY

89

TEACHING
MAMIX
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An Introduction to SemiTOP

ify Math Across the Curriculum
OlUECPVE: (Math Matrix)

Students will recognize and use Math as a Language.

20jsin:

A matrix will obtain complete coverage of mathematics as
il applies to introductory courses in Physics, Chemistry, Computer

Science and Statistics.

Allows for determination of inter-relationships (or lack of) between
the language (mathematics) of Physics, Chemistry, Computer Science

and Statistics.

A matrix contains °hidden" replication to reinforce learning of
math as a language of science.

Vrpeatiattly %WU kattallgooDW
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MATH SKILLS
Basic Arithmetic
Use of Calculator
Order of Operation
Scientific Notation
Measurements
Significant Figures
Algebraic Operations
Algebraic Expressions
Solving Equations
Ratios & Proportions
Approximation
Powers & Roots
Signed Numbers
Right Triangle Trigonometry
Rectangular Coordinates
Polar Coordinates
Vectors
Slopes of Lines
Independent & Dependent Variables

Graphing Techniques
Graphical Analysis
Quadratic Equations
Trigonometric Ratios
Logarithms
Problem-Solving
Basic Geometry
Distribution Characteristics:
Normal Distribution
Standard Deviation
Frequency Distribution
Sample Average
Experimental Error
inferential Statistics
Descriptive Statistics
Significance Tests
Confidence intervals
Analysis of Varience
Factorial Analysis
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('fetv Across the Curriculum

OBJPOTIVE:

Students and Faculty will develop a eafety oriented attitude!

Deakin:

A safety oriented attitude combined with training and discipline
will reduce injuries and loss of equipment and property.

Focus is always on the person before materials and/or facilities.

Safety is a concern not only in our work but also in our
personal ilves.

1
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An introduction to SemiTOP SaidLJc MicrowContamination Across
the Curriculum

.9Affitanikt
Students and Faculty will develop the skills associated with

working in a cleanroom environment

DESIGN:

integrated Circuits are manufactured in a highly controlled
environment.

Cleanroom procedures will include specifications, monitoring
Instruments, air filtering systems, clothing and dressing.
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GroumActivities
Across the Curriculum

OBJECTIVE:

Training of mature, able, motivated, and autonomous workers!

Design:

Human resources development combined with technical education.

Students will develop the motivation and ability to
accomplish team goals.

Motivation increases as we learn the importance of each Individual.

VaDo Musilloant
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The following Is the curriculum outline for the
two-year Semiconductor Technology Operator Program

Year 1

Semester 1
Year 2

Semester 1
Semiconductor Tech I 3 hrs Vacuum Technology 3 hire
Physics 5 hrs industrial Electronics 4 Ns
Chemistry l 5 hrs Schematics/Blueprints 3 hm
Computer Science! 2 hrs Metrology 2 hre
Composition Lin Wafer inspection 2 hrs

18 les Economics

Semester 2
Semiconductor Tech it 3 ire
Physics N 5 tire
Chemistry 11 5 hrs
Statistics 3 hm
PSY Human Relations Mg

18 hrs

17 his
Semester 2

hrs
3 hrs
4 hrs

17 hrs
Total hours 70

Wafer Processing Lab
Process/Equipment Tech.
Electronic Systems Son/Icing
T. Productive Maintenance
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Entry Pan
tot students vilth
Math Background

Prep Coulees

Technical Msdh
Intemedsate Atcistala

Egansigmtadall

Physics 1
Chanitsay 1
Compsitor Science
Seinkcnductor Technology 1
Composition

Sannsulawag.

Phystss 11

Chemistry
Stalisibcs
Poyeholagy o: human Relabons
Sermonducter Technology 11

112-nizautaindmaiciaLlisInalm

gellaemester teem 41

Vactattn Tochnology
Indostrtrd extrantes
Schernaba/Eguagnnts
Ws* kispeclion
Metrology
Economics

althaS22115101

Water Processing Lab
Process/Etaapment Torivvingy
Eiecoonic Systams Sermons!
Taw Prod/tame Mamtenance
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Semiconductor Technology I

This course is an introduction to integrated circuit
manufacturing. Topics include device features such as

junctions, gates, interconnects and bond pPds. Students
will also be introduced to vaibus process alt as including

diffusion, lithography, etch, thin films, implant, z.nd metrology.

Semiconductor Technology II

This course is designed to introduce students to Integrated
Circuit Manufacturing from a historical perspective to the

current industry worldwide. Topics will include manufacturing
models, life cycles for integrated circuits, and the roles and
responsibilities of IC manufacturing personnel. Students
will also learn statistical process control and how to apply

these methods to process development and quality control.

tO 0 pPOr tl Mty weal) kni®Ofloutati
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Composition I

S4;miT

Composition I is an introductory course in composition and
rhetoric emphasizing expository prose. Major focus is on

organization, paragraph structure and elimination of
mechanical errors.

Statistics
Students will be introduced to Probability Basic Stat

(mean, variant and standard deviation), Comparative test
(N-test, T-test), Experimental Designs (Fractional Factorials,
Orthogonal Arrays), ANOVA, and Statistical Process Control

Lip
Computer Science I

This course is an introduction to computers and their applications. Topics
include computers and their capabilities, computer equipment, and software.

The educalional, social, and vocational aspects and impact of computers
will be discussed. Included applications will be spread sheets, word
processing and graphics. The objective is to train students to use

computers fof data representation and analysis.

'DOnio.VIain5 ity aivaloriNte
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Chemistry I
This course introduces evidence for the components of the atom and an

in-depth stuly of modem atomic theory based on atomic spectra.
Other topics include the chemical bond, stoichiometry, changes of state,

solutions, and redox. Prerequisite: high school chemistry, or
CHM-111, or CHM-1120, or three years of high school mathematics

of college algebra or consent of the instructor.

Chemistry ii

This course includes chemical kinetics, equilibria, acid-base concepts
thermodynamics, electrochemistry, and nuclear chemistry. The

descriptive chemistry of each family is covered together with a discussion
of the transition elements. The coursq concludes with a study of

orgaric chemisuy.

sappoten Entathamom 1tih
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Physics I

Iswarm I

This course Is the first of a two-semester sequence structured for
students in pre-professional curricula. It covers the principles of mechanics

and heat. Topics include the study of motion, Newton's laws, work and
enorgy, momentum, gravitation, temperature and heat, and oscillatory motion.

Prerequisite: MTH-1105 or consent of instructor.

Physics II

The first part of this course covers the principles of electricity and
magnetism. The latter part of the semester includes wave motor)

and sound and concludes with a study of geometrical and
physical optics. Prerequisite: PHY-1120 or consent of instructor.
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Psychology of Human Relations
Human relations, including group behavior and problems associated

with leadership and interpersonal cooperation, are studied.

Economics
The American system of economics is introduced. Subject matter includes

an introduction to the sectors of the American economy, business, households,
government, the theory of supply and demand, national income accounts, the
business cycle, inflation, unemployment, Keynesian theory, and the federal

reserve system and uses of money. Attention will be given to application
and illustration of theory to current problems.

Vacuum Technology
Students will be introduced to basic vacuum technology as applied to the

wafer processing industry. Topics will include an overview of various types of
vacuum pumps, seals, gauges, valves, power supplies, and leak

\kis&
detecting equipment.
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Metrology
This course will introduce basic concepts of measurement and explain how

this knowledge is used to evaluate and improve the adequacy of
measurements. This course will give students the skills for measurement

of critical dimensions, film thickness and film characteristics such
as resistivity, stolchlometry, uniformity and conformity. Students will review

equipment used for measuring film properties and process output
properties. Calibration techniques and methods for determining

and reducing variation will be discussed.

Wafer Inspection

This course is designed to teach students the basic procedures for
wafer inspection and to familiarize students with typical defects generated

during waier processing. Students will be exposed to wafer handlin
techniques, inspection techniques, sampling and defect analysis. Students

will be able to identify defects and explain how they occur and develop
skills to identify source.

1 1 5
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s' 670r

rIndustrial Electronics
This is a study of electronics applied to industrial control mechanisms

f.:nd advanced circuity. It includes control and switching devices, transducers,
relays, PLC's, industrial teleme ry, and data transmission techniques.

Students receive hands-on experience with selected electronic components
and devices in industry, including motors (AC and DC), operational

amplifier applications, and microprocessors.

Electronic Systems Servicing
This course provides an analysis of troubleshooting procedures for

electronic devices and systems. Component testing, repair methods,
and test equipment utilization are covered

Schematics/Blueprints
This course has a special emphasis on schematics and blueprint reading
as used in electrical systems. Lab time is spent on developing knowledge

\044
and skills in this area.

orLI inky mint autlikoncsx0
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Wafer Processing Lab
This hands-on lab will give students the opportunity to start-up, operate
and maintain wafer processing equipment, experience wafer handling,
and use techniques to optimize a process/equipment output. Students

will be introduced to safety and cleanroom procedures.

Process Equipment Technology
Students will review methods to optimize a process/equipment system

performance. Topics will include Screening experiments, 22 and 23
Factorial Designs, and Response Surface Methodology. Students
will apply these techniques in the wafer processing lab to optimize

process/equipment output.

Total Productive Maintenance
The students will be introduced to the philosophy and development

procedures for total productive maintenance. Topics include optimizing
equipment effectiveness, eliminating breakdowns, equipment life cycle

and autonomous operator maiilenance. This course is designed for
students entering technical fields involving automated manufacturing.

maipipurbantly till Euesilkime
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Mr. BoucHza. Thank you very much, Mr. Ellison. We will re-
serve questions of you and the other panelists until all of the wit-
nesses have made their statements.

Mr. Groseclose?

STATEMENT OF P. DOUGLAS GROSECLOSE, DIRECTOR OF STAFF-
ING, ORGANIZATION, AND EMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT, MARTIN
MARIETTA ELECTRONICS, INFORMATION AND MISSILES
GROUP, ORLANIXIO, FLORIDA

Mr. Gansamose. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommit-
tee, it's a pleasure to appear before you today to address a subject
of vital importance to myself, to Martin Mwietta, and to the
Nationtechnology preparedness. Specifically, I will focus on how
industry, government, and education partnerships impact our tech-
nology preparedness and how we believe the pending legislation
may sarm the challenges of the next decade.

In Central Florida, we have been part of a pioneering journey in
partnerships with education. Our training partnership with Valen-
cia Community College has provided a continuing opportunity for
resource maximization.

Martin Marietta employees, from shop floor to executive office,
benefit from and contribute to this partnership. Our employees
serve on advisory committees at Valencia to help identify needs
and develop courses.

Martin Marietta employees teach Valencia students and attend
classes taught by Valencia faculty. We exchange classroom and lab
spiice and jointly use equipment. Co-op students from Valencia
gain invaluable experience while infusing fresh ideas into our
workplace.

Valencia has been a key factor in our transition to a computer-
ized work environment. A Federal grant has assisted in training
over 1,000 employees in the computer skills they need to manage a
paperless manufacturing center. This example, I believe, provides
the context within this legislation that can effectively contribute to
the reeducation of the American work force.

Reeducating the work force is a critical issue due to the blinding
speed of technological change. Statistics from the Department of
Commerce tell us that in the years from 5000 B.C. to 1970, human-
ity reached technology innovation level X. Between 1970 and 1985,
the technological innovation doubled. It will redouble by the year
2000 and redouble again by 2015.

Those numbers alone are staggering, yet simple math provides us
with the realization that technologically we are moving today at
950-plus pre-1970 equivalent years per year. In the next decade,
that will accelerate to nearly 1900 pre- 1970 equivalent years per
year. As an example: between the time we awoke and the time we
will fall asleep today, technology will travel two and one half yearsfurther into the future.

In Martin Marietta's Central Florida operations, the traditional
factory worker comprised 42 percent of our total work force in
1981. Today, they comprise 24 percent. This shift from traditional
factory worker to knowl worker is occurring acrossAmerica.
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Paralleling this shift, the employers' expectations of factory

workers are changing. Ave years ago, our assembly workers were

trained in basic skills, certfled in some specialty skills, and then

began working under traditional supervision. Today, we expect

those same people to effectively utilize their electronic work sta-

tion, understand and apply complex statistical tools and processes,

make timely and accurate decisions about their work, and work to-

gether in teams.
This shift in job expectations is having a monumental impact on

how training is conceived, developed, and delivered. Clearly, this

shift in what is needed from and demanded from our work force is

not unique to Martin Marietta or Central Florida. Just as clearly,

our business organizations cannot undertake this monumental re-

education task alone.
The focus of this legislation on partnerships is a fulcrum upon

which this shift can be leveraged. The more than 1,200 community,

technical, and junior colleges across the country, in partnership

with government and industry, can be the driving force in this

work force eduartion.
Additionally, business, education, and government partnerships

will create the primary pipeline for technology transfer. For exam-

ple, when Martin Marietta began full-scale production on the LAN-

TIRN contract, a n.kght navigation and automatic targeting system

for advanced fighter aircraft, included was the introduction of sur-

face-mount technology, a then new technolcgy in the manufacture

of printed circuit boards.
We have worked in conjunction with Valencia Community Col-

lege to develop expertise in that technology that not only helped to

make the LANTIRN system the success it was in Operation Desert

Storm, but also provides a strategic advantage to our corporation.

Last week, I toured Valencia's nearly completed surface-mount lab

where they will now begin transferring this technology throughout

the Central Florida industrial community.
In order for manufacturing organizations to regain global domi-

nance, they must invest in new technologies and all the peripher-

als that accompany the development of new technologies. As manu-

facturers invest in new equipment, tools, and software to support

this global competition, the Federal, State, and local governments

should also invest by providing the best possible conditions for the

education and retraining of the work force. Programs and partner-

ships, such as those provided by RR. 2936 and H.R. S. will play

a key role in determining the Nation's future.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Groseclose follows:I
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Tembnemy

us

The Technical Educmionand Training Act of 1991 (MR. 2936)

nod

The National Cammonity College TedmelegyAet (11.R. 360)

P. DouOss thwack=

Directar, Staffing, Orpnization & Employee Development

Mamie Marietta Demonic% Information & Missiles Clomp

Orlando, Mori&

before the

Subcommktecoo Science

Committee on &knee, Spaecand Teclmolost

United Stake Hem cfReperaentadven

News:lbw 19, 1991
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Mr. Chairman andmembersof thesubconnidttee, I ata P. Dangles

OnmedoseofirectorontsMMOrpnization &EmployeeDevelopment at

Mard~etta Igedsonim, Information& Missiles Oroup,whh:h employs

mote than 10,000 in Chins:al Maids.

h is a *ware to appear Want you today and adtheas a saliva of vital im-

portaneetompelf, to Martin Marietta, and tothe nation technology

preparednew SpecifiesllylwM focusesbow industry, government, and

education putnesships Wpm our technologypreparedness and bow we

Wen the pendinglegisladon mayaddress the &Mews of the nestdecade.

inn Martin Marietta Ca:parades bas long demonstrated a commitment to

education. Whereverouresnployeeslive and work they give of their time and

talents inehuntional institutions. The corporation itself supports education-

al =elle= in a myriad away', from scholarships to employee children to

sigulicant gifts to universities and colleges for the improvement of math and

We= curricula.

In Central Florida we have been pad of a pioneering journey in partnerships

with education. This journey has proveneartraordinnrily rewarding for Mar-

tin Marietta and the educational institutions involved. Perhaps of even

greelerhoportance has been itsimmensurable impact on keeping our eons-

=pity apaaewith technological change and helping our citizens be prepared

contribute to a rapidly changingworld.
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Ourtmlehspumerahkiwithifalenda Commas/ Collep has provided a

continning opporhusityfor resonras maiiimizadon, even in today's mecum

marceelimate.Maitin Marietta mnployees, from ahop floorto einuenive

fice,bencill&cm and contribute to that partnership. Our employeesserve on

advimsycammillecast Valencia whelp identify needs and developcourses

thiu meelthom nee& Marlin Marietta employees teach Valenciastudents
=deltoid classes tau* by Valencia faculty. We =hangs clamming and lab

specnandjointlymmequipment. Co-op students hem Valencia pin invala-

able experience whibi inlitsing fresh ideas and enthusiasm into our warkplace.

Valencia has been a key factor in our transition to a compiterized work en-

vimement. A federal giant has assisted in trainingover 1,000 employees in

thecomputershiffs they need to manage epaperhus" manufectiningcenter
that utilinuthe latest methods and processes in manufacturing technology.

This example povides the context withinwhich this legislation can effectively

contribute to the reeducation a the American workfare&

Ruth:casks thewockforte k a aitieal issue due ta the blinding speed of tech-

nologicalchang& Statistics frau the Department of Commerce tell us that in

theyeamfrocn5000B.C21. to 1970 humanity reached technology- innovation

kvelriCHetween1970and19BS tech:Wash:al innovation doubled.It will

redouble bytheyear2000 and, redouble arin by MI Thosenmnbers alone

=summing. Yet, simple math provides =with the truly frighteningrealiza-
tion that, terbnologicallywe are moving today at 950 + 'pre-1970 equivalent
yeaneFor.year. In the neat decade that will accelerate to nearly 1900 'pre-
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1979equiValentleane piper. As an acample, between dm time we awoke

indtbedmewewill fallashrep today, technolow will travel two and one half

pears author into the funue.

habits* Marietta's Central Mori& operations, the 'traditional factory

vette compthed42% otaurtendworkforce in 1981. Today, 24% aour

employees, ina workforce identical in ormall size, fall Into that category. This

shift from itraditionsl factorywortee to "knowledp-based worker' is occur-

daimon America at yea rapid pace. Pamlielin this Wit, theemployers'

expectations of fectory workers are clanging. Just we years ago our assembly

soden were trained in basic skills mach as Idueprint reading and geoentric

tolaninclas certified in some specialty skills such as MIL-SPEC soldering,

then hernworldnitmder traditional superviskon. Today we sweet those

same people toefreethely utilize theirelectronic work station, umlerstand

and appkcomples tools such as materials resource planning and statistical

procemeentrol, make timely and accurate decisions about thek work, and to

worktoptherin trams to resolve problems and improve their operations.

Marsha in job mpeetations is baying a monumental impart coo how training

oanceived,developed, and delivered in support of the new manufacturing

procceses. Competitive advantage for the United States clearly depends on

ouratility to create a world-class workforce producing world-dais products.

Clearly this shift in what is needed from and demanded of our workforce is

not unique to Martin Malian, or Central Florida. Just as clearly ourbusi.

nonorganfrations Cannot undertake this monumental reeducation task
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ahine. Mimeos paint was emphasized in the June, 1991 Secretasy's Connnis-

sionctiAehievingNmenaly Skills (SCANS) report from the Department of

Labar. The foam of H.R. 2936 and KR. 3606 on pannerships is the fulcrum

uponwhich thisshifi can be leveraged. The more than 1200 community, tech.

nical,and junior colleges acmss the countly, in partnenhip with government

and indastzy, can be the driving force in Ws workforce reeducation. It is also

important to mutt that those dna in business and industry who are America's

employus, need helpia ensuring the emerging workforce is equipped with the

bade math and reading skills that are mandatory in today's workplace. This

requirementwows as our secondary school graduates' basic skill levels drop.

Two-yearcollegeshave the best record, and are clearly best prepared for the

%awe, in delivering thk remedial basic skills education.

Additionally, business, education, and government partnerships will create

the primary pipeline for technology transfer. When Martin Marietta began

fidl.seale production= the LANTIRN contract, a night-navigstion and auto-

matic targeting system for advanced fighter aircraft, indudedwas the intro.

decline ofsmface-mount technolm, a ibcx. new technology in the

manufacture °Waled circuit boards. We have worked in conjunction with

Valendatodeladopespertise in that technology dial not only helped make the

LANTIRN sptem the success it was in Operation Desert Storm, but which

alsopnwides a strategic advantage to our corporation. Liist week I toured

Vahutda's nearlycomplated surface mount lab, where they will now begin

tranderring this technology throughout the Central Florida industrialcam -

mucky.
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H.R.2936rthestoreissinpnyi otherworkers in state.of-the-artcompetes-

cicala idvareed-technotegyoccepetions.' Theyams ago the communication

technelegymysecretary and I madwas:a felt-tipped pen, an electric

typewriter, and tdepboncs. Tod", lannpone meanorandums on my computer,

then eleminskally send them tonay waggery for finaliza.iOn and publican=

malternamputer.Thhtedinmnywasinepand entirelyon my home computer.

Several haus °teach of my workweeb invent in video-conference with

people at MartinMarietta lacuna= around the globe. &vendof the people

in my training department attended a class lest weak thin was beamed to us

*satellite from amass the =nutty. The point is, nearly all ocenpatiom

todsyntlikendvancrulteclundaghla °form type smother. Theaceelerating

rate oftechnology-innovation l referred to earlier is sweeping each ofas ahnig

with& Community, technical, and junior colleges playa =dorwoks in train-

ingomadministrauvewarkforce to utilize the latest office technologies.

Inorderformanufnetnring orpniaations to regain global dominancethey

mad ineeat in new technologies and all the ForiPhelala thatacconiPany the

devebpmentofnew technologies. As manufacturers invest innew equipment,

trob,and seilware to suppon this &bid competition, the Wean, state, and
local goven enuslundd also invest by providing the best passible conditions

for theeduestion and retraining of the workforce. Programsand partner-

shipsouch as those provided by H.R. 2936 and H.R. 3606, will play a key role

in detemnining the nation's &tare.

12S
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Mr. BOUCHER. Thank you very much, Mr. Groseclose.
Dr. Israel, we'll be glad to hear from you.

STATEMENT OF CARY ISRAEL DIRECTOR OF THE ILLINOIS
COMMUNITY COLLEGE BOARD. SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS

Dr. Isamu.. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the sub-
committee. I am honored to have this opportunity to present testi-
mony on the Technical Education and Training Act of 1991 and the
National Community College Technology Act.

I am the Executive Director of the Illinois Community College
Board, an entity that coordinates the activities of Illinois' 50 com-
munity colleges which currently serve over 361,000 students each
year.

The proposed legislation provides real solutions to difficult prob-
lems faced by the educational community in this country. These
two significant pieces of legislation send a clear signal that the Na-
tion's community, junior, and technical colleges are in the forefront
of supplying this country with a skilled, literate, and technological-
ly prepared work forcebut we need your help.

A fact on which we all can agreeofficials in both the public and
private sectorsis that our nation must develop a skilled, world-
class work force. And we must develop that work force immediate-
ly. Education and technical training beyond the secondary level is
no longer a luxury. It is a matter of the economic survival of this
country.

I find it interesting that some of the comments made today
talked about duplication. I do not want to see duplication. Howev-
er, Desert Storm has been mentioned several times, and maybe in
this country, we should have an educational storm or a techaologi-
cal storm, and have a real commitment toward making this a great
nation and an educated nation to meet the new millennium. I
think the pieces of legislation will be the catalyst for that educa-
tional storm.

Technology is a real important part of our lives every day, and a
basic understanding of technology will be a critical requirement of
tomorrow's work force. We have reached a point where a principles
of technology course probably should be part of our educational in-
stitutions' basic, core curricula. We strongly support the measures
outlined in the legislation and believe that each will provide a sig-
nificant step forward in the training of this country's work force.

The Associate Degree Granting College and University Partner-
ship grants will aid community colleges in establishing innovative
partnerships. Of iGarticular interest is the potential for providing
many faculty with the opportunity to be assigned to business and
industry for the purpose of upgrading their technological skills.

The proposed centers of technical education and training are
vital components of this legislation. Exceptional math and science
programs, which could be replicated throughout the State's educa-
tional system, could significantly improve our country's competi-
tive position.

In a report developed by a statewide work force preparation com-
mittee in Illinois, one of the recommendations generated by the Il-
linois Community College Board includes the establishment of re-
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gional or statewide centers of emerging technology at selected com-
munity colleges and universities. With the passage of this legisla-
tion and support from the Federal level, this dream could be real-
ized.

A missing piece that we don't seem to focus in on is the adult
education population in the community college system. It is an-
other group desperately needing the attention of a program such as
the one being discussed today.

In our State, the Illinois Board of Higher Education has recently
convened a committee to study prepiration of the work force. One
theme that repeatedly emerged out of hearings held by the commit-
tee was that elementary and secondary schools, as well as colleges,
must ensure that the development of basic skills is the first priori-
ty in preparing students.

In the community college system, there is a need for better co-
ordination of existing services and of development of new services
for adult education students to encourage their transition to cred-
ited courses. In Illinois, less than three percent of the students en-
rolled in adult education were concurrently enrolled in a techno-
logical or occupational course. There is a drastic need for a wam-
less educational system.

Students entering an adult education program must receive im-
mediate career assessment and counseling to direct them to a goal
of graduating with technological job skills rather than simply com-
pleting the work at the community college with a GED. By a seam-
less education, I mean that the community college must reach out
to students entering the GED program and counsel them into tran-
sition to college credit courses and, if appropriate, transfer to the
university of their choice.

Not embraced in the idea of a seamless educational system iz the
inclusion of a work-based learning experience as suggested in both
bills before us today. The potential impact of these proposals on mi-
nority students, for example, is very positive.

Colleges enroll a number of minority students with basic skill
needs in a GED program. In Illinois, 74 percent of all adult educa-
tion students are minorities. These proposals could help encourage
minority participation in areas of study and employment which are
under-represented by miraority populations.

Our overseas competitors in the global economy are outpacing
us, and the only way for us to make up the lost ground is to im-
prove our technological skills. There is enough blame to go around
for the declining competitive position, the diminishing resources
available to education, fragmented delivery systems, State fiscal
woes, and so forth. But the time to assess blame is past. It is time
for solutions, and this legislation is most certainly a step in the
right direction.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Israel followsd
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Mt. Chairman and Nembmze of the Subconmittee, I am honored to have
this opportunity to present testimony on the Technical Education
and Training Act of 1991 and the National Community College
Technology Act.

I am Cary Israel, Executive Director of the Illinois Community
College Board, an entity that coordinates the activities of the
State's SO community colleges which currently serve over 361,000
students each year. On behalf of the 12 members of the Illinois
Community College Board and officials of the State's community
college system, I commend the sponsors and this committee for their
visionary leaderdhip in developing this landma.ek legislation. All
too often, governmental bodies are content to examine an issue and
simply admit that a problem exists. This proposed legislation
provides real solutions to difficult problems faced by the
educational community in this country. These two significant
pieces of legislation send a clear signal that the nation's
community, junior, and technical colleges are in the forefront in
supplying this country with a skilled, literate, and
technologically prepared workforce.

A fact on which we can all agree -- officials in both the public
and private sectors -- is that our nation must develop a skilled,
world-class workforce. And we must develop this workforce
immediately! Educationand technical training beyond the secondary
level is no longer a luxury -- it is a matter of the economic
survival of this country.

Technology is not an abstract concept relegated to a few scientists
in white lab coats. It is an important part of our everyday lives,
and a basic understanding of technology will be a critical
requirement of tomorrow's workforce. We have reached a point where
a principles of technology course should be part of our educational
institutions' basic curriculum in education for employment, and
that's something 1 intend to look at in Illinois.

Harry L. Crisp II, the Chairman of the Illinois Community College
Board and owner and chief executive officer of Pepsi Cola in
Marion, Illinois, is greatly concerned about the lack of skilled
employees available to business and industry. He recently said,
"If the United States has any hope of competing effectively in the
global economy, education at all levels must ensure that our
product, the students, must exhibit quality -- especially in math
and science.*

We strongly support the measures outlined in the legislation
and believe that each will provide a significant step forward in
the training of this country's workforce.

The Associate Degree Granting college and University
Partnerships grants will aid community colleges in
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establishing innovative partnerships with the private
sector and governmental entities. Of particular interest
is the potential for providing faculty with the
opportunity to be assigned to business and industry for
the purpose of upgrading their technological skills.
Collaboration and helping each other must be the norm
rather than the exception if we are to excel and prosper.

The proposed centers of technical education and training
are vital components of this legislation. Exceptional
nath and science programs which could be replicated
throughout the state's educational system could
significantly improve our country's competitive position
in the global economy by helping to provide a highly
developed and technically skilled world-class workforce.
Illinois has already embraced this concept. In a reeort
developed by a statewide workforce preparation committee,
one of the recommendations generated by the ICCB includes
the establishment of regional or statewide *centers of
emerging teclinology° at selected community colleges and
universities. With the passage of this legislation ana
support from the federal level, this dream could be
realized.

Outreach and Partnership Grants will significantly
enhance articulation efforts of both associate-degree
granting institutions and four-year institutions so that
students are given opportunities to continue their
academic prograes at the bachelor's degree level.

Tne National Technology Education Program outlined in KR
3606 would go a long way in helping Illinois and other
states accomplish goals which in many cases are already
in place, but due to fiscal restraints are simply
unaffordable. In our state, for example, a system budget
coeponent called advanced technology equipment grants,
designed to help colleges purchase new equipment for
instruction and utilize emerging technologies, has been
subject to significant reductions from system need
request levels.

Another important problem, that of underserved areas,
could be addressed in part by these proposals. Through
the use of telecommunications equipment and technologies
provided via program grants, important instructional
links could be formed with colleges, universities, and
secondary sehools in previously underserved areas.

In Illinois we have closely paralleled some of the ideas included
in the bills being debated today. In an effort to prepare the
future workforce for employment, a few community colleges, with
established foundations, have entered into contracts, sometimes

2
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referred to as Project Succeed or Young Scholars Programs, with
grade schools, junior high schools, and high schools within their
distrlmts. These colleges have adopted a clues determined to be at
risk of not graduating from high school and college and have
guaranteed to each student tuition and book grants for college if
they graduate from high school. The bills being discussed today
can take this program one etep further. Immediate development of
a partnership with the students attending the secendary schools can
be included in these prograne. Comnunity college faculty and
advisors can begin working with the students to encourage math,
science, and technology programs. Students can be working not only
towards the goal of a college degree, but they also can be working
towards graduation with skills that are needed in the technological
job nes-kat.

The adult education population in the community college system is
another group of individuals desperately needing the attention of
a program such as the one being discussed today. In our state,
the Board of Higher Education has recently convened the Committee
to Study Preparation of the Workforce, composed of representatives
of higher education, business, and labor. One theme that
repeatedly energed out of hearings held by the committee was that
elementary and secondary schools, as well as colleges, must ensure
that the development of basic skills is the first priority in
preparing students for work and further education. In addition,
when teaching basic skills, the application of these skills in the
workplace must be stressed so that skills are viewed by students
not as abstractions, but as tools for problem solving in an
employment setting. In the community college system, there is a
need for better coordination of existing services and development
of new services for adult education students to encourage their
transition to credited courses. In Illinois, less than three
percent of the students enrolled in adult education were
concurrently enrolled in an occupational course. There is a
drastic need for a seamless educational system. Students entering
the adult education program must receive immediate career
assessment and counseling to direct them to a goal of graduating
with technological job skills rather than simply completing their
work at the community college with a GED. By seamless education,
I mean that the community colleges must reach out to the students
entering the GED program and counsel them into a transition to
college credit courses and, if appropriate, transfer into a
university with the conmon goal being graduation and skills for
immediate employment. Not embraced in the idea of a seamless
educational system is the inclusion of a work-based learning
experience, as suggested in both bills before us today. The
potential impact of these proposals on minority students, for
example, is very positive. Our colleges enroll a number of
minority students with basic skills needs in the GED program. In
Illinois seventy-four percent of all adult education students are
minorities. These proposals could help encourage minority
participation in areas of study and employment which are
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underrepresented by minority populations. Musiness and educationmust mobilise together to capitalise on their comparativestrengths. This will enable students to step out of the classroomamd step into a job with experience, creating a definite advantagefor the employer.

Not only are Jobe changing into a technologically advancedenvironment, but workers are changing. The working age populationwill increase due to the saturation of the baby boomers, decliningbirthrates, and increased longevity. This opens the door toanother type of education, worker retraining. The growing numberof older workers will require comnunity colleges to offercontinuing education and retraining to learn new technologies andto fill the employment gap left by declining numbers of youngpeople entering the workforce. We must remember that education andtraining do not neceesarily precede employmemt but are continuousthroughout the working life of enployeee. Providers of retrainingprograne are diverse and include not only colleges but alsoprograns offered by trade and professional associations, state andfederal retraining programs, and in-house programs designed andoffered by individual businesses. Mt must be able to work togetheras a system toward the uniform goal of providing the moat moderninfornation and techniques.

At the same tine, I believe it is important to look closely at thestate level to insure that the administration and funding of theprograns included in these proposals is directed to the appropriatestate agencies or institutions. In Illinois, nearly 60 jos:training and retraining programs ars being administered by 16different agencies, and further fragmentation would jeopardize theintent and effectiveness of these proposals.

Ladies and gentleman of the committee, the fact is that thescientific end technical training in this country is woefullyinadequate. Our overseas competitors in the global econooy areoutpacing us, and the only way for us to make up lost ground is toimprove our technological skills. There is enough blame to goaround for our declining competitive position; the diminishingresources available to education, fragmented delivery systems,state fiscal WICIQS and antiquated business practices. But the timeto asseas blame is past. It is a tine for solutions, and thislegislation is moot certainly a step in the right direction.
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Mr. BOUCHER. Thank you very much, Dr. Israel.
Dr. Snyder, we welcome you and we'll be pleased to hear your

testimony.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM F. SNYDER, PRESIDENT, WYTHEVILLE
COMMUNITY COLLEGE, WYTHEVILLE, VIRGINIA

Dr. SNYDER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the sub-
committee. It is my pleasure to address this propceed legislation.
These bills speak strongly to concerns that I and my community
college colleagues have held for some time.

There are many who believe that the work force of the United
States is not competitive in today's global economy, especially in
those fields that are technologically advanced. The upgrading and
coordination of the country's educational eftorts in science, mathe-
matics, and technology at the associate degree level is our best
chance to catch up and to do so in a relatively short time.

Community colleges are deeply involved in economic develop
ment, technology transfer, and the training -__nd upgrading of tech-
nicians for today's work force. A national economic strategy that
incorporates a focus on technology education comparable to that di-
rected to science, engineering, and mathematics in the sixties is a
strategy that will pay immediate and substantial dividends. It may
in fact be the effort that keeps us in the global economic war, so it
is important and indeed critical to our future that legislation such
as H.R. 2930 and H.R. 3606 be enacted quickly and funded suffi-
ciently to meet the tasks at hand.

While the Chairman, in his memorandum of' November 8 an-
nouncing this hearing, has acknowledged the support of two-year
colleges by several departments in the Federal Government, I must
asscrt that Federal assistance in the area of technology education
is extremely limited, and that this legislation will not duplicate ex-
isting efforts. My written testimony elaborates on this observation.

Is the National Science Foundation the right agency to carry out
the technology education initiative? Only recently has the NSF ac-
knowledged the importance of community colleges in preparing
persons for productive careers in science, mathematics, and engi-
neering. Considering the fact that the community colleges serve
more than half the Americans who now begin college, the NSF's
efforts have barely scratched the surface.

in the November 11, 191 issue of "Community College Week,"
Elizabeth Telles of the National Science Foundation asserts, "The
National Science Foundation intends to play a major role in
strengthening the science, mathematics, and technology programs
at two-year colleges."

Yet, in my review of the "National Science Foundation Guide to
Programs: Fiscal Year 1992," just received in my office, it seems
clear to me that the assertion that the NSF intends to play a =Or
role in strengthening technology programs at two-year colleges is
not backed up by programmatic aud fiscal commitments. Passage
of legislation like KR. 2936 and H.R. 3606 will provide program di-
rection and funding that will allow the NSF to fulfill its stated in-
terests in technology programs st two-year colleges.
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I would now like to comment more specifically on the proposed
technology education legislation. My personal preference is the
short title of H.R. 3606, Naticmal Conununity College Technology
Education Act, because it provides overdue recognition of the role
of community colleges in technology education and technology
transfer.

The focus on the development of faculty in the two-year colleges
is appropriate. It is particularly important that partrtime faculty
be included since there is a recent dramatic increase in the number
of credits taught by part-time faculty in community colleges.

Course and curricular develownent support is also critical to the
community colleges' success in improving technology education.
The time and resources to engage in this process are among our
institutions' greatest needs.

Securing state of the art equipment for use in technology educa-
tion programs is a high priority. Improved faculty and curricula
must be buttressed with funds to allow the acquisition of the most
up to date instructiomal equipment possible.

Outreach grants such as those proposed in H.R. 2936 are impor-
tant because they allow community colleges to establish and en-
hance partnerships with four-year institutions. Unless community
colleges can bring some resources to the table, it will be difficult to
get the attention of most four-year institutions.

I must add a word of caution regarding the match requirements.
Increasing tuition and diminishing State and local resources are a
fact of life for our nation's community colleges. Stringent match re-
quirements will eliminate the applications at many institutions
who are among those who need this assistance most.

Finally, I would like to point out that community colleges are
philosophically and geographically positioned to meet many of the
objectives of this legislation. A hallmark of the community college
mission is to provide access to higher education to the citizens of
our country. Working with non-traditional adults who have non-
traditional schedules, minorities, women, the handicapped, and
those who need job retraining or updating is the way most commu-
nity colleges now operate.

Mr. Chairman, the three core programs in H.R. 2936, faculty de-
velopment, course and curricula development, and equipment mod-
ernization, are all important national interest priorities. They will
strengthen the supply of scientists, mathematicians, and engineers
and will create a better supply of high-quality techniciansall nec-
essary if the United States is to maintain its standard of living and
compete effectively in the world economy.

I thank you for allowing me to appear before the committee.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Snyder follows:3
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Mr. Chairman, I am most grateful that you have called this hearing

on science and technology education in two-year colleges. Thank you for

the opportunity to speak to proposed legislation H.R. 2936 "Technical

Education and Training Act of 1991" and H.R. 3606 "The National Communi-

ty College Technology Education Act" as introduced by Mr. Price and Mr.

Hoagland respectively. These bills speak strongly to concerns that I

and my community college colleagues have held for some time.

Many of us are working closely mot only with the businesses and

industries of our area as they strive to become sore productive and

profitable, but with the economic development professionals and volun-

teers in oer coomunities. To give you sone idea of the extent to which

community colleges are assisting in economic development efforts. I have

attached a list of economic development activities at Wytheville Community

College. In our case, as In most, there are no specific resources

provided to the colleges for economic development services. The need is

so strongly felt that economic development efforts are "piggybacked" on

financially supported "core missies" programs.

Our college is relatively small, serving approximately 1,500 annual

full-time equivalent students (VIES) in credit courses. Ours is a

mostly rural 1,900 square mile service region of 100,000 citizens.

Economic development and the accompanying growth in jobs, per capita

income, and resources available for government services are the overrid-

ing concerns of our region. My reading of the literature on economic

development and community colleges indicates that this concern is

widespread. The efforts to resolve this concern are too often focused.

I fear, upon ways that business and industry can be stolen from one area
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of the country and placed in another locality rather than on efforts to

expand and improve our production of goods and services.

Generally speaking, the community college mission is focused on

curricular programs. All comprehensive community colleges, technical

institutes, and technical community colleges have as a part of their

instructional mission the training of individuals in technology. Most

have same high technology programs either in the curricular offerings or

in the continuing education area. We know that the workforce of the

United States is not competitive in today's global economy, especially

in those fields that are technologically advanced. We know that the

nation's community colleges are in the best position to address this

problem. We also know and agree with the framers of these resolutions

that the upgrading and coordination of the country's educational efforts

in science, mathematics, and technology at the associate degree level is

our best chance to catch up and to do so in a relatively short time.

Only small amounts of federal funds are currently targeted to

address the shortages of technically trained workers. A national

economic strategy that incorporates a foeus on technology education

comparable to that directed to science, engineering, and mathematics

following "Sputnik" is a strategy that will pay immediate and substan-

tial dividends. It may, in fart, he the effort that keeps us in the

global economic war. So it le important, indeed critical to our future,

that legislation such as H.R. 2936 and H.R. 3606 be enacted quickly and

funded sufficieutly to meet the task at hand.

While the Chairman in his memorandum of November & announcing this

hearing has acknowledged the support of two-year colleges by several

departments in the federal government, I must assert that federal
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assistance in the area of technology education is extremely limited.

The Departnent of Education's Cooperative Demonstration Program

was focused for the 1990 year on high techoology as its priority

program. The emphasis in this program is es:ablished each year by the

Congress and the focus on high technology lasted only one year. The

programs of the Department of Leber are to help persoas take advantage

of technology education, but have very little impact on the improvement

of technology education. While two-year colleges have in recent years

received some attention from the National Science Foundation, the focus

of these grants has been on strengthening twv-year college science,

mathematics, and engineering programs, not technology. The work of

other federal agencies has also been significant, but with n very

limited number of institutions in highly localized projects. I believe

that this legislation will not duplicate existing efforts. The programs

of the Department of Education, especially the Tech Prep program of the

Perkins Act and its support of occupational education, are broader in

scope, and will not be diminished or duplicated by grants such as those

proposed in these pieces of legislation. The work of other governmental

agencies in high technology seems to create little duplication and,

given the requirement for coordination and cooperation, should be

complementary to the proposed focus on technology education. Programs

of the type proposed by this legislation do not exist and are critical

to a national economic strategy that will stop the slide in America's

standard of living.

Is the National Science Foundation the right agency to carry out

the technology education initiative? The National Science Foundation

has a well deserved positive reputation for its rk in strengthening
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science, mathematics, and engineering research and education in

four-year colleges and universities. Only recently has It acanowledged

the importance of the community colleges in preparing persons for

productive careers in these fields. Even now the National Science

Foundation programs as I perceive them are focused on assisting communi-

ty colleges in placing more and batter qualified persona in the science,

engineering, and mathematics "pipeline." Yet, considering the fact that

community colleges serve more than half the Americans who now begin

college, the NSF efforts have barely scratched the surface. In the

November 11, 1991, issue of Community College Week, Elizabeth Tenet, of

the National Science Foundation asserts, "The National Science Founda-

tion intends to play a major role in strengthening the science, math-

ematics, and technology programs at two-year colleges." In my review of

the National Science Foundation Guide to Programs: Fiscal Year 1992,

just received in my office, it seems clear ta me that the assertion that

the NSF intends to play a major role in strengthening technology pro-

grams at two-y#7.,;- colleges is not backed up by programmatic and fiscal

commitments. Passage of legislatioo like HA 2936 and HR 3606 will

provide program direction and funding that will allow the NSF to fulfill

its stated interest in technology programs at two-year colleges.

Not only will the proposed programs meet the needs of technology

education, they will also help the NSF to meet current goals. By

definition, science is the observation, identification, description,

experimental investigation, and theoretical explanation of natural

phenomena, while technology is the application of science. especially 0

industrial or commercial objectives. Practically speaking, these two

activities are inseparable. As one studiee natural phenomena and
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applies the result, the activities become integrated. Scientists and

technicians work as a team. Science and technology blend and feed upon

one another. Too often the scientist spends much of his time applying

the science which he investigates. When technologists join the team.

more of the scientist's time is spent in the pure science area, while

his partner works more in the application of the knowledge. With the

availability of trained technicians in high technology areas, we will

create additional scientist man-hours without training or creating any

additional scientists, engineers, or mathematicians. The fact that

these disciplines blend makes it logical to me that by emphasizing

technology education the National Science Foundation can advance its

long-stated objective of improving our national effort in science,

engineering, and mathematics. We will also create additional individuals

who begin their work in technology and develop interest and capabilities

that will contribute to the fields of science, mathematics, and engi-

neering. Some of them will seek further education and become qualified

scientists, engineers, and mathematicians. Technology education then

contributes to the number of persons in the science, engineering and

mathematics pipeline. Since so-called non-traditional students are now

the majority population in higher education, the role of community

colleges becomes increasingly important to such a goal.

The National Science Foundation has a well deserved reputation for

providing and administering grants that clearly focus on a national

agenda. I participated in a teacher enhancement grant In the sixties

which earned my admiration for the quality of both content and imple-

mentation nf NSF administered programs. in my opinion, the National

Science Foundation has been and is an agency that does quality work.
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Giv, the close relationship between the content arena presently as-

signed and those proposed, and basied on the quality of this agency, I

believe it to be in the national interest to add this new major assign-

ment to the work of the National Science Foundation.

Finally, I would like to comment more specifically on the proposed

technology education legislation, 7 prefer the Short title of H.R. 3606

-- "National Community College Technology Education Act," because it

provides overdue recognition of the role of community colleges in

technology education and technology tranafer.

The focus on development of faculty in the two-year colleges is

appropriate. It is particularly important that part-time faculty be

included since there is a recent dramatic increase in the nunber of

credits taught by part-time faculty in community colleges. This in

particularly true in the technologies, since practicing scientists,

engineers, and technicians are the moat readily available source of

faculty who are up-to-date and knowledgeable about the fields identified

in this legislation. Many part-time faculty, while technically knowl-

edgeable, have deficiencies in communicatioe skills, instructional

technology, and teaching and learning theory. Full-time faculty are

struggling mightily to teach their heavy course loads and at the same

time keep up with rapid changes in technology.

Course and curricular development support is critical to the

community college success in improving technology education. The time

and resources to ermage in this process are among our greatest needs.

Securing state-of-the-art equipment for use in technology education

programs is a hish priority. An allowance to permit renovations to

accommodate the equipment should be permitted. Funds for equipment
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replacement in Virginia now allow updating every ten (10) to twenty (20)

years. In technology education this is an intolerable situation since

technology is changing so quickly. Improving faculty and curricula must

be buttressed with funds to place in the faculty's hands equipment

needed to facilitate the instructional process and to make possible the

useful application of gains made through faculty enhancement and curriculum

development.

Crants to develop and strengthen partnerships in mathematics and

science education in secondary schools and communities served by the

colleges are also an tmportans activity. They will complement and

enhance the national curricular reform stimulated by the Perkins Act

Tech Prep Program. It would seem more appropriate, though, that these

provisions in H.R. 2936 be placed in an existing NSF progrnm area such

as Education and Human Resources which vo .ntly deals with science and

mathematics in secondary schools and colleges.

A word of caution regarding the match requirements for federal

grants. The American Association of Community ..nd Junior Colleges

(AACJC) and other such organizations can testify to the fact that

increasing tuition and diminishing resources are a fact of life for our

nation's community colleges. At least twenty states have balanced their

current budgets on the backs of higher education and, in particular, the

most vulnerable part of that system -- community colleges. Budgets are

stretched to the limit. Stringent match requirements will eliminate the

applications of many institutions who are among those who need this

assistance mist. If the match is to be "additional," it will penalize

those who already recognize and are working to meet the oblectives

stated in this legislation.
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8

Outreach grants, such as that proposed in H.R. 2916, are important

because they allow community colleges to establish or enhance partner-

ships with four-year academic institutions. Unless community colleges

can bring some resources to the table, it is difficult to get the

attention of four-year institutions. The limitation of 825,000 nay he

too severe unless consortia or community college systems are allowed

larger grants. Consortia or systems of community colleges should be

allowed up to $100,000 per grant if a minimum of five colleges of each

type (rnmnunity colleges and four year universit(es) are involved.

Relatianships with public schools are more fully developed. Examples of

Wytheville Community College/public school partnerships are found in an

attachment.

I should also like to point out that community colleges are philo-

sophically and geographically positioned to meet many of the objectives

of this legislation. For example, these hills direct that men and women

from all backgrounds should be given more opportunities to pursue

advanced training. A hallmark of the community college mission is to

provide access to such cit of our country. Working with

non-traditional adults who have non-traditional schedules, minorities,

women, handicapped, and those who nerd retraining and updating while

omploNed is the way most community colleges now operate. We dn not

limit ourselves to an academic year or a traditional school day. We

schedule and provide programs year around, day and night, seven days a

week. We already work in a collaborative way with local employers. We

have mauy student target groupn and are deeply involved in programs and

services for dislocated workers, readjustment art clients, dropouts, and

non-high schopl eompleters. We are proud of nur flexibility.
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The private sector already recognizes the symbiotic relationship

which exists with local community colleges. There are numerous examples

of close relationships between the private sector and community college.

With this legislation1 these partnerships can be built upon.

I endorse the National Advisory Committee as suggested in the

legislation. Representatives from industry should include organizations

of all sizes. I suggest that it might be helpful if grant recipients

were required to create a parallel local advisory group to ensure that

local needs are met. The membership should parallel that of the National

Advisory Committee.

The definition of technology as found in H.R. 3606 rather than the

listing of specific fields as found In H.R. 2936 may prove more flexible

and useful.

Mr. Chairman, the three o!ore programs in H.R. 2936 -- faculty

development, course and curricula development, and equipment mod

ernization -- are all important national interest priorities. They will

strengthen the supply of scientists. mathematicians, and engineers and

will crrate a better supply of high quality technicians -- all necessary

if the United States is to maintain its standard of living and compete

effectively in the world economy.

Thnnk you again for allowing me to appear befnre you to support

this legislation which addresses critical national needs.

1 5
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virmEntut COSOURTITT COLLEGE
ECONOW Dignumw ACTIVITIES

(Partial ktat)

-Mission and Values Statenente embrace the importance of economic development

-Wide range of academie programa to educate the area citiseary and improve the
quality of the workforce

-Efforts to secure Small Business Assistance Center

-ARC Grant for Wood Products Developnent in Southwest Virginia

-Participation in Consortium for Manufacturing Competitiveness - Southern
Technology Council of Southern Groamh Policies Board

-Participation in Southeastern Manufacturing Technology Center

-Southwest Virginia Apprenticeship Proeram

-Smyth Education Center

-WCC Center for Economic Development

aOffice of Technology Transfer and Assistance

-Blue Ridge World Trade Association

-Relationship with Industrial Training Division (New Industry Training)

-Participate with localities in their efforts to be designated "Certified bminess
Communities"

-Organized Consultation on Tourism Training

-Certified SmartCaM Training Center

-Certified AutoCAD Training Center (pending)

-Business Partnership Awards from Virginia Council on Vocational Education

-Development of Regional Dental Hygiene and Regional Physical Therapist Assistant
Programs

-Conduct Industrial Training Needs Assessments for businesses and industries

-Customized training for business and industry through Office of Continuing
Education

-Leadership Training Programs
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4/CC Council for Economic Development (Members from within college)

-Curricular and community advisory committees

-STPA Programa

-Efforts to secure resources for Advanced Manufacturing Center

-Participation in area Chambers of Commerce

-Employee Development Director program (Workplace education)

-Contributions to the work of the Southwest Virginia Economic Development
Commission (Lacy Commission) and use of that report to guide WCC's economic
development efforts

-Member of two task forces of the Blue Ridge Economic Development Commission --
Education and Training: Partnerships

-Virginia Economic Bridge Progrnm Partner and memb.r of advisory hoard
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PUBLIC SCHOOL - WYTHEVILLE COMMUNITY COLLEGE PARTNERSHIPS

1. Crossroads Consortium

The superintendents of the city and county public school
systems and the president of the community college have joined
together to establish THE CROSSROADS EDUCATIONAL CONSORTIUM
for the purpose of developing strong cooperative programs to
prepare for a variety of career opportunities. Current
partnerships loclude:

Tech Prep

Dual Credit

Governor's School

Federal Programs - Upward Bound and Educational Talent Search

Articulation Agreements - Covering six specific programs
Drafting
Machine Shop
Secretary, Office Eystems Technology
Data Processing
Computer Information Systems
Electronics

Federal and State Work-Study Programs

Data Sharing - Student Readiness Information

College Use of Public School Faciltiies as Regional Sites

II. Other Joint and/or Cooperative Activities

Personnel serve on various Secondary School and College Advisory
Committees

Judges for various Competitions --
Science Fair
MACC
Forensics
Odyssey of Mind
Math
Beauty Contests

Occasional Sharing of Facilities for Special Courses and Pm
including:

Tennis Courts
Band Room

Audio-Visual Equipment
Home Economics Rooms
Use of SJiool Facilities as Regional Sites

Cultural Programs at sites in some schools during the day and an
campus in the evenings
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Equipment Loans and Surplus Equipment

AACJC Nursing Articulation Project

Practical Nursing Joint Program

Dental Assistant Articulation Agreement - Mercer County Technical
Education Center

Career Day Programs

College Day Programs

Career Esploration Tours

Interest Testing and Career Counseling

Area Science Fair

Enrichment Courses
Reading
Computers

Middle School Summer Enrichment Program

Counselor/Principal Seminar

High School Faculty - Adjunct at WCC - participate in in-service
training

Professional Development and Recertification for Teachers

Artist in Residence Program

Arts and Crafts Festival - Spth:ial school categories

Minority Affairs - Black History Week Program. Dances

Student Government Association Dances - High School students
invited on occasion

Volunteers in Schools - Phi Theta Kappa

Tutors at Rgional Sites for High School Students
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Mr. BOUCHER. Thank you very much, Dr. Snyder.
Dr. Gianini?

STATEMENT OF PAUL C. GIANINI, JR., PRESIDENT. VALENCIA
COMMUNITY COLLEGE, ORLANDO, FLORIDA; CHAIRMAN, JOINT
COMMISSION ON FEDERAL RELATIONS OF THE AMERICAN AS-
SOCIATION OF COMMUNITY AND JUNIOR COLLEGES AND OF
THE ASSOCIATION OF COMMUNITY COLLEGE TRUSTERS
Dr. GIANINI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the sub-

committee. I am Paul Gianini, President of Valencia Community
College, a public, associate dcgree-granting institution serving ap-
proximately 60,000 students in Central Florida.

Last February as Operation Desert Storm was ending, the Presi-dent of Martin Manetta Electronics, Information and Missiles
Group, Mr. Alan Norton, testified before a U.S. Senate subcommit-
tee about his partnership with Valencia. His company products, in-
cluding the PATRIOT Missile contriluted to our Desert Storm ef-
forts. Mr. Norton said, "We've invested millions of dollars in R&Dand manufacturing programs, yet this investment means littleunless our employees are rly trained...Martin Marietta's abili-ty to prosper in today's enging environment will, to a large
extent, be decided mi the factory floor where high quality training
programs like those offered by Valencia Community College arecritical to our continued success."

His comments apply to the consideration of the legislation before
you. AU of the Federal investment in research and development
through NSF and others really means little unless trained employ-
ees are available to put the resulting technt loifical advances towork on behalf of America's economy.

I am particularly pleased that both of the bills before you directthe National Science Foundation to act in concert with the private
sector and two-year college leaders to strengthen instruction in ad-
vanced technology at two-year colleges and to support a variety of
partnership arrangements. The National Advisory Council pro-posed in the bills will be a highly effective means of ensuring that
the programs funded through NST will have appropriate direction.

The programs proposed in the bills under consideration can be of
strategic importance in maximizing the use of resources at colleges
like Valencia. For example, with the aid of corporate and public
grants, Valencia has created a teaching factory used to demon-
strate advanced manufacturing techniques and for training and re-training of workers.

The proposed National Advanced Technical Education and Train-
ing Program will advance this work and complement and build onthe Department of Education's Cooperative Nmonstration Grant
model. We have had five cooperative demonstration grants and
imd that the program has been hampered by limited funding and
restrictions placed on the use of the funds.

Curriculum development, faculty development, state of the art
equipment acquisition, and partnership building among all educa-tional systems are appropriate uses for Federal funding. Few other
funding programs exist to meet these needs in high-tech areas, andI strongly support their inclusion in the legislation.
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The proposed National Centers for Technical Education and
Trainhkg can play a critical role. As a group, the 10 institutions se-
lected can provide effectively not only in sharing resources and so-
lutions but in identiOing new problems to be addressed, in evaluat-
ing effectiveness, and in inviting private sector partnerships in
solving problems, A similar centers of excellence model has worked
for us in Florida in addressing high-tech training needs.

Mr. Chairman, the legislation before you will make a significant
and very timely contribution to this country's economic health. We
have in place in our nation a network of 1,200 two-year colleges
that are ready and willing to be put to use to build our economy.

There is no debating the fact that it is the Nation's community
colleges that will train the work force of the future. I commend the
sponsors for the timeliness of this legislation, which was brought
home to me forcefully last week by a speech made at Valencia by
the Assistant Secretary for Technology Policy of the United States
Department of Commerce, Ms. Deborah Wince-Smith, She told an
audience of 800 that despite the fact that the United States spends
almost as much on research and development as Jaa, , what was
once West Germany, France, and the United Kingdom combined,
enabling us to lead the world in generating new scientific knowl-
edge and in creating new technologies, this lead alone has proven
to be an insufficient competitive edge.

We have lost market shares to the competition in key technol-
ogies that we pioneered and in which we once dominated the
world. To regain our leadership in using technology competitively,
we must translate technology into timely, cost-competitive, high-
quality manufactured products, and we must have a quality work
force that is educated, trained, and flexible in adapting to techno-
logical and competitive change.

Cwtainly, Ms. Wince-Smith's words echoed the remarks of Alan
Norton from Martin Marietta that I shared with you earlier.

These concerns drive our actions at Valencia. Those of us who
have taken the lead can in turn help others to work cooperatively
to build a strong community-based network that can enable this
nation to maintain its strengths and regain lost markets.

I commend the Congress for considering this legislation. I assure
you that our faculty and students have the drive and ambition that
is needed to build on our rich heritage of technological achieve-
ment. We will use the resources provided by the Congress to lead
this nation across the technological frontiers of the 21st Century.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Gianini follows:1
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Testimony

CIO

Science and Technology in Two-Year Colleges
as addressed by

The Technical Education and Training Act of 1991 (H.R.2936)
and

The National Community College Technology Act (H.R. 3606)

Paul C Gianini, Jr.
President

Valencia Community College
Orlando, Florida

before the

Subcommittee on Science
Committee on Science, Space and Technology

United States House of Representatives

November 19, 1991
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Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, 1 am Paul

Gianini, president of Valencia Community College, a public,

comprehensive, multi-campus, associate degree-granting institution

established in 1967, and serving two counties in Central Florida

with an enrollment of over 60.000.

I am pleased to have the opportunity to speak to you today

about strengthening the teaching of science and technology in two-

year colleges through the Technical Education and Training Act of

1991 (H.R.2936) and the National Community College Technology

Act (H.R.. 3606).

I'd like to begin by sharing with you an excerpt from the

testimony of the president of Martin Marietta Electronics,

Information & Missiles Group, Mr. Alan Norton, who testified

before the U, S. Senate Subcommittee on Labor and Human

Resources on February 21, 1991.

His testimony, a complete copy of which is attached, took

place as Operation Desert Storm was ending. His company's

products, including the Patriot Missile and the LANTIRN night

2
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vision system contributed to our Desert Storm efforts and are

manufactured in Orlando with Valencia faculty, students and

graduates helping in the production.

Mr. Norton said, "We have invested millions of dollars in the

equipment and processes that support our R & D and

manufacturing programs, yet this investment means little unless

our employees are properly trained . . The Valencia staff and

faculty have become an extension of our own company staff and

we rely upon them as we would our own employees. . . Also, the

quality of our vendors' products is improved through Valencia

training. . Martin Marietta's ability to prosper in today's

challenging environment will, to a large extent, be decided on the

factory floor where high quality training programs hie those

offered by Valencia Community College are critical to our

continued success."

Mr. Norton's comment about his company's investment in

R & D and manufacturing technologies, and his reliance upon

community college training programs, can be applied to the

subcommittee's consideration of the legislation before it today. All

3
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of the federal investment in research and development through the

NSF and other agencies really means little unless trained

employees are available to put the resulting technological advances

to work on behalf of America's economy.

For this reason, I am particularly pleased that both of the

bills before you direct the National Science Foundation to

administer grant programs that will strengthen instruction in

advanced technologies at two-year colleges, and that would support

a variety of partnership arrangements for colleges. The National

Science Foundation's support of two-year institutions and

curriculum issues must be strengthened if our country is to

overcome serious shortages of scientists, engineers and technical

"knowledge based" workers. NSF needs direction from Congress to

place an emphasis on undergraduate students, laboratories and

curricula - an emphasis that is of the same high quality as its

outstanding support of critical research. The National Advisory

Council on Advanced Technical Education and Training proposed

in the bills will be a highly effective means of ensuring that the

programs funded through NSF will have appropriate direction

4
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from the private sector and from those at two-year colleges who

have demonstrated success and excellence in technology training.

The Advisory Council's role would be complemented by a

requirement that representatives of associate-degree institutions,

business and industry, and economic development organizations

represent the majority of the readers for grants consideted as a

result of this legislation.

Community colleges are well positioned to take leading roles

in technology training across this nation, and many of us have

made significant contributions in the last few years in this arena.

My own institution is a good example:

- With the aid of IBM and other corporate donors, and state

and federal grants, we have created a "teaching factory" that we

use to demonstrate advanced manufacturing techniques and to

train workers who are already in the workforce as well as new

college students.

- Valencia is the lead institution for the Central Florida

Manufacturing Technology Transfer Center, with the 52 companies

5
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served to date reporting measurable productivity gains as a result

of our technology transfer partnership.

- Our computer integrated manufacturing training program

won the U. S. Secretary of Education's 1990 kward for the most

outstanding technical training program in the Southeast.

- We competed for and won five Cooperative Demonstration

grant awards from the U. S. Department of Education used for

high-tech training in the defense, telecommunications, health and

film industries.

- We created a film technician training program that is

widely credited for playing a key role in enabling the film industry

to establish a foothold in Central Florida.

- We have extensive credit and non-credit training programs

with Central Florida business and industry. During the past year

for example, we provided training for over 300 businesses of many

types and sizes, exemplified by large companies like AT&T, Martin

Marietta, Stromberg-Carlson and Walt Disney World, and small

companies like Automation Technologies and Infrared Industries.

6
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- We have a strong 'Tech Prep" program with our two local

school districts that will lead to more students completing high

school and going on to the community college before entering

technical careers.

Federal, state and private grant funds have been

instrumental in positioning Valencia as a key player in the

economic health of Central Florida. The college is poised at an

important point in the development of its capacity to contribute to

economic development, and the programs that are provided in the

two bills under consideration would be of strategic importance in

maximizing the use of resources that have been marshalled at

colleges like Valencia on behalf of the national interest.

The proposed National Advanced Technical Education and

Training Program will complement and build appropriately on the

U. S. Department of Education's Cooperative Demonstration grant

model, and placement within NSF can ensure a strong emphasis

on the scientific and technological expertise required for effective

training programs in technical competencies in strategic fields.

7
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It has been our experience with our five Cooperative

Demonstration grants over the past three years that the

partnerships required with business and industry for these

programs to be successful are essential if the training is to meet

industry standards. However, the Cooperative Demonstration grant

program has been hampered by limited funding combined with

restrictions placed upon the use of Cooperative Demonstration

program funds. These restrictions include prohibitions against

purchasing training equipment, a focus on demonstrations as

opposed to developmental activities, and limitations on the types

of industries served. For example, building construction was the

sole focus of the program this past year. These restrictions have

meant that this program has played an important but severely

limited role in meeting the high-tech training needs of the nation.

The two bills before you today would make significant

contributions beyond and weuld not duplicate what is made

possible under the Cooperative Demonstration grant program.

As does the Cooperative Demonstration grant program, the

proposed legislation requires the direct involvement of business

8
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partneri in designing and delivering training. I applaud this

requirement not only because it leads to high quality training, but

also because it helps to initiate lasting college-employer

partnerships that live long after the federal funding ends.

At Valencia, the grant funded training programs have lead

directly to extensive private sector finanrial support. Far example,

IBM has donated $13 minim: in hardware and software to

Valencia in the last few years, and our relationship with the

company is rooted in grant-funded business and industry training

programs.

Curriculum development, faculty development and state-of-

the-art equipment acquisition are appropriate uses for federal

funding, few other funding programs exist to meet these needs in

hifh tech areas, and I strongly support their inclusion in the

leg: .ration.

The inventory of training programs proposed in HR. 2936

will help to prevent duplication of effort. Valencia has developeil

such an inventory of its business and industry training programs,

including the number of employees trained and in some cases a

9
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measurement of productivity gains by industry. If these data are

captured in the inventory, it can also serve as an evaluation tool

for the programs funded.

The National Centers for Technical Education and Training

proposed in H.R. 2936 can play a critical role in maximizing the

investment of federal funds in advanced tecnical training. The

colleges that are funded can serve as one-stop information sources

for other colleges in their regions and also as living laboratories"

where training programs can be developed. As a group, the ten

institutions selected can provide effective leadership not only in

sharing resources and solutions, but in identifying new problems to

be addressed, in evaluating effectiveness, and in inviting private

sector partnership in solving problems of regional and national

scope.

In Florida, the Florida High Technology and Industry

Council has effectively used the "Centers of Excellence" model

suggested in the legislation to designate colleges to lead high-tech

training efforts. Valencia is proud to have been selected as one of

these centers in electronics and in computer integrated

10
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manufacturing. As a result of our work, many colleges already turn

to Valencia for assistance in curriculum development, laboratory

design and business and industry partnership issues. Those of us

who are already looked to as leaders in this type of training would

welcome an opportunity to compete for funding so that we might

formally offer assistance and follow-through services to other

institutions that are replicating and adapting our advanced

technology training programs.

I am also pleased to see .n H.R. 2936 proposed funding for

at least 20 mathematics and science partnerships between

secondary schools and community colleges, and for partnerships

between associate degree-granting and baccalaureate degree-

granting ins. itutions. Efforts to articulate mathematics and science

education at all levels are critical if students are to develop the

kinds of skills required of "knowledge-based" workers, who are the

employees required to run the factories and businesses that can

withstand internation.1 competition. I am aware of no available

funding opportunity specifically targeted at improving articulation

among all levels of mathematics and science education, yet

11
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articulation is absolutely necessary if we are to ensure a seamless

educational *pipeline" that supports students throughout all stages

of the educational process.

I know that efforts to create such partnerships can be very

effective. Valencia has been working in close partnership with the

University of Central Florida to improve the success of our

students who transfer there for their upper division work.

Significantly, over 80% of Valencia's students who continue to the

upper division attend UCF, and community college transfer

students make up over 75% of all upper division students at UCF.

We have sponsored joint meetings of faculty in a variety of

departments that have yielded a variety of recommendations such

as joint curriculum review and faculty development activities that

would improve the success rate of students who transfer.

We have already developed a very successful transfer student

advisement and orientation program that we would be pleased to

share with other institutions. The partnership grants made

available under H.R. 2936 would be an ideal source of seed

funding to initiate new joint developmental activities and to share

12
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our successes with others. Undoubtedly the number and quality of

science and mathematics graduates would increase as a result.

This effort would take on added, special importance since in

Florida 80% of all new teachers now come from the community

college system. If we are to strengthen the K-12 science and

mathematics experience, we must strengthen science and

mathematics in our community colleges.

H.R3606 provides for programs to strengthen cooperative

working relationships between community colleges and the

military, supporting the exchange of instructors, instructional

materials, educational methods, technology and other expertise.

Also, the bill provides for opportunities for faculty to have short-

term assignments in industry and for the sharing of program and

equipment costs with industry. These programs can play a

significant role in ensuring that faculty are aware of state-of-the-art

applications of technology.

At Valencia, we have strong partnerships in place with local

industry that enable us to offer courses using equipment owned by

industry ranging from expensive metal working machines at Martin

13
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Marietta to movie production equipment and supplies from Walt

Disney World and Universal Studios. Also, we are developing

programs to assist in the transition of military personnel who are

separating from the military due to down-sizing, and to assist

industries that have been dependent upon defense contracts to

convert their production processes to produce goods for the

civilian market. The exchange of ideas and resources that results

from these relationshits with industry and the military benefits our

faculty and our students, and reduces program costs since

resources are shared. I am glad to see this kind of sharing

encouraged by the proposed legislation.

Mr. Chairman, the legislation before you will make a

significant and very timely contribution to this country's economic

health. We have in place in our nation a network of over 1200

community, technical and junior colleges that is ready and willing

to be put to use to build our economy. There is no debating the

fact that it is the nation's community colleges that will train the

workforce of the future. Over half of all college freshmen now

enter the community college. Significantly, 85% of the workforce

14
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for the year 2000 is already working today, and it is the two-year

college that has the mission and tlx ability to train and re-train

these persons as technology advances. I commend Congressmen

Price and Hoagland and the co-sponsors of these bills for seeking

cost-effective solutions that will spring from partnerships among

educators, business and industry, employees and government.

The timeliness of this legislation was brought home to me

forcefully by a speech made at Valencia last week as a part of our

week-long Celebration of Academic Excellence by the Assistant

Secretary for Technology Policy of the U. S. Department of

Commerce, Ms. Deborah Wince-Smith. She told an audience of

800 high school honors students. Valencia students and faculty,

and business and industry advisory committee members that the

United States spends almost as much on research and

development as Japan, what was once West Germany, France and

the United Kingdom combined, enabling us to lead the world in

generating new scientific knowledge and in creating new

technologies.
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However, she warned that this lead alone has proven to be

an insufficient competitive edge. We have lost marketshares to the

competition in key technologies that we pioneered and in which we

once dominated the world. She pointed out that we have to regain

our leadership in using technology competitively, and that to do

that we must translate technology into timely, cost competitive,

high quality manufactured products, and that we must have a

quality workforce that is educated, trained and flexible in adapting

to technological and competitive change.

Ms. Wince-Sniith's womb echoed the remarks of Alan

Norton from Martin Marietta that I shared with you earlier. Our

nation and individual companies, like Martin Marietta, can lead in

R & D, but without the workers needed to enable us to Le first to

the market with products based on the new technologies conceived

in American laboratories, we will continue to lose our share of the

international market.

These concerns drive us at Valencia and at other leading edge

community colleges around the country. Those of us who have

taken the lead can in turn help others to work cooperatively with
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secondary schools and four-year institutions and to build a strong

community-based network that can enable this nation to maintain

its strengths and regain lost markets. 1 commend the Congress for

considering legislation like H.R.2936 and H.R. 3606. 1 assure you

that our faculty and students have the drive and ambition that is

needed to build on our rich heritage of technological achievement,

and we will use the resources provided by the Congress to lead this

nation across the technological frontiers of the 21st century.

Thank you.
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BIOGRAPHICAL STATEMENT

DR. PAUL C. GIANINI, JR.

Dr. Paul C. Gianini, Jr. is xesident of Valencia Community College, a
mufti-campus, associate-degree granting, public institution serving over 60,000
students in Central Florida. Prior to assuming the presidency of Valencia in
1984, he was president of Spoon River College in Illinois. He also held
positions as Vice President few College Services, Dean of Student Personnel
Services and Assistant Professor of Psychology for Northampton County Area
Community College in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.

Dr. Gianini earned Ed.D. and Ed.& degrees from the University of
Florida, a Master of Education degree from the University of Nebraska, and
a Bachelor of Arts degree from Yankton College.

His professional and civic commitments indude service as chairman of
the Joint Commission on Federal Relations of the American Association of
Community and Junior Colleges and the Association of Community College
Trustees, and membership on the Board of Directors and Execuri.". Committee
of the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges.

Also, he is a member of the Vocational Education Subcommittee of the
Florida High Technology and Industry Council; the Florida Space Research
Foundation/Astronauts Memorial Foundation Advisory Committee, University
and College Task Force; and of the Boards of Directors of the Greater
Orlando Chamber of Commerce and of the Kissimmee/Osceola County
Chamber of Commerce.

Dr. Gianini received the Holocaust Memorial Center of Central Florida's
Contribution and Leadership Award in March 1991. Among his recent
publications is `Opportunity from Strength: Linking Comprehensive Planning
and Resource Development,* co-authored by Michad Hooks, published in
Conceptaalizint 2000: Pro-Active Planniag, edited by Dr. Dan Angel and
published in 1991 by the Community College Press.
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Mattin Tieun ability to prosper in today's cluillenging
environment will, to a large extent, be decided mt the factory floor where
high quall7 training progrems like those offered by Valencia Community
College are critical to our continued success.

Thank you. It has been my pleasure to appear before ibis
committee.
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Mr. Bouceirs. Thank you very much, Dr. Gianini. The subcom-
mittee thanks all of the witnesses for their attendance here this
morning and for the information and recommendations that they
have shared with us.

Before I turn to specific questions about this legislative proposal,
let me ask our community college witnesses just to comment gener-
ally on the extent to which tho National Science Foundation,
through its range of programs that support annmunity coll
limited as they are in funding, have been of help to you. To what
extent in Illinois have the community colleges taken advantage of
el/kiting NSF programs? The same with regard to Southwest Vir-
ginia and the &ate of Florida.

Dr. Israel, would nu care to begin answering that question?
Dr. Isamu.. Yes, sir. I was before this subcommittee two years

ago when I was in Colorado. I moved to Illinois a ago.
I'll "ay what I said two years ago in front of Walgren.

That is, NSF is very important to the community colleges, but
again, we need more attention and certainly a better share of fund-
ing if we have 43 percent of all undergraduates in the country.

In Blinois, we have 64 percent of au undergraduates in public
ane private universities at the community colleges. Yet, we again
get a paltry sum from NSF.

What is interesting to noteand then ni stopis that what
NSF doesn't seem te consider is L sat approxim ately 15 percent in
the State of Illinois of our undergraduate students already have a
baccalaureate degree or higher. Mew are coming back to be re-
trained and reeducated because of the technology.

So we are not dealing with students directly out If high school.
Our average age is 30, as you know, tezoughout the country, but 15
percent of cur students already have a degree and they need to be
aeLreined in technnlogy.

Again, I think the 'egislation would be helpful, and a push from
this committee tewerd NsF would be helpful.

Mr. Boucmort. Dr. Snyder?
Dr. SNYEMR. We have had one program within NSF and it was a

very sticceerful program a few years age. Bid still, NSF is focusing
on science, eng;neering, and mathematicA ane not on the advanmd
tech nolcv.

This, I think, is a gap in the programing that NSF says they
want to p.P.i+icipate in. It wolld seem to me that you would have to
have 1 lation that would direct them to participate in that.

Mr. MIER. Dr. Gianini?
Dr. GIANINI. Mr. Chairman, our experience with NSF has been

somewhat limited, but more by their action than ours.
What we really needand not to speak against NSF because I

think they do some wonderful work--t we need to use the com-
munity colleges as the bridge between the universities who are
doing the pure research and then being able to take that and apply
that research on the floor of the American workplace. That Is
what's missing in our =untry.

It is a nateral martiage in terms of what jail being proposed in the
legislation before you. In terms of actual success with community
collwm I think you can see from the figures that it has been mar-
ginal, extremely marginal, throughout the country. While we have
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received verbal assurance that there is a tomorrow, the same verbi-
age is in place and has been for years, but basically, we've been
ignored.

Mr. BOUCHER. Aguin, before turning to the specifics of these two
bills, let me ask you to evaluate brieflyagain, I direct this ques-
tion to our community college witnesses todaythe other Federal
programs that are designed to provide technology training, such as
the Tech Prep program that is administered by the Department of
Education and any programs that you may be aware of and have
had some experience with emanating perhaps from the Depart-
ment of Commerce.

Dr. Gianini?
Dr. GIANINL Mr. Chairman, I think the Tech Prep questioi. is

easily answered. That program is designed to start in the juttior
year of high school. Right now though, we know that 85 percent of
the work force that will be in the workplace in the year 2000 is
there. They have already imished high school and/or college, and
are in the workplace. So Tech Prep is a wonderful program, but it
is not germane to what American needs in terms of its develop-
ment of its technologies.

In terms of the Cooperative Demonstration Grantand we have
a good track record so I think I can speak with some authority
they are small. They are very limited in the use of their funds.
Often there are whole years that go by where we are not even eligi-
ble to participate.

For example, in 1991, the total monies were directed toward
projects in construction with an emphasis on masonry. I don't con-
sider masonry high-tech. Maybe it is nowadays; I don't know. But
you can see that they are limited.

They have had other years when they were specified for truck
driving. This is not technological demonstration grants that can be
replicated throughout our country. The purpose of them was to
create models that could be used elsewhere.

We were successful in the ones we received, but it is a very limit-
ed program. They don't address faculty development. They don't
address equipment acquisition. So it is really a wonderful program
for what it was intended to be, but that is very narrow in scope
and is not duplicative of what we are talking about today in these
bills.

Mr. Boucxxs. Dr. Snyder?
Dr. SNYDER. I think the Perkins Act is a wonderful piece of legis-

iation which is of great help to both vocational schcols at the
senior high school level as well as community colleges, hut I think
that it does not give the kind of attention to technology education
that this bill would and that is needed. It's a broader bill. It just
simply does not speak to that narrow focun that is co critical to our
preparation of the work force.

Mr. BOUCHER. Dr. Israel?
Dr. ISRAEL. I thought Congressman Price handled that question

really well, and I don't want to be redundant te what my col-
!eagues have said. I would just like to add what I said in the begin-
ning of my testimony.
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That is, we need a curriculum in these centers of excellence. We
could start developing curricula, inter- technology, to be a core, a
part of our curriculum.

Also, the adult education student that I alluded towe cannot
find them in Tech Prep or Perkins and so forth and, unfortunately,
in our core cities. That's where the bulk of the students are start-
ing. Certainly, Tech Prep didn't envision 15 percent of our under-
graduates being recipients of a baccalaureate degree.

Mr. BOUCHER. I understand your general statement then that the
Federal Government today is not providing adequate resources to
community colleges for technology training. Where to you get your
money from for the technology programs you presently administer?
Does it come out of your general publicly-funded operating budget
as provided by States and perhaps local governments in some
cases? Does it come frem industry? What is the general level of
funding that you have for these programs in comparison with
others? Do you sense that they are seriously under-funded?

Dr. GIANINI. Mr. Chairman, there is something called the Sun-
shine State Skills Act which is basically open competition for a
community college to work with business and industry. The total
funding this year was $500,000 for the entire State of Florida.

Now, Florida has learned that it cannot exist as a service econo-
my. It needs more than sunshine and Mickey Mouse to make a go
of it, and we've had the a . propriate rollbacks as have other States.

But we received $150," of the $WAIM to work with two high-
tech businesses in our area, hoping to increase the economic base
of the area. The more legs we have on our economic chair in this
country, the better off were going to be.

I was very concernedthe other evening, I was listening to
Lester Thoreau on C-SPAN, the Dean at MIT Business School, talk-
ing about the fact that we have no technical ur vocationally-trained
people in the United States. Where would you send somebody to
get high-tech training nowadays? Most people don't even know the
answer to that.

I don't know if we can live as a national service economy. It's
what we are moving toward. But, Mr. Chairman, we are so much
better off producing 747s and selling them than we are chocolate-
chip cookies.

Mr. BOUCHER. Dr. Snyder?
Dr. SNYDER. Our source of funds is primarily the State general

appropriation and the tuition appropriation that supports all of the
other programs. We have a much more expensive program in the
technologies but very little differentiation.

We are also able to pick up some support through occasional
ARC grants and through working with the Consortium for Manu-
facturing Competitiveness. But the answer in many cases is that
the funds simply are not there to buy the equipment and to provide
the training for nur faculty.

Mr. BOUCHER Dr. Israel?
Dr. ISRAEL. In Illinois, we have a line item from the Illinois Com-

munity College Board that funds the 50 colleges in advanced tech-
nology. We have put approximately $4 million into that line item.
We have economic development grants that are approximately $3
million, again, for a system.
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The 361,000 students I was talking about are just credit students.
We serve nearly a million students through adult education, con-
tinaing education, and so forth.

The money that we do put in is just woefully inadequate to ty to
have the colleges keep wice with technology. We have several of
the colleges, the Coll=t2uPage and Rock College in
Rockford, that have technology centers t now, but
again, an enormous amount of people are trying to e advantage
of it, both business and industry, that give some money to u

We have so many competing needs in Illinois, to meet the needs
of dropouts and adult education students, and baccalaureate trans-
fers, special populationsand I can go on and onand with the
shortfall in State revenues, we see a declining share going toward
advanced technology and economic development grants. That's
why, again, this legislation at the Federal level would really be
able to put together some of the hearings that we've had in Illinois
into place as far as technology.

Mr. Boucima. Assuming that the Federal Government does play
a larger role in helping to fund technology training programs, what
kind of magnitude of increase in student participation and in terms
of actual money expenditures could you anticipate at your commu-
nity colleges? Let's suppose that we enact Mr. Price's legislation.
How many more students are we going to be able to serve with
technology education at your colleges, and how much more money
in terms of a percentage increase over what is devoted in total to it
today, jiven all funding sources, would you anticipate?

Dr. Gianini?
Dr. Gummi. That's a gmd quesdon, and let me try to answer it.
I can't give you actual numrs. What I can tell you is that, of

the 60,000 students we have, over 30,000 are those who are already
employed and who are coming tack to school for retraining in a
new profession or upgrading in their current one.

When we work with companies such as Martin Marietta, it has
been a partnership with both of us giving, both of us receiving. I
can't put a figure on it.

I can tell you that the development of high-tech industry in our
area, which is known affectionately as the Silicon Swamp, can
grow. At the Research Parks at the University of Central Florida,
whom we work with closely, new companies are moving in all the
time.

I think we could easily, easily double the number of students
that we have in those programs, but let me tell you it's a small
number now. It is not a large number.

I think it is going to be a continuum and it's going to be a proc-
ess, not a quick fix. I would hope that this legislation is not looked
upon as a quick fix or a band-aid.

We need to btiut with our Tech Prep all the way through, and
make training in these areas a lifelong process. Please don't look at
this as just a piece of a package. Look at it as a continuum. We
need legislation that will help us through the entire span.

Mr. Boucfnm. Dr. Snyder?
Dr. SNYDER. I think the number of students will gradually in-

crease whether or not we have higher quality programs. So I think
the key is not: can we get more people into the program? I think
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the answer to that is yes, whether or ma we try a lot. But what
kind of quality program are we going to have and will it address
the technologies that are how being used in our businesses and in-
dustries?

Mr. Boman. Dr. Israel?
Dr. Isasst. A different approachI think it would affect all our

students. I really believe that this legislation can be a focal point
in encouraging and moving some themfistration examples to make
technology inter disciplinary so that no one would leave our insti-
tutions with an associate degree that didn't have a good under-
standing of technology.

I see our country and our world just gettinf much, much more
technological. In classes nowwe don t CEIB them Enfaish
classes; we call them technical communications classesthey ve
to understand desktop publishing. They are doing their research

pers off the computer. They are itain,g grammaticseverything is
technological.

I believe it should be interdisciplinary, and I think it would
affect all of our students.

Mr. BOUCHER. Dr. Gianini?
Dr. Gums'. Mr. Chairman, if I may add one other thought-80

percent of the Nation's teachers come through conununity colleges.
That is where they start their careers. It is important to us that we
have faculty that have the opportunity to use the monies contained
in this legislation for faculty development

On the other end of the continuum, we also have an aging facul-
ty. We know the figures about how many are going to retire in the
next few years, and they can't be replaced easily at all.

We need to make sure that the faculty we have in place is on the
cutting edge of the technologies. We can't be teaching outdated
technologyand I am concerned about that.

Mr. Boucime. Thank you very much for those responses.
I don't want to Wye out our industry representativesom let me

pose this final question that I have to each of our panelists today.
Looking swifically at the legislation, tell me this. Are we tar-

geting the right issues? Is it properly focuaed? I have heard one
very constructive idea from Dr. Snyder already that we ought to
examine closely the matching grant requirements because they
could have the effect of penalizing the less financially fortunate
parts of the country where the funds to make those matches may
perhaps not be available.

What other specific items should we add to this bill or delete
from this bill in order to make it most effective and have it bast
meet its intended targets?

Mr. Ellison?
Mr. ELLISON. I believe that the management of the entire system,

instead of the processinstead of having a curriculum that s suc-
cesiful in 10 or 20 different sites, faculty trained in however many
different sites, and facilities in certain areas, until we start looking
at a meritocracy of the managementin other words, measuring
how successful we are with the result instead of the success of the
individual elementsthen I don't think we are going to have a suc-
cessful activity.
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I think that you have mentioned a few of them. I have heard
mentioned in the testimony today a number of the demonstration
grants where curriculum was developed. I know that SemiTOP was
one of those. The continuation funding was not achieved and there-
fore we have wasted those resources and those monies in training
that faculty. Unless they are able to use it, they will lose those
skills. Unless we are able to use that curriculum, it is not going to
put out the trained work force for U.S. advanced technology.

Unless we build those facilities, we are not going to have a place
to put the equipment that industry wants to donate, so we need to
look at the entire pkture and start getting results instead of little
elements.

Mr. BOUCHER. Thank you.
Mr. Groseclose?
Mr. GROSECLOSE. The statistic was given earlier that 85 percent

of the work force in the year 2000 is working today, so the issue to
me specifically becomes reeducating the work force. Let me give
two examples that I think are clear signals of how the inmponents
in this le&lation can be effective. Those two components are part-
nerships Wtween two-year institutions and industry and centers of
excellence.

One of the things that we have developed in Central Florida in
conjunction with Valencia Community Colege and Mid-Florida
Tech, which is a four-year technical institution, is a centers of ex-
cellence concept on precision machining. Martin invested about
$3.5 million several years ago in a computer numerical-controlled
machining center in our own training center. The two educational
institutions have basic machining equipment in their institutions.

So, we were able to capitalize on wise investment strategy for
both parties without duplicating. Our employees go through their
basic skills training. Their students go through our advanced train-
ingin CNC machining and CNC machine programing.

That is an idea of how a center of excellence concept can work.
And I believe that is one of the critical things that this legislation
addresseshow that can be beneficial.

The second is partnership. Clearly, that is a partnership as well,
but we, over the last two years, have trained a tenth of our work
force through Valencia Community College on CATEO, which is an
engineering computer system that we are installing.

e spill-over benefits have been tremendous to both of us in
terms of equipment, resource sharing, and us getting a signifizant-
ly upgraded work force technologically. I am about to talk to one of
Dr. Gianini's people about a program for a computer system called
Product Definition System that we are just entering into that will
touch half of our Central Florida work force over the next two
years. I am sure we'll enter into a similar partnership for that.

So, if the legislation contained nothing other than a focus on
those two items, I believe it would be significant in the needs it
will meet in the workplace, which to me is the only reason to do
anything like thisif it meets a need.

Mr.. BOUCHER. Thank you, Mr. Groseclose.
Dr. Snyder?
Dr. SNYDER. One other thing is that it does call for e National

Advisory Committee, and I would want to ensure that both large
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and small businesses were involved in that I would suggest that
there be a parallel local advieery committee so that the centers se-
lected woulcl have that kind of feedback to keep themselves in line
with local needs.

Mr. Botremiat. Thank you; that is duly noted,
Dr. Gianini?
Dr. Gummi. Thank you very much for recognizing the viability

of America's system of community colleges. They were all started
by communities because they were needed there, and I think that
they are a key ingredient to solving a national problem in terms of
a technologically well-trained work force. So, thank you for your ef-
forts.

Mr. BOUCHER. Thank you.
The Chair will now recognize the gentleman from Illinois, Mr.

Fawell.
Mr. FAWELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am sorry I haven't

been able to be here for all of the testimony. I think ane could
come to the conclusion that, while not having thought about it very
much, that we would get more bang for the buck, so to speak, if we
did turn our attention more to the community colleges.

I was very interested, Dr. Israel, when you said that 15 percent
of the students already have a baccalaureate degree in the Illinois
community collne system. I don't think many people realize that.

Is that genemlly true in other States?
Dr. SNYDER. There are a number of reverse transfers, as we call

them, who come back from the four-year institutions to add to
their knowledge some skills that they can apply to their work.

Dr. ISRAEL. Ciongressman Fawell, last year in Illinois we had not
only 4,700 reverse transferswe categorize that at the Illinois
Community College Board differently than the people who already
have a baccalaureate degree. So we see more and more students
coming back.

Seventy percent of our students are taking 6.1 credits or less, so
they are part-time students, working in the field already, have a
degree or have partial college, coming back to fmish their degree.
We see in Illinois at leastand r to Dr. Gianini on Flori-
dain Illinois, we see that this is a growing trend.

Dr. GLANINI. The same trend is evident really throughout the
Southeast and, I think, most of the Nation. Many people who re-
ceive training at the 4o1legiate level have found now that, either
their jobs have changed so dramatically that they need more
formal training or they are upgrading and trying to do more with
their lives, and they have found that community college is a place
WI- -re you can take courses and then get a job.

F .WELL. And that's true in an area such as the western Chi-
cago land area, Dr. Israel?

r. IsitAst.. Yes; absolutely. What we're doing right now, Con-
gressman Fawell, as you well know, is that there is an wider-
served committee for the whole State because what we're trying to
do is use the community colleges as a delivery distribution point
for individuals who are trying to obtain a master's or a doctorate
degree.

f you look at the community colleges in Illinois or in the Nation,
we are great distribution points because we're all over the place
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and we're under-capitalized. Someone should buy us out. We're
almost like a Wal-Mart.

We are great, low-cost We are quality. We're meeting the needs
of the communities, and we're great distribution mints. The prob.
lem is that we are undar.capitalized and we need some more cap-
ital to do this training.

Mr. Famitua. When one realizes also that, there, you have the
gmtest opportunity to serve minorities and those who are obvious-
ly seeking and trying to improve themselves, I think that is an
added dimension with traditional four-year college tuitions going
up so very fast.

I know, again, in DuPage County, the College of DuPageI can
recall when I was in the Illinois L4slature and the Community
College Act was pasied. Now, I think the number of students at the
College of DuPage is close to 30,000, perhaps 26,000 or 27,000.
There, it certainly is serving a tremendous need.

Let me ask you this. I didn't expect any one of you to say that
you were Igainst this legNtion and did not favor more Federal
funds flowing to the community colleges. And I know, Dr. Grose-
close, that you did make some references to this.

If you had the single most important area where you would want
to utilize these kinds of funds, where would it be? The top priority
as far as you see that for Federal funds?

Dr. SNYDER. I would place it where this legislation places it, in
technology education.

Mr. FAWELL. I guess I was swaking specifically at your commu-
nity college, for instance, within high-tech. What would you do
with the moner specifically?

Dr. SNYDER. The partio.LW field?
Mr. FAWELL. Yee.
Dr. SNYDER. Ours would be in electronics and in drill ting and

design and in manufacturing technologythose three areas.
Mr. FAWELL. I guess what I'm referring to is whether or not you

would be trying to beef up your work with secondary schools, for
instance, or with the four-year institutions in those areas, also.

Dr. SNYDER. Well, we would be using it for that. I think it's a
efficiency to have those relationships and to have them solidly

uilt. That doesn't take a lot of money. It takes something. You
know, you have to have something to take to the table.

But the relationship with private industry and the advisory
councils are important as well, so we need all of these contacta

Dr. &mina. I would reinforce what Dr. Snyder has said. The en-
gineering technologies, especially CIM, would be an area that we
would look at very early in the stages.

In terms of articulation with the high schools and with the uni-
versities, you should be aware that in Floridaand it is the only
State in the Nation where someone who graduates from a commu-
nity college is guaranteed a spot in a State university. It is the only
State in the Union.

In terms of working with the secondary school districts, however,
it is an ongoing process and a very close one. We do this for several
reasons.

Number one is that we believe that the taxpayer who is funding
all three institutions should have as effective and efficient a system
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as possible for its products, namely the students, to go through, and
have maximum accountability of' the funds. Number two, at IS somuch better in terms of retaining students if we can bridge thoseI think the word seamless was used beforemake education a
seamless product from K - 12 through the communiV college and,
if they wish to, the univerdty.

I think it was also stated here: there aren't going to be many jobsfor holders of high school diplomas, and there will be none fordropouts. So, I think we need to address the whole continuum of
education and look at this particular legislation as one catalyst
that will help us in that quest.

Dr. IsaAEL. I made sane remarks before you got here about the
inter-disciplinary nature a technology that should probably tran-
scend the entire institution. We'll take the College at DuPage as anexample.

That is an economic development corridor. It's a h*h- tech corri-dor. It is very, very critical that we continue in the College atDuPagewhich is a leader by the way in the Nation and was sonoted years ago in a book. It's one of the best community colleges
in the countrythat we keep abreast of this technology and that,
hopefully, one day we can be as fortunate as Florida and have good
articulation with the universities, especially in the areas of tech-
nology and the environment

I had the oppcortunity four years ago to create the first hazardous
waste program m the country. One of the biggest problems was ar-ticulating that technological program with universities that didn't
even have the program. There was no place to articulate it with,
yet, EPA and DOE mandated for certain managerial positions that
you already have a master's degree.

What did we do? We re-tooled Ph.D.s and masters and put them
through the community colleges to get a degree in hazardous waste
technoloRy. Again, articulation and how we work with the universi-
ty becomes an important part of this legislation. This seamless cur-
riculum, I think, is critical for our country.

Mr. FAIVELL. One last point I noted, Dr. Israel, that you referred
to a principles of technology course should be a part of our educa-
tional institutions' basic curriculum. Is anybody doing that?

Dr. ISRAEL. Not in Illinois. Again, the legislation, as Mr. Grose-
close talked about, is a key focal point. I think if we had these cen-ters of excellence, it would allow us to concentrate on developing
the appropriate type of technology core that belongs in our under-
graduate institutions, and I look forward for that involvement and
help in doing that.

Mr. FAWELL. Thank you very much, and thank you, Mr. Chair-
man.

Mr. BOUCHIER. The Chair thanks the gentleman and recognizes
the gentleman from Florida, Mr. Bacchus.

Mr. BACCHUS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank ye for calling
this hearing. Let me apologize for my absence and for the fact that
I will be hurrying away in a minute.

I have the pleasure and privilege of also serving on the BankingCommittee
[Laughter.]
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Mr. BOUCHER. We argued about that committee's activities this
morning.

Mr. BACCHUS. We are downstairs in still another markup of still
another banking reform bill. You will be happy to hear that we
have completed that process and have proceeded to the markup of
still another Resolution Trust Corporation funding bill. All in all,
I'd rather be here.

[Laughter]
Mr. BACCHUS. I did want especially to stop by to welcome my

friend from my district, Dr. Paul Gianini, aM ask a few questions
about Mr. Price's legislation, of which I am a co-sponsor.

I strongly believe it's necessary. Yet, Dr. Williams has testified
once again that the National Science Foundation opposes that par-
ticular bill. He says that even as revised, "It is not necessary given
our existing authority and because of its narrow focus."

What we've heard Dr. Williams saying in part is that they can
already do these things, so why should we have a law that tells
them to do them? What we heard in previous testimony was, in my
view, an apprehension that, in telling them to do these things, we
wouldn't give them the money to do the ether things that they
need to do. I think that's their real concern.

I would like to ask you, Dr. Gianini, if you have any firsthand
experience in trying to get a grant or cooperation from the Nation-
al Science Foundation on something that is contemplated in the
Price bill for which they say that have existing authority but in
which you did not receive that cooperation.

Dr. GrArribii. Mr. Chairman, I can think of two examples, and I
would certainly agree with you that the National Science Founda-
tion does have the authority to assist community colleges now, but
they don't. I mean you can look at the statistics on what is spent
for 40 percent of the students in America's higher educational in-
stitutions, and it isn't r,3arly 40 percent.

I can think of two examples that we tried to work with NSF and
followed their guidelines and yet, were refused. We wanted to work
with the University of Central Florida to work on introductory sci-
ence courses to strengthen them and put technological co .nponents
in them so as to indeed make our students aware of what was hap-
pening in the workaday world, to try to simulate what was going
on outside of the ivory towers and have students become more
aware of what was going on.

Mr. BACCHUS. And this is something that is specifically encour-
aged in Congressman Price's bill.

Dr. GmbriNi. Right; that is correct. And we wanted to improve
our students' performance, especially when they transferred to the
University of Central Florida. This is important. This is part of our
quality control.

But we were told that our proposal was too educational. That
was a reader's comment. Yet, that was specifically noted as one of
the guidelines in the NSF proposals, so we followed the guidelines
and lost.

Another one I can think ofand I think this is something that
could be fixed. I question how many readers there are with any
type of community college background at NSF.
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We submitted a physics proposal for a piece of equipment to
study sunspot activity. One of the readers' comme.its was that the
experiments proposed were not appropriate for community college
students or facultyor faculty. Amaeing to me.

I don't know where one does study sunspot activity in the course
of their formal career. I would think throughout it. It is certainly a
magnificent scientific area.

Mr. RAOMUS. If I might interject, Valencia Community College
serves an area of Central Florida which includes many people who
work at the Kennedy Space Center who have been intimately in-
volved in the space program over decades. That includes a number
of the faculty members at Valencia.

Dr. GIANINI. That is correct.
We tried to work on a small grant in terms of photography to

work with NASA. We were again refused. Really, we couldn't
figure out why.

We try to read the readers' comments. We try to strengthen our
proposals, but basically, when we bang on the door, nobody's home.

Mr. BACCHUS. These seem to me to be two good examples of why
we need to paw Mr. Price's bill.

Again, let me apologize for my brevity in my appearance here. I
congratulate Dr. Gianini and the other witnesses on their testimo-
ny.

As the Chairman and other members will attest, from my arrival
here the first of this year, I have constantly, constantly encouraged
the National Science Foundation to look to community colleges and
provide them with more opportunities and more funds. I will con-
tinue to do so.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BOUCHER. Thank you.
The Chair thanks the gentleman and expresses once again the

subcommittee's thanks to this panel of witnesses and in fact to all
of our witnesses who testified this morning. Your information is
very helpful to us.

We will leave the record of this hearing open for an additional
two weeks, during which period, I would invite any of the panel
members or others who have testified here this morning to submit
any additional recommendations that they may have for how this
legislation might be better fine-tuned to meet its purposes. Any rec-
ommendations that you have directed toward that goal would be
most welcome indeed.

There being no further business to come before the subcommit-
tee, it now stands adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 11:45 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-
vene at the call of the Chair.]
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SUBCOMMITTEE MARKUP OF 11.R. 2936, THE SCI-
ENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION ACT OF
1992

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 18, 1992

U.S. Hot= OF REPRESENTATWES,
COMMITTEE ON SCTENCE, SPACE, AND TECHNOLOGY,

Suscommrrrxx ON SCIENCE,
Washivton, D.0

The subcommittee met, pumuant to notice, at 9:40 am. in room
2318, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Rick Boucher [chair-
man of the subcommittee] presiding.

Mr. BOUCHER. The Subcommittee on Science will come to order.
This morning the subcommittee is marking u H.R. 2936, the

Technical Training and Education of 1992, legishation introduced
by our North Carolina colleague, Mr. Price.

The bill is designed to address one of our most important prior-
ities in science education, the need to strengthen and improve edu-
cation in advanced technology fields at our Nation's community
colleges.

I am going to include the rest of these prepared remarks in the
record this morning, containing a detailed explanation of the meas-
ures that are within the amendment in the nature of a substitute
that very shortly will be considered by the subcommittee.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Boucher, plus a copy of H.R.
2936 follow]

(155)
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OPENING STATEMENT
BY THE

HONORABLE RICK BOUCHER, (D-VA)
ON

H.R. 2936, THE TECHNICAL TRAINING
AND EDUCATION ACT OF 1992

MARK-UP

MARCH 18, 1992

This morning, the Subcommittee on Science is

marking up H.R. 2936, the "Technical Training and

Education Act of 1992." This legislation is sponsored by

my colleague, the gentleman from North Carolina, Mr.

Price. The bill is designed to address one of our most

important priorities in science education: the need to

strengthen and improve education in advanced technology

fields at our nation's community colleges. Two year

colleges are the fastest growing segment of higher

education. There are over 1300 community colleges in

America, more than twice as many as existed just thirty

years ago. The most recently available data indicate that

41% of all full-time college freshmen and sophomores

attend two-year colleges. Because of the rapidly

increasing importance of two-year colleges in American

education, it is essential that science and technology

1
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programs at these colleges receive greater assistance from

the National Science Foundation.

The amendment in the nature of a substitute before

us today addresses the major areas of need in science

education at two-year colleges through competitive grant

programs emphasizing the NSF's traditional role in

developing model curricula, disseminating instructional

materials, enhancing faculty devi ment, and stimuli.iing

partnerships between educational institutions and industry.

On November 19, 1991, the Subcommittee on Science

held a hearing on H.R. 2936, introduced by Congressman

Price and H.R. 3606, a bill with similar objectives

introduced by Congressman Hoagland. Since that time,

Members and staff of the Subcommittee have worked to

develop a consensus which is reflected in the amendment.

Before recog lizing the gentleman from California, I would

like to express my gratitude to the gentleman from North

Carolina, Mr. Price, and his staff for their numerous

contributions to the amendment we are considering today,

2
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and to the gentleman from Nebraska, Mr. Hoagland, and

his staff for their valuable contributions.

That concludes the chair's opening statement, and the

chair is now pleased to recognize the ranking Republican

Member of this Subcommittee, the gentleman from

California, Mr. Packard.

3
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102n CONGRESS

H. R. 29361ST SESSION

To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the advance-
ment of technical education and training in advanced-technology occupa-
tions, and for other purposes.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Juts 17, 1991
Mr. PRICE (for himself, Mr. BROWN, Mr. BOUCHER, Mr. VALENTINE, Mr.

BOEHLERT, Mr. LEWls of Florida, Mr. EWERS, Mr. BROWDER, Mr.
ESPY, Mr. FROST, Mr. JONES of North Carolina, Ms. KAPTUR, Mr. las.
CASTER, Mr. l'Estaxs, Mr. ROE, Mr. SAWYER, Ms. SLAUGHTER of New
York, and Mr. Towxs1 introduced the following bill; which was referred
jointly to the Committees on Selmer, Space, and Technology and Educa
tic)fl and Labor

A BILL
To establish programs at, the National Science Foundation

for the advalapmeot of technical education and training
in advanced-tvehnology occupations, and for other pur-
poses,

it enavird by Mc Scnate and .11wm uf Representa-

2 tires of the ilniltil Strifes o America in Conyms assenthlud,

3 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

4 This Act may be cited as the "Technical Education

5 and Training Act of 1991".
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1 SEC. 2. FINDINGS.

2 The Congress finds that

(1) the United States is at a disadvantage in

4 t he col iipetitive global economy because our

5 workforce is ill-traitied for the technologieally ad-

6 yaneed modern workplace;

7 (2) our position in the world economy faces ever

8 greater challenges from highly trained foreign eom-

9 petition and will be further undermined as the ratio

10 of' active American workers to retirees continues to

11 fail;

12 (3) the United States increasing dependence on

13 fin-eign prodlieers for :ulvanced-technology products

14 tlaeatens not only our ecoromic independence, but

15 mil national security as well;

16 (4) Ow improvement of our workforce's produe-

17 tivity and our internatimud economic position de-

1 8 petal upon the substantial upgrading and coordina-

19 lion of our educational etThrts in science, mathemat-

20 ics, and technolo*., csiweially at the assoeiate-degree

21 level;

22 etThrts to athlress the shortages of tedmical-

23 ly tra'died workers in a wide variety of fields de-

24 mands a national strategY to intensify collaboration

25 anumg the Nation's associate-degree granting vo1-

lift 2936 Hi
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3

1 leges, private industry, and labor to train skilled, ad-

2 yawed technicians; and

3 (6) the National Science Foundation's tradi-

4 tional role in developing model curricula, disseminat-

5 ing instructional materials, enhancing faculty devel

6 opment, and stimulating partnerships between edo-

7 eational institutions and industry, makes an en-

8 large(' role tbr the National Science Foundation in

9 technical education and training particularly appro-

10 priate.

11 SEC. S. TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING.

12 (a) NATIONAL ADVANCED TECHNICAL EDUCATION

13 AND TRAINING PROGRAM.-(1 ) The Director of the Na-

14 tional Science Foundation (hereafter in this Act referred

15 to as the "Director") shall carry out an advanced technical

16 edueation and training program under which accredited

17 associate-tlegree-grmailig colleges, using matching non-

18 Federal funds, will provide educational training in techni-

19 cal competencies in strategic fields. Such program shall

20 include emphasis on colhiborative programs with local em-

21 phryers and technical occupatioind training and shall place

22 emphasis on attraeting men and women to the progrmn

23 who are nontrmlitional students who desire to upgrade or

24 acquire new and advaneed occupational skills, and persons

25 who hare recently completed high school or who left high

2238 19t;
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4

1 sehool prior to graduation. The program shall establish,

2 strengthen, and expand the teelmimil education and train-

3 ing capabilities of associate-degree-granting colleges

4 through

(A) the development of associate degree and

6 training prograuns in advanced-technology occupa-

7 tions by accredited assojate-degree-granting eol-

8 leges, and by ronsortia of such colleges, with par-

9 tienlar emphasis on model instructional programs to

10 prepare and upgrade technicians and to retrain

11 other workers in state-of-the-art competencies in ad-

12 vaneed-teehnology occupations;

13 (13) the development in such eolleges of faculty

14 and instructe; s, both full- and part-time, in nd-

15 fields such as laser technology,

16 elearonies, robotic technohmy, nuclear technology,

17 eompiler levlumlogy, and MAT optics, advanced

18 manufacturing technology, advanced health technol-

19 ogies, and in advanced-technology applications that

20 integrate and synthesize emerging and existing tech-

21 nologies;

22 (( ') the establishment, of innovative partnership

23 arrangenients anwng associate-degree-granting col-

24 leges, the private sector, and the gnvernment to en-

25 hanee the (xeliange of trehnieal and scientific per-
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5

sonnel, ineludMg programs providing faculty oppor-

2 tunities to have short-term assignments with indus-

3 try;

4 (D) the development of cooperative advanced

5 technical education and training programs with busi-

6 ness, industry, labor, and government;

7 (E) the purchase or lease of state-of-the-art in-

8 strumentation essential to training and education

9 programs designed to prepare and upgrade techni-.

10 clans in advanced-technolou fields;

11 (F) the stimulation of private sector participa-

12 tion in advanced technical education and training

13 programs i n associate-degree-granting colleges

14 through the sharing of program costs, equipment

15 loans, and donations, and the cooperative use of lah-

16 oratories, plants, and other facilities as training

17 sites, and provision for relevant state-of-the-art work

18 experienee opportunities for students enrolled in

19 such programs; and

20 (1) the development and dissemination of in-

21. structiemal materials in support of advanced teelmi-

22 cal education mai training programs in assoeiate-de-

23 gree-granting colleges.

24 (2) In eariying out the national advanced teelmical

25 edueation and training program, the Director shall-

1-111 MB In
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6

(A) award grants on a competitive basis to ac-

2 eredited asrawiate-degree-granting colleges which

3 denamstr.ate the abilit to provide competency-based

4 teehnieal training; and

5 (B) work with the Nation's network of amoei-

6 ide-degree-grantiug eolleges to establish and main-

7 tain, at tbe National Scienee Foundation or by eon-

8 tract, a readily accessible inventory of advaneed

9 teelmical education and training programs which an,

10 serving public and private employers and addressing

11 the changing workforce demands of tkehnolou.

12 (3) Hach college awarded a grant under this subsee-

13 tion shall provide an assoeiate (kgree training program in

14 designated advanced-technoloa occupational fields in

15 rordance with tlw provisions of this section.

16 (4) No grant awarded under this subsection shall ex-

17 ceed *500.000 per year.

18 (5) To ensure that the national advanced technical

19 edueation and training iwogram is eonsistent with the

20 needs of industries, tlw Director shall appoint a 15-nwm-

21 ber National Advisory Coniwil on Advanced Technical

22 Edmention and Training (hereafter in this section referred

23 to ai tiw "Cimiwil"), which shall have the resptmsibihty

24 of advising the Director on the goals and implenwntation

25 of the iwogram, reviewing tlw effectiveness of the pro-
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I gram, and reporting annually to the Director and the Con-

2 gress. The Council shall include representatives of indus-

3 try, labor, associate-degree-granting colleges, the military,

4 and e2onomic development organizations. The chairman of

5 the Comwil sluill be a president or governing board chair-

6 man of an awociate-degree-granting college.

7 ((i) The Comwil shall prepare and submit to the Na-

tional Science Foundation. and directly to the Congress

9 without, review by tit.! Nathmal Science Foundation or the

10 ()fripe of Management and Budgd, an annual report on

11 the national advamed technical edueation and training

12 program under this subsection, together with--

13 (A) a revit'w and evaluation of the effectiveness

14 of the program;

15 (B) it eatalog of the associate-degree-granting

16 college iwograins identified by the inventory requireil

17 under paragraph (2)(1-1);

18 (C) a recommendation on the feasibility of ex-

19 panding the program; and

20 (1',0 snll other recommendations, including ree-

21 miimendations tOr legislation, as the Council and the

22 Direetor consider neeessary.

23 (7) In earrying out this subsection, the Director shall

24 eonsult, cooperate, and coordinate with the programs and

25 ptilicies of tlw Del m rt nwnt of (!omnwrre and other rele-

2W36 In
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8

1 vant Federal agencies including the Departments d
2 Labor, Education, and Defense.

3 (8) The national advanced technical education and

4 training program shall give emphasis to training programs

5 described in paragraph (3) which-

6 (A) include flexibility in scheduling in order to
7 acwmmodate working people and parents; and

8 (B) take steps to meet the adaptive and train-
9 ing needs of handicapped young people and adults.

10 (b) NATIONAL CENTERS OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION

11 AND TRAINING.(1) The Director shall designate 10 een-

12 ters of excellence among associate-degree-granting col-

13 leges. Five such centers shall be associate-degree-granting

14 nith exceptional programs of advanced technical education

15 and training, which will serve as national and regional

16 ehmringlionses for the benefit of other eolleges that are

17 striving to upgrade their teelmical education programs.

18 Five such centers shall be other associate-degree-granting

19 colleges that excel in mahnraduate education in matlw-

20 maties and wienee, which shall serve as national anti re-

21 gional clearinghouses fer the benefit of both colleges and

22 secondary sehools I hai are striving to upgrade mathemat-

23 irs and seienee courses. Centers designated tinder this

24 paragraph shall be grographirally distributed and chosen

25 by a rompetitiv appheation proeess from among colleges

OM 2936 IH
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9

1 that will provide operating resources, in cash or in kind,

2 equal in value to the amount of the Federal grants made

3 tinder this paragraph.

4 (2) The Director shall make no fewer than 20 grants

5 ammally, to associate-degree-granting colleges for the pur-

6 pose of developing and strengthening partnerships in

7 mathematics and science education with secondmy schools

8 in the eommunity served by the college. These grants sludl

9 he made by a competitive application process from anamg

10 colleges that will prtwide operating resources, in cash or

11 in kind, equal in value to the amount of the Federal grants

12 nut& limier this paragraph. No grant made to a college

13 umler this paragraph shall exceed $500,000.

14 (c) lboiNITH)Ns.----As used in this section-

15 (1) the term "advanced-teehnologv" includes or

16 refers to advaneed technical activities such as the

17 n modem nzat ion, miniaturiration, integration, anti

18 computerization or eleetronic, hydraulic, pneumatic,

19 laser, imelear. chemical, telecommunication, and

20 otitt.r teditkological applications t enhanee produc-

21 tivity itnimweinents in manufacturing, communiea-

22 tiite, transportation, eommercial, and similar ceo-

!mini(' and national security activities; anti

24 (2) the term "associate-deme-granting college"

25 nwans a rcriintally-accredited postsecondary edtwa-

HR 203$ 1H
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10

1 tional institution that has authority to award an as-
2 sociate degree or einnparable technical certificate

3 and has tin. mission of offering comprehensive edu-

4 cation and training semices to meet the needs of a
5 presrribed eommunity, including a two-year junior
6 college, community college, technical institute, or
7 other jx1StNeeonchry institution offering comprehen-

8 sive ;msoriate-tkgree programs in technical fields,

9 (d) AtiNKIATX-1)Kt;HEE-GRANTINti CoLLEGEil 7N1-

10 VEHS1TY PARTNERNMP.

1 1 (1) 011Tug miANTs.(A) The Direetm
12 shall make outreach grants to amoviate-degree-
13 granting colleges to enable such colleges to negotiate
14 the estalthshment or pmlnerships Nvith 4-year aea-

15 LIt1 instiintions.

16 (14) No grant awarded under this paragraith

17 may exceed $25,001).

18 (2) PARTNTHtit GRANTS.(A) The Direet.w
19 shall make grants to digible partnerships to assist
20 ass(WintC-clegree-gl'iMling colleges and 4-year ;lea-

21 demi institutions in helping stiolents to transition
22 from assoeiate-degree-granting colleges to 4-year

23 ;teademic institutions to enable such students to
24 aehieve bachelor degrees in mathematics, scienee. en-

25 gnawing, or teelinolog'y.
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1 (B) Grants made under this paragraph shall be

2 awarded on at competitive, merit basis.

3 (C) Grants made under this paragraph shall be

4 for a period of 1 year, and an, renewable for a lwri-

5 oti nut to exeeed 5 years.

6 (I)) Each eligible partnership reeeiving a grant

7 under this paragraph shall-

8 (i) examine the associate-degree-granting

9 et4lege's eurrieulum to ensure that academic

10 credit canted itt the assoeiate-degree-granting

11 eol!ege will he transferable to the 4-year aca-

12 demie institution or institutions;

13 (ii) brief teachers from the assoviate-de-

14 gree-granting college on the specific require-

15 ments of courses at the 4-year academic institu-

16 tion or institutitms when necessary to facilitate

17 curriculum compatibility between the institu-

18 t ions;

19 (iii) facilitate tbe admittance and expedite

20 avadetnie credit transfers of students matrieu-

21 lilting from tlw associate-degree-granting col-

22 kge to the 4-year avademic institution or insti-

23 tut ions;

24 tiv) provide special counseling for students

25 to eir.ourage and facilitate student transfers

-Mt 2938 Hi
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from the associate-degree-granting college to

2 the 4-year academic institution or institutions,

3 including counseling targeted at women and mi-

4 nority students;

5 (v) eonduet workshops at the associate-de-

6 gree-granting collere to acquaint students with

the opportunities, requirements, and available

8 financial aid of the 4-year academic institution

9 or institutions;

10 (vi) provide special tours and orientation

I I visits to the facilities of the 4-year academic in-

12 stitution or institutions for students from the

13 associate-degree-granting college, including the

14 Opportunity to ohserve laboratory demonstra-

15 tions and experiments, and experience hands-on

16 interaction with equipment and instrumenta-

17 lion;

18 (vii) provide special summer programs for

19 students from the associate-degree-granting col-

20 lege to eneotirage such students' subsequent

21 nuttrieidation at the 4-year academie institution

22 or institutions; and

23 provide special ongoing counsi4Mg for

24 any graduates of :he associate-degree-granting

11ER 2938 11.1
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1 college who have matriculated at the 4-year

2 academic institution or institutions,

3 (3) GEO6RAPHIC DISTRIBUTION.In awarding

4 grants under this subsection, the Director shall en-

5 sure an equitable geographic distribution of such

6 grants.

7 (4) APPLICATIoN.Bach associate-degree-

8 granting t"oncge or eligible partnership desiring a

9 grant under this subsection shall submit an applica-

10 tion to the Director at such time, in such manner,

11 and accompanied by such information, as the Direc-

12 tor may reasonably request.

13 (5) DFYINITIoNs.---As used in this

14 subsection-

15 (A) the term "4-year academic institu-

16 tions" meam volleges, universities, and insti-

1 7 lutes of wchnology that award bachelor degrees

18 in mathematies, scienee, or engineering, or a 4-

19 year technology degree; and

20 (13) the term "rligibk partnership" means

21 an associate-degree-granting college in 1,artner-

22 ship with at least one but not more than tbur

23 4-year academie institutions.

0
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Mr. Boman. Let me simply add that we have worked very dili-
gently and in the best of cooperative manners with the minority of
this subcommittee, and particularly the gentleman from California,
Mr. Packard, as we have structured the provisions of this legisla-
tion. I want to thank and commend Mr. Packard and his colleagues
on the Republican side of this committee for their very excellent
work.

I also want to commend Mr. Hoagland, who is in the audience
today and is a sponsor of a bill that is very similar to that intro-
duced by our colleague, Mr. Price. We have incorporated in this
measure aspects of Mr. Hoagland's legislation, as well.

So as the bill moves forward, the two mitior contributors to thiseffort, I think we can say with confidence, are Mr. Price and Mr.
Hoagland.

That concludes the opening remarks of the Chair, and I will be
pleased to recognize at this timeitie ranking Republican member
of the subcommittee, the gentlemaelrom California, Mr. Packard.

Mr. PACICARD. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate
these kind words. We do cooperate, and have, on this piece of legis-
lation, and I think it has worked out to the benefit of the quality of
this legislation.

Two-year colleges play a very intricate role in the education of
this Nation's undergraduates These colleges serve as a critical linkin the pipeline which educates future scientists and engineers.
While we realize the excellent contribution that two-year colleges
make to this Nation, we must also realize that there are opportuni-
ties for improvements, particularly in the area of curriculum devel-
opment and faculty enhancement.

It is against this backdrop that we mark up H.R. 2936, a bill in-
troduced by Mr. Price. This bill seeks to improve the quality and
effectiveness of scientific and technical education at two-year and
community colleges.

I would like to thank Mr. Price; Mr. Boucher, as our Chairman;and Mr. Walker, the ranking Republican of this committee, for
their efforts to work toward this bill that will promote the goals I
have mentioned and also fit well within the mission of the Nation-
al Science Foundation.

Based on the agreement that we have worked out between us all,
we will be including language in the subcommittee report clearlystating that these programs will not cut into the budget of existing
undergraduate programs. It is also important to me that this bill is
fiscally responsible, since no new money is being authorized.

Mr. Chairman, again I thank you for your assistance and leader-
ship in helping to mark this bill up, and I am very happy to co-
sponsor H.R. 2936.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Packard followsi
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STATEMENT OF
THE HONORABLE RON PACKARD

SCIENCE SUBCOMMITTEE
MARKUP OF H.R. 2936
9:30 A.M., 2318 RHOB

MARCH 18, 1992

Two-year colleges play an intricate role in the education of this

nation's undergraduates. These colleges serve as critical links in the

°pipeline" which educates future scientists and engineers. While

realizing the excellent contribution that two-year colleges make to this

nation, we must also realize that there are opportunities for

improvement, particularly in the areas of curricula development and

faculty enhancement.

It is against this backdrop that we markup HR 2936, a bill

introduced by Mr. Price. This bill seeks to improve the quality and

effectiveness of scientific and technical education at two-year and

community colleges.
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I would Re to thank Mr. Price, Chairman Boucher, and Mr.

Walker the Ranking Republican of this Committee for their

efforts to work towards a bin that will promote the goals I have

mentioned and will also ft t well within the mission of the National

Science Foundathm

Based on the agreement that was worked out between all of us,

we will be including language in the Subcommittee report clearly

stating 1.hat these programs will not cut into the budget of existing

undergraduate programs. It is also important to me that this bill is

fiscally responsible since no new money is being authorized.

Mr. Chairman, given the changes that were made in the original

bill which are represented in the markup vehicle before us today. I am

happy to cosponsor HR 2936.

2 9
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Mr. BOUCHER. Thank you very much, Mr. Packard.
The gentleman from Indiana, Mr. Roemer?
Mr. HOMIER. Mr. Chairman, I will be very, very brief
I, too, would like to join in both of your eloquent words about our

colleague, Mr. Hoagland from Nebraska, who has worked very,
very diltently on this piece of legislation, and as a member of the
Education and Labor Committee, I look forward to working with
him as this is referred to our committee. It is filling in an impor-
tant area where there needs to be additional work in community
colleges in technical training.

Ae a member of the Education and Labor Committee I also at-
tended a hearing down in North Carolina for Mr. Price, who has
also worked very hard on this legislation in crafting the details,
and I look forward to continuing to work with both of my col-
leagues, who have put together an excellent piece of legislation.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BOUCHER. The gentleman from New York, Mr. Boehlert?
Mr. Boxinswr. Mr. Chairman, this is a good bill for a whole lot

of very valid reasons that I proudly identify with.I urge us to move
expeditiously.

Mr. BOUCHER. The Chair thanks the gentleman.
Mr. PACKARD. Mr. Chairman, with your permission
Mr. BOUCHER. Yes, the gentleman from California?
Mr. PACKARD.-I would like to submit Congressman Walker's

statement He had intended to be here.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Walker folloWsj
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CONGRESSMAN ROBERT S. MILKER IR-PMJ
STATIESSNT ON R.R. 2935

SCIENCE SUBCIM8DMIBM1 NARK-UP
Moth 18, 1992

Mt. Chairman:

I'm pleased we were able to reach agreement on this

bill. In its current form, H.R. 2936 recognizes both the

importance of two-year and community colleges in preparing

our youth for today's technological jobs and the proper

role of the National Science Foundation in promoting

science and mathematics education. In short, the bill

acknowledges that community colleges educate a broad range

of the nation's students in a wide variety of fields

without turning NSF into an arm of the Department of

Labor.

In addition, the bill report will alleviate another

one of my concerns by making it clear that the community

college aid will not come at the expense of the existing

undergraduate programs. The bill a/so ensures that the

federal money will not be used as an excuse to eat

non-federal support to the colleges. Finally, H.R. 2936

is responsible in its use of existing authorizations to

fund this worthwhile initiative.

I want to thamk Mt. Price, Chairman Boucher and the

Ranking Republican, Mx. Packard, for their long, hard work

on this measure. It should result in a more skilled and

diverse workforce.
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Mr. PACKARD. And perhaps also include a unanimous consent re-
quest that all written statements be entered into the record.

Mr. BOUCHER. Without objection, it is so ordered.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Valentine followsl
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MARK-UP STATEMENT

SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE

THE HONORABLE TIM VALENTINE (D-NC)

MARCH 18, 1992

(PREVIOUSLY H.R. 2936)

Mr. Chairman, I strongly support the legislation

before us today, the Amendment to the National

Science Foundation authorization Act of 1988

adding the new Title III Scientific and Advanced

Technology Improvements.

2
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As you know, on October 31st, 1991, the

Subcommittee on Technology and Competitiveness

marked-up the original version of this bill H.R.

2936, the Technical Education and Training Act of

1991, introduced by my good friend and colleague,

Mr. David Price.

2144
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We continue to hear testimony that we must

provide an alternative to underemployment for

individuals who choose not to pursue a four year

college degree. This legislation is a start towards

improving the scientific and technical education for

the large number of Americans who want to

acquire the skills that will lead to good-paying

careers, but who are not pursuing a baccalaureate

degree.

2 1 5
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Our educational infrastructure must be

improved in a way that produces quality graduates

who are able to contribute to the high technology

work place. I urge my colleagues to support thiQ

legislation. The realities of the international

economy and global competition require it.

21 f;
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Mr. BOUCHER. The Chair asks unanimous consent that the sub-
conunittee print, which is an amendment in the nature af a substi-
tute, be considered as the subcommittee markup vehicle and origi-
nal text for the purpose of markup. Without objection, it is so or-
dered.

[The amendment in the nature of a substitute follows:]

2 7
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AMENDMENT IN THE NATURE OF A SuBsruuTE

io H.H. eo
Gym= BY MR. BOUCHER

Strike ail after the enacting clause and insert in lieu

thereof the followingt

1 SECTION 1. SHORT TIMM

2 This Act may be cited 83 the "Scientific and Tech-

3 laical Education Act of 1992".

4 SEC. 2 SINDINGE.

5 The Congress finds that-

6 (1) the position of the United States in the
7 world economy faces great challenges from highly
8 trained foreign competition;

9 (2) the workforce of the United States must be
10 better prepared for the technologically advanced,

11 competitive, global economy.;

12 (3) the improvement of our work force's pro-
13 &activity end our international economic position de-

14 pend upon the strengthening of our educational ef-
15 forts in science, mathematics, and teclmology, espe-

16 daily at the associate-degree level;

21 S
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2

1 (4) shortages of wientifically and technically

2 trained workers in a wide variety of fields will best

3 be addressed by collaboratior among the Nation's

4 associate-degree granting colleges and private indus-

5 try to produce skilled, advanced technicians; and

6 (5) the Foundation's traditional role in develop-

7 ing model curricula, disseminating instructional ma-

8 terials, enhancing faculty development, and stimulat-

9 ing partnerships between educational institutions

10 and industry, makes an enlarged role for the Faun-

11 dation in scientc and technical education and

12 training particularly appropriate.

13 sac. & SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL limucanom

14 (a) NATIONAL ADVANCED SaRINTmc AND Tsai-
15 NIca, EpticATION PRocaum.(1) The Director shall

16 carry out a program to assiXt accredited associate-degree-

17 granting colleges, and consortia thereof, to provide edu-

18 cation kt advanced-teelmology fields. The program shall

19 place emphasis on the needs of nontraditional stadents.

20 It shall be designed to strengthen and expand the sci-

21 entific and technic:al education and training capabilities of

22 associate-degree-granting colleges through such methods

23 SS-
24 (A) the development of model instructional pro-

25 grams in advanced-technology fSelds;

2
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1.
1 (13) the development of faculty and instructors.

2 both fall- and part-time, in advanced-technolou

3 fields;

4 (C) the establishment of innovative partnership

5 arrangements among associate-degree-granting col-

6 leges, the private sector, and State and local govern-

7 meats (and, where appropciate, Federal laboratories)

8 including programs providing private sector dona-

9 tions, faculty opportunities to have short-term as-

10 signments with industry, sharing of program costs.

11 equipment loans, and the cooperative use of lab-
12 oratories, plants, and other &edifies, and provision

13 for relevant state-of-the-art work experience oppor-

14 tunnies for students enrolled in such programs;

15 (D) the purchase or lease of state-of-the-art in-

16 strumentation essential to programs designed to pre-

17 pare and upgrade students in scientific and ad-

18 vanced-technology fields; and

19 (E) the development and dissemination of in-

20 structional materials in support of improving the ad-

21 vanced scientific and technical education and train-

22 ing capabilities of associate-degree-granting colleges,

23 including programs for nonscience students.

24 (2) In carrying out this subsection, the Director

25 shall-

2.2W
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1 (41.) award grants on a competitive, merit basis

2 to accredited associate-degree-granting colleges that

3 will make contributions. in cash or in kind. toward

4 the cost of programs ftuided by such grants; and

(B) establish and maintain a readily accessible

6 inventory of programs which are funded under this

7 subsection.

8 (o) NATIONAL CENTras or Samrnr/c Arm TECH-

9 NtCL EDIICATION.--The Director shall establish centers

10 of excellence, not to exceed 10 in number, among associ-

11 ate-degree-granting colleges. Centers shall meet one or

12 both of the following criteria:

13 (1) Exceptional programs of advanced technical

14 education.

15 (2) Excellence in undergraduate education in

16 mathematics and science.

17 The centers shall serve as national and regional clearing,

18 houses and models for the benefit of both colleges and sec-

19 1)3:Wary schools, and shall provide seminars and programs

20 to disseminate model curricula and model teaching meth-

21 ods and instructional materials to other associate-degree

22 granting colleges in the geographic region served by the

23 center. Centers designated under this subsection shall be

24 geographically distributed and chosen by a competitive,

2.5 merit-based application process from among colleges that
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5
1 will make connimtions m cash or in kind, toward the
2 cost of programs funded by grants made under this sub-
3 section.

4 (0) AETICrLATION PART4E3SHIPS-
5 (1) PARTNERSHIP GRANTH.-4A) The Director
6 shall make grants to eligible partnerships to assist
7 students pursuing bachelors degrees in mathematics.
8 science, engineering, or technology to make the tran-
9 sition from associate-degree-granting milers to

10
bachelor-degree-granting institutions, through such

11 means as-
12 (i) examining curricula to ensure that aca-
13 dank credit earned at the associate-degree-
14 granting college can be transferred to bachelor-
15 degree-granting institttdotu4
16 (ii) informing teachers from the associate-
17 degree-granting college on the specific require-
18 meats of courses at the bachelor-degree-grant-
19 ing institution; and
20 (iii) providing summer programs for stu-
21 dents from the associate-degree-granting college

to encourage such stadents' subsequent matric-
23 ulation at bachelor-degree-granting instirations.
24 (B) Grants made under this paragraph shall be
25 awarded on a competitive, merit basis.
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1 (C) Each eligible parmership receiving a grant

under this paragraph shall make contributions. in

3 cash or in kind. toward the cost of programs funded

4 by such grant. The contributions shall include--

5 (i) counseling students, including aon-

6 traditional students, about the requirements

7 and course offerings of the bachelor-degree-

8 granting-institution; .ind

9 (ii) conducting -vcrkshops at the associate-

10 degree-granting-college, and conducting special

11 tours and orientation sessions at the bachelor-

12 degree-granting-institution to ensure that stilt-

13 dents are familiar with programs, including lab-

14 oratories and financial aid programs, at the

15 bachelor-degree-granting-institution.

16 (2) OUTREACH GRANTS.The Director shall

17 make grants to associate-degree-granting colleges to

18 strengthen relationships with secondary schools in

19 the canirfinnity served by the college by improving

20 mathematics and science education and encouraging

21 the interest and aptitude of secondary school stu-

22 dents for careers in science and advanced-technology

23 fields. These grants shall be made through a com-

24 petitive application process from among colleges that

25 will make contributions, in cash or in kind, toward

2 '3
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7-1

1 the cost of programs funded by grants made under

2 this paragraph.

3 (3) GEOGRAPHIC DISTIOBUTION.In awarding

4 grants under this subsection, the Director shall en-

5 sure an equitable geopaphic distribution of such

6 grants.

7 (d) COORDINATION WITH OTEZR FEDERAL DEPART-

S wrairs.In carrying out this section, the Director shall

9 consult, cooperate, and coordinate, to enhance program ef-

10 fectiveness and tc avoid duplication, with the programs

11 and policies of other relevant Federal agencies.

12 (e) Laura TioN ON FUNDING.To qualify for a

13 grant under this section, an associate-degree-granting col-

14 lege, or consortium thereof, shall provide assurances ade-

15 quate to tht Director that41.111111111111111 it will

16 not decrease its level of spending of ikmds from non-Fed-

17 eral sources oi advanced scientific and technical education

18 and training programs.

19 (f) DEFiNmoNs.As used in this section-

20 (1) the tenn "bachelor-degree-granting institu-

21 tions" means accrefited corteges, univeisities, and

22 institutes of teclmology that award bachelor degrees

23 in methematica, science, or engineering, or a 4-year

24 technology degree;

224i
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1 (2) the term "advanced-technologr includes

2 advanced technical activities such as the mod-
3 ernization, miniaturization, integration, and compute

4 erization of electrzmie, kvdraulk, pneumatic, laser.

5 nuclear. chemical, telecommtmication, fiber optic,

6 robotic, and other teclmological apeications to en-

7 hance productivity improvemmts in manufnetaring,

8 communicatiml, transportation, commercial, and

9 similar economic and national security activities;

10 (3) the term "associatu-degree-granting college"

11 means a regionally-accredited postsecondary edu-

12 cational institution that has authority to award an

13 emaciate degree or comparable technical certificate

14 and has the mon of offering comprehensive edtt-

15 cation services to meet the needs of a prescrthed

16 community, including a 2-year junior coilege, corn-

17 munity college, technical institute, or other post-
18 secondary institution offering comprehensive associ-

19 ate-degree programs in technical fields;

20 (4) the term "elitplale partuatubip" means one

21 or more asmeinte-degrenranting colleges in part-

22 nership with zee or =we bachelor-depeefrgranting

23 institutions; and

24 (5) the term "nomraditional students" means

25 students who have been in the workforce and who

2 15
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9

1 desire to further their education and training in ad-

2 vaneed-technoloff fields.

3 SEC. 4. ADMINWIltetTIVE AMENDMENt

4 Section 3 of the National Science Foundation Act of

5 1960 (42 T.S.C. 1863) is amended by adding at the end

6 the following new subsectiom

7 "(g) In carrying mit subsection (a)(4), the Founds-

8 tion is authorized to falter and support the development

9 and use of computer networks which may be used substan-

10 daily for purposes in addition to research and education

11 in the sciences and =gingering, if the additional uses will tend to

12 increase the overall capabilities of the networks to support

13 such research and educed= activities.".

14 REM 3. AUFRORIZATION OF APPROPRIATION&

15 There are authorized to be appropriated, from sums

16 otherwise authorized to be appropriated, to the Director

17 far carrying out this Act-

18 (1) $35,000,000 for fiscal year 1992; and

19 (2) $35,000,000 for fiscal year 1993.

226
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Mr. Boma& And without objection, the amendment in the
nature of a substitute will be considered as read and open for
amendment at any point.

The Chair would indicate that them is an explanation of the pro-
visions of the amendment in the nature of a substitute before each
member. I would, without objection, simply include that explana-
tion in the record. If members have any questions, the Chair would
be glad to respond for answers.

[The explanation of the amendment in the nature of a substitute
to H.R. 2936 followsj

2,?7
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Evalandiamciltmeachnant

The mark-up vehide before us for corsidtsation this morning

contains severed minor drafting changes which were inserted for

purposes of cladltation. These technical changes have been discussed

old cleared with the minority. Additionally, a provision pertaining to the

EiF network, which I will momentarily explain, hes been added to the

mark-up vehicle.

Consistent with the grabs of both KR 2936 and KR. 3806, the

amendment before us establishes a "National Advanced Scientific and

Technical Education Program,' which will provide grants to strengthen

the scientific and technical education capabilities of associate-degree

granting colleges in areas where comparatie NSF grants have made

proven contributors to undergraduate education.

Another provision establishes "National Centem of Scientific and

Technical Education" among two-year colleges. The amendment

authorizes NSF to designs% as many as ten Centare through a

226
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compelittee, martt-based application process. Became of concerns

expressed by the smaller biro-year conages, we halm removed from each

of the want programs the requirement contained ki H.R. 2938 for

matching funds to ba provided as a conalon of receiving a grant The

amount of the grantsa's cmalzialon is at the discretion of the National

Science Foundation. The emphasis in the ba has been ndocused from

dkect support for training prowams at two-year collages to reliance upon

traditional NSF methods of improving scientific and technical education.

The consensus reflected in the amendment butkis upon initiatives

already being undertaken on a smafi sage by the NSF. It is our intention

that the authorization level of $35 million in each of fiscal years 1992 and

1993, from previowly authorized funds, will not Interfere with the NSF's

adsting undergraduate programs in math and science. We believe the

requested funding level for the Nattmal Science Foundation should be

adequate to acsommockde both the NSF's undergraduate programs and

the new initiatives for two-year coffeges. I am pleased that we have been

able to rea:h an agreement with the minority on the content of the

substitute amendment, and I would like to express my thanks to the

2
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gentharrari from California, Mr, Packard, and t0 his tine etaff far their

coopention Emd support, which has enabled us to make em progress

represenktd by today's neric-up.

The mark-up veNcle also includes a provision to correct a problem

identified at the Subcommittee's March 12th hearing on the management

of the NSFNet. The testimony at the hearing suworted dropping an NSF

policy which ishposes unneeded controls on traffic traveling on the

NSFNet backbone. NSF stated that the policy Is required by the NSF

enabling statute. The mark-up vehicle modifies the NSF Act of 1950 to

remove this requirement.

3
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Mr. Boucliza. I hear no questions.
Are there amendmonts to the amendment in the nature of a sub-stitute?
Mr. PACKARD. Mr. Clainnan?
Mr. Boucaza. The gentleman from California?
Mr. PACKARD. Mr. Chairman, I simply wish to amend the title.

The amerdment will read as follows:
"A bill to establish programs at the National Science Foundation

to strengthen and improve the scientific and technical education
capabilities of associate-degree granting colleges, and for other pur-poses.'

[The amendment offered by Mr. Packard followsl
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AMENMAINEE I SIL EIMARDI

Amend the title of the bill to mask

"A bilk to establish programs at th National Science Foundation to strengthen

and inipnyve the scientific and technical education capabilities of

associate-degree granting colleges, and for other purposes."

232
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Mr. Boum= Is there discussion on the amendment offered by
the gentleman from California?

[No response.]
Mr. BOUCHER. The Chair hears none.
The question occurs on the amendment. Those in favor, say aye.
[Chorus of ayes.]
Mr. Boucusa. Those opposed, no.
[No response.]
Mr. Bottom. The ayes have it and the amendment is agreed to.
Are there further amendments to the amendment in the nature

of a substitute?
[No response.]
Mr. Boucaza. The Chair hears none.
The Chair will recognize the gentleman from Indiana.
Mr. Rowse. Mr. Chairman, I move adoption of the amendments

to H.R. 2936.
Mr. Bouazza. The question is on the motion of the gentleman.

All those in favor will say aye.
[Chorus of ayes.)
Mr. Bouesiza. Those opposed, no.
[No response.]
Mr. BOUCHER. The ayes have it and the motion is agreed to.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman from California.
Mr. PACKARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
To complete this action today, I move that the subcommittee

report the bill as amended, and further I move to instruct staff to
prepare the subcommittee report and to make any necessary tech.
nical and conforming amendments, and that the Chairman take all
necessary steps to bring the bill before the full committee for con-
sideration.

Mr. BOUCHER. The questionis there discussion on the motion?
[No response.]
Mr. BOUCHER. The question is on the motion of the gentleman

from California. Those in favor will say aye.
[Chorus of ayes.]
Mr. BOUCHER. Those opposed, no.
[No response.]
Mr. BOUCHER. The ayes have it and the motion is agreed to.
There being no further business to come before the subcommittee

today, with the thanks of the Chair to the members, this markup
session is adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 9:50 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-
vene at the call of the Chair.]



FULL COMMITTEE MARKUP OF H.R. 2936, THE
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION ACT
OF 1992

THURSDAY, APRIL 2, 1992

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, SPACE, AND TztamowaY,

Washington, DC
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:10 a.m. in room

2318, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. George E. Brown, Jr.
[chairman of the committee] presiding.

The CHAIRMAN. Now we will turn to the Scientific and Technical
Education Act of 1992, H.R. 2936.

think we are all fmniliar with that legislation. I have a brief
opening statement which I will ask to be inserted in the record at
this point.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Brown follows:]

(199)
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OPENING STATEMENT BY THE
HONORABLE GEORGE E. BROWN, JR. (D.CA)

ON THE MARKUP OF H.R. 2936,
ThE SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION ACT

OF 1992

April 2, 1992

THIS MORNING, THE COMMITIEE WILL CONSIDER

H.R. 2936,Z THE 'SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL

EDUCATION ACT OF 1992," WHICH WAS REPORTED ON

MARCH 18, 1992 BY THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE.

THIS LEGISLATION WAS ORIGINALLY INTRODUCED

BY A FORMER MEMBER OF OUR COMMITTEE, THE

GENTLEMAN FROM NORTH CAROLINA, MR. PRICE, AND

ALSO REFLECTS THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE

GENTLEMAN FROM NEBRASKA, MR. HOAGLAND, WHO

INTRODUCED SIMILAR LEGISLATION. WITHIN OUR

1
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COMMI1TEE, H.R. 2936 WAS REFERRED TO THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TO THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TECHNOLOGY AND

COMPETITIVENESS. I WOULD UKE TO THANK THE

GENTLEMAN FROM NORTH CAROUNA, MR. VALENTINE,

FOR HIS HARD WORK ON THIS BILL THE TECHNOLOGY

AND COMPETITIVENESS SUBCOMMITTEE HELD

HEARINGS AND REPORTED THIS LEGISLATION LAST

NOVEMBER. THE GENTLEMAN FROM NORTH CAROLINA

HAS BEEN MOST HELPFUL IN WORKING TO REACH THE

CONSENSUS ON H.R. 2936, AND I WANT TO

ACKNOWLEDGE HIS CONTRIBUTIONS.

THE GENTLEMAN FROM VIRGINIA, MR. BOUCHER,

HAS TAKEN A LEADING ROLE IN FORGING THE

2
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COMPROMISE ON THIS LEGISLATION, AND I WOULD

UKE TO COMMEND HIS LEADERSHIP ON THIS ISSUE.

I WOULD ALSO UKE TO ACKNOWLEDCE THE HARD

WORK AND COOPERATION ON THIS BILL BY THE

GENTI.EMAN FROM CAUFORNIA, MR. PACKARD,

RANKING MEMBER OF THE SCIENCE SUBCOMMITTEE,

THE GENTLEMAN FROM FLORIDA, MR. LEWIS, RANKING

MEMBER OF THE TECHNOLOGY AND

COMPETITIVENESS SUBCOMMITTEE, AND THE

GENTLEMAN FROM PENNSYLVAMA, MR. WALKER.

TWO-YEAR COLLEGES HAVE BECOME A MAJOR

FORCE IN AMERICAN HIGHER EDUCATION OVER THE

PAST THIRTY YEARS. THERE ARE APPROXIMATELY 5

MILLION STUDENTS ENROLLED IN TWO-YEAR

3
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COLLEGES, REPRESEN11NG 43 PERCENT OF ALL

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS IN 11-IE UNITED STATES.

APPROXIMATELY 30 PERCENT OF THESE STUDENTS

WILL TRANSFER TO FOUR-YEAR COLLEGES AND

UNIVERSITIES.

TWO-YEAR COLLEGES ARE PARTICU LARLY

IMPORTANT AS A POTENTIAL SOURCE OF FUTURE

SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS, AND AS A SOURCE OF

RETRAINING FOR 'NONTRADITIONAL STUDENTS"

ALREADY IN THE WORKFORCE. THE LEGISLATION WE

ARE CONSIDERING WILL STRENGTHEN AND IMPROVE

SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS EDUCATION AT TWO-

YEAR COLLEGES, AND I URGE MY COLLEAGUES TO

SUPPORT H.R. 2936.

4
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The IA before us today euthortzes SO million In eadi of Seca) years 1082 end

1903, from hands previously authorize:Ito be appropriated, for the establishmerg at new

INSF programs to beneSt two-year =Wpm

1. The ghlaticmai Advanced Wends and Technical Education Frowning will

provide grants relying upon traonal NSF methods such as the

development of model instructlonal programs, the development of *bully

and instructors In advanced technobgy fields, the development and

disseminalion of model Instructional materials, the purchase or lease of

statecf-lho-art instrumentation, aml the establishment of partheraNp

arrangements between lad-year colleges and the private sector:

2. The INationai Ceram al Sdentilic and Tecturiced Educelforf program

authorizes NSF to designate as many as ten centers which wig same as

clearinghouses and models for the benefit of both two-year and secondary

schools:

Vutrearh grants° will assist two-year colleges In forming partnaships with

four-year academic institutions to faciikate student transfers; and

4. 'Partnership grants° will enable tvm-year colleges to work with secondary

1
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seraph bi their region to breams the Wince BM mathematics skins of

students v&o wifi be attending avoireer coileges.

For each Precifem, grants will be awarded an a competitive. mertt bash to

essocatedegme-wenting colleges the will make contribuliona In cash or bi kind, toward

the oces of the programs.

This !eighteen Wilds upon Mathes being undertaken by the NSF on a vary email

scale. Last yew, NW provided s3.3s Man in gra ie to associatedegreagrenting

colleges. We bedews NSF's budget IS adequate to Wow for ardergernemt of the NSF role

in Improving science end =Thermal= education at two-year colleges, without interfering

wet the NSFs exisiing undergmduete programa

The legislation also includes a provision to carect a problem identified at the

Subcommittee's March 12 hewing an the rnenegement of the msFNet. The testimcmy al

the hearing supported dropping an NSF policy which imposes unneeded controls on

traffic traveling on ths NSFNet backbone. NSF stated that the policy is requked by the

NW enabling statute. The legislation metes the NSF Act of 1950 to remove this

requirement.

2
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The CHAIRMAN. The bill before us actually sets up a small pro-
gram, administered by NSF, to provide additional assistance in
strengthening their science and technology programs to community
colleges throughout the United States.

If any member requests a Mier explanation or has any questions
about this material, I will ask the staff to give a more elaborate
explanation rather than reading my statement. However, I will ask
Mr. Walker for any statements he might wish to make about the
1 tion.

. WALKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am pleased to support
this bill. Community colleges educate and train a sizeable portion
of American students, and especially older and poorer students.
These colleges should be full participants in the Federal efforts to
improve undergraduate education.

AB I say, I do support the bill. I ask unanimous consent that my
entire text be put in the record.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Walker followsl
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kkin. Robert & Walker

Full Committee Markup of H.R. 2936
Technical Education and Training Act of 1991

April 2, 1992

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to be able to support this bill

today. Community colleges educate and train a sizeable

proportion of American students, especially older and poorer

students. The colleges should be full participants in federal

efforts to improve undergraduate education.

This bill should increase educational opportunities at

community colleges without being fiscally irresponsible or

distorting the mission of the National Science Foundation

(NSF). I want it thank Mr. Price, Mr. Boucher, and Mr.

Packard for negotiating a consensus version of this measure.

Thl current bill focuses support on the most effective means of

enhancement such as curricula and teacher development and

various partnerships with the four-year colleges, high schools,

and the private sector. The substitute to RR. 2936 also limits

programs to those within NSF's mission, provides funding out of

existing authorizations, and requires matching funds from the

institutions.

242
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The Committee report eliminates my remaining concerns by

specifying that these new programs will not be funded at the

ex. -nse of NSF's existing undergraduate efforts, and will not

extend NSF funding to any new uses such as tuition or faculty

salary subsidies.

The bill strikes the proper balance between our

commitment to upgrade the nation's workforce and to constrain

the role of the federal government.

I feel obliged to mention that NSF is opposed to the bill

based on the fact that they already have sufficient authority to

achieve its goals. I had submitted an amendment in an effort to

remove their opposition, but the Administration is not able to

commit at this time. In light of that, and the fac' that I feel

the legislation does no budgetary harm and has licy benefit, I
t

will not offer the amendment and urge the Comniiiittee to

report the bill.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. WALKER. I do feel obliged to mention that NSF is opposed to
the bill based on the fact tlmt they think they already have suffi-
cient authority to achieve ita goals.

I had submitted an amendment in an effort to remove their op-
position, but the Administration is not able to commit to that
amendment at this t as solving their problems. In light of that,
and the fact I feel legislation does no budgetary harm and has
a policy benefit, I will not Weir that amendment and will urge the
committee to report the bill.

The CHAtamAN. I want to thank the gentleman for his excellent
statement. I appreciate it very much.

There are no other members of the appropriate subcommittees
here, but Mrs. Lloyd

Mrs. LLOYD. Mr. Chairman, I would like to suivort this bill, and
ask unanimous consent that my statement appear in the record at
this point.

The CriAmmAx. Without objection, that will be ordered.
[The prepared statement of Mrs. Lloyd followsl
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OPENING STATEMENT HON. MARILYN LLOYD

H.R. 2936

APRIL 1, 1992

MR. CHAIRMAN, I WANT TO CONGRATULATE YOU AND

CHAIRMAN BOUCHER OF THE SCIENCE SUBCOMMITTEE FOR

BRINGING H.R. 2936, THE SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL

EDUCATION ACT OF 1992 BEFORE THE COMMITTEE. THE BILL

ADDRESSES PROGRAMS IN SCIENCE AND TECHNICAL

EDUCATION THAT I BELIEVE HAVE BEEN NEGLECTED IN

RECENT YEARS. A PARTICULAR CONCERN OF MINE HAS BEEN

THE NEED TO STRENGTHEN COMMUNITY COLLEGE

PROGRAMS IN TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING.

OUR COMMITTEE HAS FREQUENTLY HEARD CONCERNS FROM

THE SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY REGARDING THE DECLINE IN THE
QUALITY OF SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS AT ALL LEVELS IN

OUR EDUCATION SYSTEM. THIS DECLINE HAS REACHED

2.1
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SERIOUS PROPORTIONS, AND I BELIEVE STEPS MUST BE

TAKEN NOW TO ENSURE THAT WE HAVE A WORK FORCE

THAT IS QUALIFIED TO MEET THE TECHNOLOGICAL DEMANDS

OF THE FUTURE.

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES AND REPORTS INDICATE THAT THE

UNITED STATES IS FAR BEHIND MOST OTHER INDUSTRIALIZED

NATIONS IN EDUCATING STUDENTS IN SCIENCE AND

MATHEMATICS. THE TECHNICAL BASE PRODUCED BY OUR

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS IS A CRITICAL COMPONENT OF

OUR NATIONAL COMPETITIVENESS. IF WE ARE TO COMPETE

INTERNATIONALLY AND PROVIDE OUR CITIZENS WITH THE

WELL PAYING HIGH TECHNOLOGY JOBS, WE MUST PROVIDE

THE COMMENSURATE QUAUTY OF EDUCATION.

I BELIEVE THAT THE ASSISTANCE PROVIDED TO COMMUNITY

COLLEGES IN THE LEGISLATION TO ENHANCE THEIR SCIENCE

AND TECHNICAL PROGRAMS HAS BEEN SORELY LACKING.

THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE PROVIDES A MUCH-NEEDED

SUPPLEMENT TO OUR FOUR YEAR INSTITUTIONS. PROVIDING

24f;
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ASSISTANCE THROUGH A GRANTS PROGRAM FROM THE

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION WILL ENABLE OUR LOCAL

TWO YEAR INSTITUTIONS 10 EIVIANCE QUALITY EDUCATION

PROGRAMS. THE PROGRAMS WILL HELP US TO PROVIDE THE

HIGHLY SKILLED TECHNICIANS NEEDED TO MEET OUR

FUTURE ECONOMIC ASPIRATIONS.

I FULLY SUPPORT THE LEGISLATION AND APPLAUD THE

EFFORTS OF THE COMMITTEE TO MCVE THE BILL

FORWARD.

2 1'
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The CHADUdAN. Without objection, the bill is considered as read
and open for amendments. I would ask unanimous consent that the
bill as reported by the subcommittee be considered as the original
text for the purpose of markup.

[No response.]
The CHAtastAx. Hearing no objection, it is so ordered.
I might also indicate that the chairmen of the respective subcom-

mittees, who unfortunately had other business this morning and
could not be here, I am sure have statements which I would like to
ask unanimous consent be inserted in the record at this point.

[The prepared statements of Mr. Boucher, Mr. Packard, and Mr.
Valentine follow]

24s
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OPENING STATEMENT
BY

THE HONORABLE RICK BOUCHER (D-VA)
ON THE MARK-UP OF H.R. 2936

APRIL 2, 1992

This morning the Committee on Science, Space, and

Technology will consider H.R. 2936, the "Scientific and

Technical Education Act of 1992."

Two-year colleges have become a major force in

American higher education over the past thirty years.

There are approximately 5 million students enrolled in

two-year colleges, representing 43 percent of all

undergraduate students in the United States.

Approximately 30 percent of these students will uansfer to

four-year colleges and universities.

Two-year colleges are particularly important as a

potential source of future scientists and engineers. These

institutions face some imique problems in delivering

quality education to their studen:s. Some faculty are not

well trained, have heavy teaching loads, and work in an

environment where laboratory facilities and equipment are
1
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often outmoded and expensive to upgrade.

The National Science Foundation is already providing

assistance on a very small scale to two-year colleges.

Last year, the NSF provided $3.35 million in grants to

associate-degree-granting colleges. We believe that the

NSF budget is adequate to allow for a substantial

enlargement of the NSF role in improving scielwe and

math education at two-year colleges, without interfering

with the NSF's existing undergraduate programs.

The bill before us today authorizes $35 million in each

of fiscal years 1992 and 1993, from funds previously

authorized to be appropriated, for the establishment of new

NSF programs to benefit two-year colleges:

1. The "National Advanced Scientific and Technical

Education Program" will provide grants relying upon

traditional NSF methods such as the development of

model instructional programs, the development of faculty

and instructors in advanced technology fields, the

uevelopmerit and dissemination of model instructional
2
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materials, the purchase or lease of state-of-the-art

instrumentation, and the establishment of partnership

arrangements between two-year collegei and the private

sector;

2. The "National Centers of Scientific and Technical

Education" Program authorizes NSF to designate as many

as ten centers which will serve as clearinghouses and

models for the benefit of both two-year colleges and

secondary schools;

3. "Outreach Grants" will assist two-year colleges in

forming partnerships with four-year academic institutions

to facilitate student transfers; and

4. "Partnership Grants" will enable two-year colleges

to work with secondary schools in their region to improve

the science and math skills of students who will be

attending two-year colleges.

,

For each program, grants will be awarded on a

competitive, merit basis to associate-degree-granting
3
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colleges that will make contributions, in cash or in kind,

toward the cost of the programs.

The consensus reflected in the bill before the

Committee today builds upon initiatives already being

undertaken by the NSF, and emphasizes traditional NSF

methods of improving scientific and technical education. I

believe the legislation reported by the Subcommittee on

Science will strengthen and improve the science and math

education at two-year colleges, and urge my colleagues to

support it.

The legislation also includes a provision to correct a

problem identified at the Subcommittee's March 12th

hearing on the management of the NSFNet. The

testimony at the hearing supported dropping an NSF

policy which imposes unneeded controls on traffic traveling

on the NSFNet backbone. NSF stated that the policy is

required by the NSF enabling statute. The legislation

modifies the NSF Act of 1950 to remove this requirement.

4
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STATEMENT OF
THE HONORABLE RON PACKARD

FULL COMMITTEE MARKUP
HR 2936, SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION ACT OF 1992

MOO AM, 2318 RHOB
APRIL 2, 1992

This bill represents a consensus that was worked out with the

Chairman of the Science Subcommittee, Mr. Boucher, and the Ranking

Republican of the Full Committee, Mr. Walker, as well as Mr. Price,

Mr. Hoagland and the Members of the Technology and

Competitiveness Subcommittee.

The emphasis in the bill has been shifted from support for

training programs at two-year colleges to improvement of scientific

and technical education which is the expertise of the National Science

Foundation.

1
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Due to the changes that were made in the bill before the Science

Subcommittee markup, I am happy to say that I am a cosponsor of

th:s legislation.

Two-year colleges play an intricate role in the education of this

nation's undergraduates especially since they represent the place where

nearly one-half of all college students will take their introductory

college math and science classes.

It is my hope that this legislation will help to facilitate the

enhancements needed in scientific and technical education at two-year

colleges.

2
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MARK-UP STATEMENT

COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, SPACE,

AND TECHNOLOGY

THE HONORABLE TIM VALENTINE (D-NC)

APRIL 2, 1992

H.R. 2936

Mr. Chairman, I strongly support the legislation

before us today, H.R. 2936, the Scientific and

Technical Education Act of 1992.

255
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As you know, on October 31st, 1991, the

Subcommittee on Technology and Competitiveness

marked-up the original version of this bill, called

the Technical Education and Training Act of 1991,

introduced by my good friend and colleague, Mr.

David Price.

I am pleased that the Science Subcommittee

also reported this important legislation, and it is

now before the full Committee.

25f;
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We continue to hear testimony that we must

provide an alternative to underemployment for

individuals who choose not to pursue a four year

college degree. Today, forty-two million people

are employed in jobs that require a significant

amount of training beyond a basic education, but

not a four year degree. Unfortunately, the

American system of education works poorly for

many of these people. Today's system does not

permit efficient articulation between education

levels and does not adequately blend work-based or

technical subject matter with the more traditional

core programs of study in the basic sciences.

2. -7
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This legislation is a start towards improving the

scientific and technical education for the large

number of Aint!ricans who want to acquire the

skills that will lead to good-paying careers, but who

are not pursuing a baccalaureate degree,

25S
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Our educational infrastructure must be

improved in a way that produces quality graduates

who are able to contribute to the high technology

work place. I urge my colleagues to support this

legislation. The realities of the international

economy and global competition require it.
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The CHAIRMAN. I'd be glad to recognize Mr. Thornton.
Mr. THORNTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As a member of the subcommittee, I would like to report that

these matters came forward after complete, comprehensive hear-
ings and represented a strong bipartisan approach within the sub-
committee, led by Mr. Boucher. I hope that this will be adopted ex-
peditiously in full committee so that it can move forward.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Thornton.
Are there any additional amendments to the bill?
[No response.]
The CHAIRMAN. If not, it is in order for a motion to report the

bill, and the Chair recognizes Mr. Walker.
Mr. WALKER. Mr. Chairman, I move that the committee report

the bill, H.R. 2936, as amended, or as not amended, and to instruct
the staff to prepare the legislative report, to make technical and
conforming amendments, and that the Chairman take all necessary
steps to bring the bill before the House for consideration.

The CHAIRMAN. You have heard the motion. Is there any discus-
sion?

[No response.]
The CHAIRMAN. If not, the Chair will put the question. All those

in favor, signify by saying aye.
[Chorus of ayes.]
The CHAIRMAN. Opposed, no.
[No response.]
The CHAIRMAN. The motion is agreed to and the bill is reported.

2 f;
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REPLY OF

SAM VILLAREAL

TEXAS ENGINEERING EXTENSION SERVICE

TEXAS AikM UNIVERSITY SYSTEM

NOVEMBER 27, 1991

My name is Sam Villareal. I have been involved with TEEX (Texas Engineering &tension
Service), a technical training agency, for the past several years. TEEX is a part of the Texas
A&M University System. In particular, I have been involved in a strong partnership between
TEEX and several of the major semiconductor manufacturers of Texas. My activities at TEEX
correspond to the second stratum of the TEP described below. 1 met briefly with Jeff Ellison
on Monday. November 18, to discuss training issues surrounding this legislation and was aLso
present at the hearings on November 19. These conversations compel me to offer a reply. I

believe tbe comments I offer represent a consensus of the TexasiTEEX pannership.

The proposed bill would enact legislation to strengthen the educational base M advanced
technologief at community colleges. By promoting partnerships between community colleges and
industry, the bill would pnavide for the development of a model curriculum tailored to meet the
training needs of the nation's major industries.

My primary concern with this legislation is the actual impact it seems likely to pimple. First
of all it would weaken the quality of the overall technical educational system. Second, thc
accredited cunicula of community colleges are not the best vehicle for the specific training needs
of industry. And third, if the arcredited curricula are the bill's main focus, then the measure
would have no real impact on the work force until well into the 21st century.

First of all, consider the effect of H.R. 2936 and H.R. 3606 on what is known as the technical
training and education pyramid (TEP). The TEP is shown in the diagram below.

This pyramid is comprised of three major strata, technical education, general technical training,
and specific technical training. Technical education serves as a broad knowledge base upon which
more specific training programs are built. The educational base of the platform is relatively
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stable and generalized, while the apex is more volatile and specific. More stable institutions such

as community colleges flL -many provide the general educational base of the pyramid. Industry

itself must provide the more job-spmific, technical training required at the apex.

The problem facing the nation at present is that a wide gap has opened up between the point

where technical education ends and industry training begins. The type of training called for is

that of the second stratum, gmeral weinical training. The measure attempts to narrow this gap

by promoting cooreration t etween community colleges and industry and by tailoring the

accredited curricula of commimity colleges to meet industry needs. The bill assumes that general

technical training, that of the seaind stratum, can be provided by community imlleges. This plan

is flawed on several accounts.

The techlical education base of the pyramid, as previously stated, is relatively stable in

comroison to the apex. While the specific training needs of industry change on a yearly basis,

2
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mote generalized technical education needs might change every tee years. By tailoring the

curricula of communhy colleges to the specific training needs of industry, the manure would

inuoduce volatility into the institutions which slandd provide the general knowlette base. This

would weaken the foundation of the overall structure because technicians would not receive the

general education they need as a base upon which to build. This knowledge base must remain

telatively stable before we can ever hope build on it. Otherwise we shall create technicians who

can repair one brand of equipment but not another. They will iwit receive the necessary

educational background.

If we begin changing what should be a more stable curriculum to meet current industry needs,

then we substantially weaken the educational base which serves as a foundation. Resources must

be put into organizations designed to provide training within the second %Tatum of the pyramid

and not those organizations which establish the base. As written, the legislation does not

distinguish between accredited curricula and non-accredited, continuing-education curricula. This

compounds the .7cmfusion between education and training, between the stable base of the TEP and

the more volatile and responsive second stratum. The emphasis of the legislation must be re-

written to clarify these distinctions and ensure that both weds are adequately met.

Furthermore, because the community colleges comprise a stable base, they will not be able to

keep pace with the demands of changing technology. On the average, the modern technological

environment undergoes a complete transformation every five years or so. Because of this fact

junior colleges could never hope to modify their accredited curricula fast enough to meet the

developing nteds of industry. At present it takes two to three years for an institution to receive

accreditation for a new curriculum. By this time industry needs will have changed, and the new

curriculum will be obsolete. Industry needs a sensitive and tesponsive partner which can provide

the training solutions needed for a rapidly changing technological environmon. Junior colleges

have an important function in that they provide a stable educational base, but they will never be

able to provide the training solutions necessary for the rapid technological advances of the 21st

century. Even if they could provide this service, that would only result in a substantial

weakening of the educational pyramid.

4
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For other reasons as well, community colleges would not be able to serve as the best possible
vehick for the tpe of alining needed. Since 85% of the walk force in the year MOO is already
01 the job, only 15% of dm work fuer in the yew 2000 may Im affected by the proposed
legislation. At the present rate it would take approximately twenty years before the proposed
legisfation would have a substantial diem on the work tome pmfile. In twenty years Ammies
will have lost the race. The measure must address dm needs of the 85% already on the job. A
mess= which focuses on the remaining 15% would rex* in a tragic waste of resoumes.

These views are strongly supported by representatives of the Texas semiconductcw industry.
Among those interviewed, I found IOU% compliance with the viewpoint I have established.
These include representatives from Texas Instnunents, Motorola, Applied Materials, and
Sematech. I would welcome the opportunity to further discuss these issues at your convenience.

Sincerely,

Samuel S. Villareal

265
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December 11, 1991

Honorable Rick Boucher
Chairman, Howe Science Subcommittee
2319 Rayburn Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear mr. Chairman:

On behalf of the Engineering Education Coalition, a multi-
society group dedicated to the support of engineering education
and research, I write to express our views on HR 2936, the
Technical Education and Training Act of 1991, introduced by Rep.

David Price. We ask that this letter be made part of the
Subcommittee's hearing record on this legislation.

The Engineering Education Coalition consists of the American
Society for Engineering Education (ASEE) and its Engineering
Deans Council, the National Association of State Universities and
Land Grant Colleges (NASULGC) and the National Society of
Professional Engineers (NSPE).

U.S. economic competitiveness depends on a highly skilled
technical workforce--from technicians and technologists to
professional and research engineers. While the nation has
created an outstanding system for educating those aiming for
advanced degrees, it has focused less attention on technicians

and technologists. Yet these occupations are a vital link in
both upgrading the nation's manufacturing capabilities and in
providing meaningful technical employment for a broad group of

talented individuals.

For that reason, the Engineering Education Coalition
welcomes congressional efforts to initiate and coordinate federal

support for advanced technician programs. We also believe that
the National Science Foundation, in conjunction with other
federal agencies, can provide valuable leadership in this area.
NSF can be a catalyst for improving curricula and instruction and
for stimulating academic interest in these advanced technical

occupations.

In our view, HR 2936, as approved by the Technology
Subcommittee, delineates an appropriate role for the Foundation
in this area. This includes curriculum improvement, faculty
development, personnel exchange with industry and government
agencies, purchase of instrumentation and dissemination of
instructional materials. All of these are activities which the
Foundation currently funds. In addition, there is value in
funding outreach activities to the high schools and promoting
articulation with four-year schools.

BEST COPY AV
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2.

We are concerned, however, that these new focused programs
would be funded at the expenee of existing NSF undergraduate
education programs. As you know, the authorisation total for the
advanced technician programa would be $50 million, or just about
equal to the current funding for the entire NSF Undergraduate
Education Division. If advanced technician training is added tothe NSF mission, it should be supported with supplemental funds
and not simply added on as an unfunded task.

The existing undegraduate education programs are addressing
an important need and are already underfunded. We believe itwould be a grave mistake to disrupt these programs in order tofund new ones.

Accordingly, we hope that if MR 2936 becomes law, its
advocates will commit themselvea to supporting increased
appropriations for the Foundation, including for the existing
undergraduate education programs, as well as for the advanced
technician programs.

Thank you for your consideration of our views. Please
contact me if there are any questions.

Sincerely,

V. David VandeLinde
Coalition chair
Dean of Engineering
Johns Hopkins University

cc: Frank Huband, ASEE
Ann Leigh Speicher, ASEE
Martin Jischke, University of Missouri-Rolla
Gerald Roschwalb, NASULGC
David Waugh, University of South Carolina
Donald Weinert, NSPE
Robert Reeg, NSPE

ASEE is a membership society of 10,000 engineering faculty
members, as well as colleges of engineering and technology and
engineering-oriented companies.

MIME is a professional society representing 75,000 professional
engineers in industry, education, private practice, constructionand government.

NASULOC is a higher education association whose member public
colleges and universities graduate 70 percent of the nation's
engineers and perform 70 percent of the nation's university-based
engineering research.
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SUBCOMMITTEE REPORT
TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING ACT OF 1991

(To accompany H.R. 29361

The Subcommittee on Technology and Competitiveness of the
Committee on Science, Space, and Technology, to whom was
referred the bill (H.R. 2936) to authorize appropriations to
the National Science Foundation to carry out an advanced
technical education and training program under which
accredited associate-degree-granting colleges, using matching
non-Federal funds, are authorized to provide educational
training in technical competencies in strategic fields, and
for other purposes, having considered the 98110, report
favorably thereon and recommend that the bill do pass.

HISTORY OF SUBCCMMITTEE ACTIVITIES

H.R. 2936 was introduced by Representative David Price on
July 17, 1991. The bill was referred jointly to the
Committtee on Science, Space, and Technology and the Committee
on Education and Labor. Within the Committee on Science,
Space, and Technology, referral was made to the Subcomnittee
on Technology and Competitiveness and the Subcommittee on
Science.

On September 17th, the Subcommittee held a legislative
hearing on H.R. 2936, the 'Technical Education and Training
Act of 1991,' Oft. Price, D-NC) and H.R. 3507 (not numbered at
the time of the hearing) the 'American Industrial Quality and
Training Act of 1991," (Mt. Valentine, D-NC). Mt. Price's
bill focuses on strengthening community college programs of
technical education and training through the authorization of
a new program at the National Science Foundation. Mr.
Valentine's bill addresses U.S. industrial competitiveness
through the creation of training programs tied directly to
private nectar firma. Both bills strive to strengthen the
nation's training infrastructure and ensure that the proper
information is collected for further policy development,
review, and oversight.

As stated in the hearing charter, the purposes of this
hearing were the following;

1.To examine the role that the federal government should
play in issues of workforce training and technical

1
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education and how these tames affect U.S. industrial
competitiveness.

2.TO gather expert opinion on H.R. 2936, "The Technical
Education and Training Act of 1991* and H.R. 3507, °The
American Industrial Quality and Training Act of 1991° in
order to aid in Subcommittee legislative de]iberations.

The testimony summarized below addresses H.R. 2936.

Witnesses mde the point that the federal government
should play an enabling or catalytic fuaction in supporting
worker training and technical education. Thus, it should
focus on infrastructure building or those efforts that will
enable further program development to flourish at the state
and local levels or within the private sector. The
Subcommittee heard near universal support for H.R. 2936.

The Subcommittee heard from Representative David Price who
testified on behalf of his own bill. Mr. Price stated that
his legislation would substantially upgrade the ability of
community and technical colleges to train students in
technical disciplines. He recommended an authorization level
of $45-50 million for the coming fiscal year. The bill also
places emphasis on encouraging non-traditional student
enrollments.

Dr. Luther S. William, Assistant Director for Education
and Rumen Resources, represented the National Science
Foundation and testified that the bill is conceptually very
xind. Re opposed the actual bill, however, stating that the
NSF already has the authorization to pursue such programa and
therefore the bill was unnecessary. Since testifying and in
response to Mt. Valentine's request, the National Science
Foundation has submitted documentation of their claim.

Ms. Martha Quesada, Team Mnmber, New United Mbtor
Manufacturing (NDMMM), discussed the legislation fram the
perspective of a front-line auto worker who is employed by a
company that places substantial empbasis on training. She
particularly liked the fact that H.R. 2936 emphasizes
non-traditional students.

Dr. Anthony Carnevale, Vice President and Chief Econamist
for the American Society for Training and Development,
emphasized the need for the federal government to place
emphasis on enabling a wide range of businesses to compete
rather than focusing on narrow efforts.

2
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Mt. James Schwarz, President of Omni-Circuits, Inc., spoke
about his relationship as a supplier to MOtorola. He also
spoke about his difficulty in finding skilled workers. He
praised H.R. 2936 but stated that H.R. 3507 more closely fit
his needs.

Dr. David Pierce, President of the American Association
for Community and Junior Colleges, testified that federal
authority for technical education has become fragmented.
There are too many federal agencies are involved.

In addition to the witnesses listed above, written
testimony for the official record was requested from Robert W.
Scott, President of the North Carolina Syetem of Community
Colleges, Secretary of Education Lamar Alexander, Under
Secretary of Commerce for Technology Robert M. White, and
Secretary of Labor Lynn Martin.

Robert Scott testified that passage of H.R. 2936 is
important to community colleges ae well as the nation's
industrial complex. He testified strongly in support of the
Outreach and Partnership Grants section of the legislation.

Secretary Alexander testified that he supported most of
the goals of the bill. However, he felt that the proposals
duplicated many of the activities authorized under the Adu.
Education Act, the Carl D. Perkins Vbcational and Applied
Technology Education Act, and the Job Training Partnership
Act. He did include in his testimony that the concepts
underlying the proposals were sound.

Under Secretary White deferred to Luther Williams on H.R.
2936 and focused his testimony on H.R. 3507. Assistant
Secretary Jones also stated that the Department of Labor
supported the goals of H.R. 2936, but the Department felt that
the legislation was duplicative.

On the basis of euggestions made by witnesses at the
hearing, by testimony submitted for the record, and by
discussions with other interested groups, the Subcommittee on
Technology and Competitiveness developed a substitute
amendment to R.R. 2936. The amendment in the nature QC a
substitute gave more discretion to the National Science
Foundation in developing the programs authorized by H.R. 2936.
The Subcommittee on Tbchnology and Competitiveness ordered
reported the substitute offered by Chairman Valentine on
October 31, 1991.

SECTION-BY-SECTION EXPLANATION OF THE BILL

3
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SECTION 1, Short Title

This Act may be cited as the *Technical Education and
Training Act of 1991."

SECTION 2, Findings

The findings explain that the United States is at a
disadvantage in the global economy because the American
workforce is not adequately trained for the technologically
advanced modern workplace. The isprovement of our worifforce's
productivity and our international economic positi= depend
upon the substantial upgrading and coordination of our
educational efforts in science, mathematics, and technology,
especially at the associate degree level. The National
Science Foundation's traditional role in developing model
curricula, disseminating instructional materials, enhancing
faculty development, and stimulating partnerships between
educational institutions and industry, makes an enlarged role
for the Foundation in technical education aad training
particularly appropriate.

SECTION 3, Technical Education and Training

This Becton establishes three program within the National
Science Foundation to address the problems described in the
findings.

The National Advanced Technical Education and Training
Pragram authorizes NSF to award matching grants to
associate-degree-granting colleges to provide educationaltraining in technical competencies in strategic fields. These
grants shall be used to develop collaborative programs with
local employers and technical occupational training and shall
place emphasis on attracting men and women to the program who
are nontraditional students or who left high school prior to
graduation. The program calls for funding of instructional
programs, faculty demelopment programs, personnel exchanges,
cooperatives with industry, purchase of instrumentation, and
dissemination of the instructional materials.

Under the National Centers of Technical Education and
Training program, the Director of NSF is to establish 10
centers of excellence among associate-degree-granting colleges
with exceptional programs of advanced technical education and
training and that excel in undergraduate education in
mathematics and science.

Under the Articulation Partnerships program, the Directorof NSF is to make grants to establish partnerships to assist
associate-degree-granting colleges and 4-year academic

4
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institutions in helping students to make the transition from
associate-degree-granting colleges to 4-year academic
institutions. The students would be able to achieve bachelor
degrees in mathematics, science, engineering, or technology.

SECTION 4. Authorization of Appropriations

H.R. 2936 authorizes to be appropriated to the National
Science Foundation 650,000,000, from sums otherwise authorized
to be appropriated, for each of the fiscal years 1992 through
1996 to carry out this legislation.

5
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MAGESIMER

There is now broad conseneus that workforce skill and
education levels are important elements in the international
competitiveness of U.S. business. In the pest, much of the
expansion in our economy had to do with the increasing size of
our labor pool. Became of a slowing population growth rate,
the nation will have to depend more heavily upon increases in
national productivity growth rates in order to fuel economic
expansion. Achieving vastly higher rates of growth in
productivity will require a change in American business
organitation practices and a much stronger emphasis on
workforce training and on quality education at all levels and
of all types.

In a mhigh-performance workplace', workers make decisions
and exercise their own judgment and expertise when faced with
a problem. Cone is the need to follow strict procedures by
the manual or to wait for supervisors to arrive on the shop
floor. Por this reason, organizational structures become
flatter, managemerM layers are not needed and vanish.
Production workers begin to take over many of the tasks which
used to be performed by management. Workers need to have
advanced skills and more advanced technical training in order
to perform more complex jobs.

Fifty percent of our seniors terminate their formal
education with graduation from high school. Moreover, more
than 20 percent of all students drop out before completing
high school (the figure is as high as SO percent in many inner
cities). This is due, in part, to a fault in our system.
Many high school students see no clear link between school and
jobs; or at least they see no well defined route between the
two.

Today, half of our high school students are confined to
the so-called general track, offering them neither strong
academic nor work-based skills. At best, these young people
face low-skill, low-paying secondary labor market jobs for at
least a period of a year or more following graduation; at
worst, they face unemployment.

A eurvey of adults ages 21 to 25, titled the National
Assessment of Education Progress (NAEP) states, "By
yesterday's standards the news is good: Ninety-five percent
can read and understand the printed word. In terms of
tomorrow's needs, there is cause for concern: Only a very
small percentage can understand complex material. While we
don't have a major illiteracy problem, re do need to improve

6
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the skills of most of our young adults. In other words, W8 do
have a literacy problem.°

Japaneee high schwl students must complete at least two
years of mathematics and two years of science. Many U.S.
schools require only one year of mathematics and science.
Ninety percent of all Japanese graduate from high school.
They attend school 240 days a year and spend an average of two
hours per day studying compared with about one hour for
American students. Moreover, despite the fact that Japan haa
half the population of the U.S., it graduates more engineers
fram undergraduate college programs than does the U.S.

Industry muet realize that the education system is perhaps
its most tmportant supplier. For this reason, it must work
with schools--as it does with other suppliers--to ensure that
the product it receives meets its needs. Toward this end,
then Secretary of Labor Elizabeth Dole, in 1990, appointed the
Secretary's Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills (SCANS).
SCANS will be attempting to improve the relevance of education
to achieving national economic and competitiveness goals. The
first step is to identify the specific skills that workers
need for productive employment. The Commission will recommend
proficiency levels, the means to achieve thooe levels, and
effective waye to determine whether or not students are
attaining those levels. The Commission on the Skills of the
American workforce suggests taking one step further by
awarding tecurical and professional certificates for various
mastery levels.

The U.S. mutt begin to think in terms of an alternative
formal system to university education which is capable of
providing alternative routes to productive careers for
noncollege-bound students. Unfortumately, at this time the
U.S. 'system' works vary poorly, it does not permit efficient
articulation between education levels and does not adequately
blend work-based or technical subject matter with the more
traditional core programs of study in the basic sciences.

Studies have shown that workers with postsecondary
technical education perform better when first hired and often
eventually beconve candidates for higher level positions in the
firm. Moreover, taking technical courses as a high school
student is associated with only emall cutbacks in the number
of academic courses taken. It is also associated with
substantially higher wage rates, employment and earnings in
the eighteen months following graduation.

The need for some form of technical education is apparent.
Forty-two million people are employed in jobs that require a
significant amount of training beyond a basic education, but
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not a four-year college degree. It is in these jobs that
occupation-specific skills shortages are most often found.

ExIsma PROGRAMS

The federal role in technical education is defined by two
main programa. The Job Training Partnership Act (ITT%)
programa are housed at the Department of Labor and are
primarily worker training programa. These programs will not
be discussed in this report. The Carl D. Perkins Vocational
Education Act authorizes vocational and technical education
programs at the Department of Education

.

The Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education Act is budgeted
at approximately $1 billion in FY 1991. No increase was
requested in FY 1992. Of that, $63.4 million was requested
for the Tech-Prep program with no Increase planned in PY 1992.
The Tech-Prep program is the only genuine technical rather
than vocational education program funded by the federal
government.

Many experts believe that Tech-Prep can help motivate high
schools students through a very ohands-on and applied
curriculum. Students can see why they are learning the
information that they are learning and that effect t may have
on their future careers. It is believeu that collegetl will
gain better prepared high school students and employers will
gain employees with advanced ekills. The Tech-Prep program is
a 14-2 program. It operates by introducing the high school
student in his or her junior year to an integrated and
,raivally mort zomplex technical prep:at-init.:: program that
ttzminAtes with a community or technical college degree. It
is oase0 cr the _Lam that students function best when goals

cleP- and ftxpIctatio*e ealistically based and they know
why they are in s,Aiool.

8
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SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL EDUCATICLN ACT OF 1992

MR. BOUCHER, from the Subcommittee on Science. Cceamittee on Science,
Space. and Tea= logy submitted the following

REPORT

ITo accompany HR. 29361

The Subcommittee on Science of the Committee on Science. Space. andT-"'" to which was referred the bill 2936) to establish prop!"at the Scitme Foundation to strengthen and improve the scientificand technical ahicatirm captbilities of amoaate-degreevanting colleges. andfor other piupcees, met on March 18, 1992 and having considered the same.ordered the bill reported with an amendment in the nature of a substitute by
unanimous voice vote.

CONTENTS

L Background and Need fix Legislation
IL Summary of Subcommittee Adios= Explanation of AmendmentHI. Committee Views

IV. Section by Section Analysis
V. Subcommittee Recommendation

I. BACKGROUND AND NEED FOR LEGISLATION

Two-year colleges are a major contraltutor to higher education in the
United States today. In 1990. 1350 two-year colleges enrolled approximately 5
million students, rexesenting 43 percrit of all undergraduate students and
constituting 40% of all institutions of higher education. Approximately 30% of
students enrolled in two-year colleges transfer to four-year colleges andcmiversities.

prm the ..... .,, t of science and technology education. two-year
colleges .are particular important as a potential source of future scientistsand enaineefs. The ignificanee of assoaa . - ting. .. :,. has
been recopized by American business and '''. " " , which about
billion ammally on training provided by tworer

While two-roar colleen y an important role in science andtechnolov education, these bons face unique problems in delivering
quality education in faientific and advanced technolou fields to their
students. Faculty members face heavy teaching loads and are frequentlyunable to keep up to date with the latest developments in their fiekl.
Laboratory facilities and equipment are frequently outmoded and expensive
to upgrade,

Me National Science Foundation (NSF) has played a major rola as acatalyst in upgrading undergraduate science and mathematics wograms at
four-par-colleges. Although the NSF has supported " _` *", in scientific andadvanced technology education at two-year colleges, level of effort ha
been small relative to other undergraduate programs and to the contribution

1
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Natimal Science Founded= Ms. Martha Quesada, Team Member, General
Maintenance. Nes: United Mew Manufacturing. Fremont California; Mr.
Antlony Patrick Carnevale, Vice President and Chief Economist. American
Society for Training and Development, Alexandria. Nr Mr. knees E.
Schwarz, Sr., Preident, OM41-Circuits. Inc., Glenview, and Dr. David
R. Pierce. President American Associsticm of Community and Juni=
Colleges. Washington. D.C. The Subcommittee on Technology and
Competitiveness developed an amendment in the nature of a substitute to
H.R. 2936, which was ordered reported on October 31. 1991 by voice vote.

On November 19, 1991, the Subcommittee on Science held a legislative
hearing on H.R. 2936 and 11.31. 3606. iffituesses included Mr. Pnaz Mr.
Hosehunk Dr. Luther Williams, Assistant Director for Education and Human
RCSOUICO, National Science Foundation; Dr. William F. Snyder, President,
Wytheville Community College, Wytheville, Virginia; Dr. Cary Israel.
Director of Illinois Cmnmunity College Board, Spnngfield. Mimic Mr. P.
Douglas 01088C1030, Med= of Staffmge Organized= and
Development, Martin Marietta Electronics. Information and Misdies t.
Orlando, Florida; Mr. Jeff Ellison. Existing Base Manager, IN"TEL. Chandler,
Arizona; and Dr. Paul C. Gianhi Jr., President, Valencia Community
College, Orlando, Florida. and Chairman, Joint Commission = Federal
Relations of the American Amociation of Commuiity and Junior Colleges and
of the Association of Community College Trustees.

Based on recommendations of the witnesses, an amendment in the
nature of a substitute was developed by Chairman Boucher. The
Subcommittee met on March 18, 1992, adopted the amendment and ordered
the bill reported by wake vote.

The amendment retained the basic structure of KR. 2936, while rerming
the proposal as followm

1. provide greater discretion to the National Science Foundation in
carrying out the programs authorized by KR. 2936;

2.
refocus the legislation to traditional National Science

Foundation methods to upgrade scion . lc and advanced technology education
programs at associate-degree-granting colleges;

3. eliminate the requirement in H.R. 336 fm matching non-federal
ftmds to be provided W associate-degree-granting colleges as a conditi= of
receiving a spat. The amendment requires that grantees must make
contrillitioB3. m cash or in kind, toward the cost of programs funded by the
bilk and

4. redirect the bill*s authorization level by prmviding that there are
authorized to be a ... *P 'Led, from stuns otherwise authorized to be
appropriated, 935 ... for fiscal year 1992 awl VS million for fiscal Year
1993. The Subcommittee intent that the authorized= level contained in the
amendment will not interfere with the National Science Foundation's existing
undergraduate programs in mathematics and science.

The consensus =fleeted in the amendn-ent builds upon initiatives
undertaken on a small scale by the MR The NSF is provided with greater
discretion in administering the various grants program which are focused on

3
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reliance upon traditional MO; methods of improving scientific and technicaleducaticai rather than mina= through mpport of tntining programs attwo-year college&

The amendment also includes a provision to correct a problem identified
at the Subcommittee's March 12. 1992 hearing on the management of theNSPNet. The problem involves the NSFNet ,accepaNe use_ pday whichimpcses eintrols on the nature of traffic travelmg on the backbone.The testimony at the hearing supported dropping the acceptable use policysince it unmiceseirily restricts traffic volume and has reduced the availability
of comumrcial services to NSFNet user&

leF stated at the hearing tint they must the acceptable usepolicy in order to conform to the of the 1. =Wag statute. Theamendnunt would modify the Ntional Science Foundation Act of 1950 toallow NSF to remove the acceptable use policy, if the removal would result inan increase of the overall capability of the network to support research andeducation activities.

IIL commrrrEE VMWS

Unduszaduato Educalim

The Subcommittee views the authorized in this bill asnecessary components of a i.. approach to undergraduateeducation. The Subcommittee expects that funding for the programs in
this bill would not be at the expense of other undergraduate efforts..

Ihe el Flub

The Subcommittee intends that NSF administer the
authorized in this bill in the same manner and under the samePrZiesamassall its other education programa. For =ample, indirect costreimbursement and facir.11 salary support Rhould be handled in the samemanner as in nor educatitm : , Funding should not beused to support education or to .= student tuition.

W. SECTION BY SECTION ANALYSIS

Section I. Cites the short title as the "Scientific and Technical Education Act
of 1992"

Section 2. ates the following fmdings and reasons for introducing the

(I) the position of the United States in the world economy faces greatchallenges from highly trained foreign competition;

(2) The workforce of the United Statee must better prepare for thetechnologically advanced, competitive, global economy;

(3) the " ..,. t of our workforce's productivity and ourinterne ;.,, economic position depend upon the strergthening our
ediuntional efforts in science mathematics, and technology, especially atthe associate-degree level:

2 7%
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(4) of scientifically and technically trained workers in a wide
variety fields will best be addressed by collaboration among the
Nation's aseociatedegine granting colleges and private industry to
produce skilled. advanced techuicians. and

(5) the Foundation's traditional role in developing model curricula,
disseminating instructional materials, enhancing faculty . .. "t. and
stimulating partnenhips between educational institutions industry.
makes an enlarged role for the Foundation in scanitific and technical
education and training particularly appropriate.

Sectica 3(a). Estatdkhes the National Advanced Scientific and Technkal
Education Program*. The Director of the National Science Foundation shall
carry out a program to assist accredited associate-degree-granting colleges, and
consortia thereof, to provide education in advanced-technology fields through
such methods as

A the development of model instructional programs in
advanced-technology fieldn

B. the . . . ef faculty and instructora. both full_ and part_time,
thhillanCed-. A flak*

C. the establishment of innovative partnership arranynments
associate-degree-granting colleges, the private sector, and stets and
government (an& where appropria te. federal laboratories) inchuling

providing private sector donations, faculty opportunities torvilrtaruirt-term to with industry. sharing ci program costs.
loans, the cooperative use of laboratories, plants, and

facilities, tnid provision for relevant state-of-the-art work
experience opportunities for students enrolled in such program%

D. the purchase or lease of state-of-the-art instrumentation essential to
programs designed to
advanced-technolou

and upgrade students in scientific and
and

E. the developnnint and dissemination of instructional materials in
support of .0 the advanced scientific and technical education and
teaming of associate-degree-granting %alleges, including
programs for nonacience students.

In carrying out this subsection, the Director shall award grants on a
tws, merit basis to colleges that will make contributions, in cash or in

toward the ccet of prorsnis funded by such grants, and establish and
maintain a readily able inventory of programs which are funded under
this subsection.

1 IP

ilt

11,1

Section 3(b). Authorizes the Director to establish centers of excellence, not to
exceed 10 in number, among associate-degree-granting colleges.

The centers shall serve as national and regional clearinghouns and
models for the benefit of both colleges and secondary schools, and shall
provide seminars and programs to disseminate model curricula and model
teaching methods and instructional nmtezials to other
assocate-degree-grantiog colleges in the geographic served by the
center. Centers designated under this subsection be geographically

5
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distributed Nal chosen by a competitive. merit-based application process fromI colleges that will make contributions, in cash or in kiwi, toward the
II

cost programs funded by grants Made under this subsection.

Sectice 3(cXl). Authoeizes the Director to make " grants* toeligible partnerships to mat students pursuing
medal:new& science. engineering, or technology to make wthiitransideuti:elfimmin

ting colleges to bachelor-degree-granting institutions.through such =am at
(I) examining curricula to ensure that academic credit earned at theassociate-degree-granting college can be transferred tobachelm-clegree-granting institutions:

Cul Worming pachers from the associate-degree-granting college on thespecific requirements of courses at the bachelor-degraegmntingInstitut= and

CtiOproviding summer programs fcr students from theassomate-degree-rachit college to encourage such students' subsequentmatriculation at -degree-grantmg institutions.

Section 3(cX23. Autlerizes the Directm to make "outreach grants to=soda tins colleges to
4 reletkei0iips with secondaryschoole in community served by the by .;. mathematics andscience education and encotiraging the interest flada.setconitigeschool students for careers in smenco and ; ""..logygrants shall be made through a competitive applif;ation process frmn

colleges that will make contrilmtions, m cash or in kind, toward the cost
programs funded by grants made under this paragraph.

Section 3(d). Enumerates that in carrying out this section. the Director shall=sun. cooperate, and coordinate, to enhance program effectiveness and toavoid duphcation, with the programs and policies of other relevant federalagencies.

Section 3(e). Enumerates that to quality for a grant under this section. anemaciate-degree-granting college, or consortium thereof, shall provideassurencm adequate to the Director that it will not decrease its level ofof funds from non-federal sources on advanced scientific and
education and training programs.

1.11. II

I

Section 3(0. 'Definitions".

(I) the term "bachelor-degree-granting institutions' means accreditedcollege- universities, and institutes of technology that award bachelordegree., thematics, science, or engineering, or a 4-year technology
degree:

(2) The term "advanced-technokly" includes advanced technical activitiessuch as the mode.Inization, miniaturization. integration, andcomputerization of electronic, hydraulic, pneumatic, laser, nuclear.chemical telecommuaication. fiber optics, robotic, and other technologicalapplications to enhance productivity improvements in manufacturing,communication. transportation, commercial, and similar econcamc amlnational security activitiex

6
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(3) the term " i.. =Ali tins/ college means a
regionally-accredited ' Q .. . 9 " -I ; educational institution that hes
authority to award an associate degme or comparalle tedusical certificate
and has the mission of offering comprehensive education services to meet
the needs of a prase:Died community, including a 2-year junior college,
community college, technical institute, or other postsecondary institution
offering comprehezedve emaciate-degree progeams-m technical field:

(4) the term %lie* partnership' means one or more
associate-degree-granting colleges in with one or more
bechelor-degreeventing institutions;

(5) the term ''nontraditionat students" means students who have been in
the workforce and who desire to further their educatice and training in
advanced-technology fields.

Section 4. An administrative amendment addino the following new subsection
at the end of Section 3 of the National Sdence F lotion Act of 1950:

"(g) in carrying out subsection (aX4). the Foundation is authorized to
foster and supmt the 4'. t and use d =order networks which
may he used substantially or purposes in addition to research and
educafion in the sciences and if the additional uses well tend
to increase the overall " ties of the networks to support such
research and education activnieie

,e1-11.

Section 5. Authorizes to be appvapriated. from sums otherwise authmized to
be ageop&ted, to the lIrector for carryiii& out this Act $35 millica in
fiscal y e a r 1992 and $35 million in fiscal year 1q93.

V. SUBCOMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION

On March 18, 1992, the amendment in the nature of a substitute to ILR.
2936. was ordered favorably reported. by unanimous voice vote by the
Subconmittee on Science.

7
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AS REPORTED BY THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE ON MARCH 18, 1992

AMENDMENT IN ITIE NATURE OF A SUBSTITUTE

To H.R. SSW

OFFERED BY MR. Boum=

&Ake all after the enacting &use and insert in lieu

thereof the following

1 SECTION I. SHOW TITLE.

2 This Act may be cited as the "Scientific and Tech-

3 nical Education Act of 1992",

4 gm 2. FINDINGS

5 The Congress finds that-

6 (1) the position of the raked States in the

7 world economy faces great challenges from highly

8 trained foreign competition;

9 (2) the workforce of the United States must be

10 better prepared for the technologically advanced,

11 competitive, global economy',

12 (3) the improvement of our work force's pro-

13 ductivity and our international economic position de-

14 pond upen the strengthening of our educational ef-

15 forts in science, mathematics, and technology, espe-

16 cially at the associate-degree level;

23
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2

1 (4) shortages of scientifically and technically

2 trained workers in a wide variety of fields will best

3 be addressed by collaboration among the Nation's

4 associate-degree granting colleges and private indus-

5 try to produce &bled, advanced technicians; and

6 (5) the Foundation's traditional role in develop-

7 ing model curricula, disseminating instructional ma-

8 serials, enhancing faculty development, and stimulat-

9 ing partnerships between educational institutions

10 and industry, makes an enlarged role for the Foun-

11 dation in scientific and technical education and

12 training particularly appmpriate.

13 sEc. a, SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION.

14 (a) NATIONAL ADVANCED ScLENTiFic AND TECH-

15 NICAL EDUCATION Psoc-11AM.(1) The Director shall

16 carry out a program to assist accredited associate-degree-

17 granting colleges, and consortia thereof, to provide edu-

18 cation in advanced-teclmology fields. The program shall

19 place emphasis on the needs of nontraditional students.

20 It shall be designed to strengthen and expand the sci-

21 entific and technical education and training capabilities of

22 associate-degree-granting colleges through such methods

23 as-
24 (A) the development of model instructional pro-

25 gams in advanced-technology fields;

2 S 4
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3

1 (B) the development of faculty and instrtictors.

2 both full- and part-time, in advanced-technoloKr

3 fields;

4 (C) the establishment of innovative partnership

5 arrangements among associate-degree-granting col-

6 leges, the private sector, and State and local govern-

7 ments (and, where appropriate, Federal laboratories)

8 including programs providing private sector dons-

9 tons, faculty opportunities to have short-term as-

10 signments with industry, sharing of program costs,

11 equipment loans, aud the cooperative use of lab-
12 oratories, plants, and other facilities, and provision

13 for relevant state-of-the-art work experience oppor-

14 rmities for staidents enrolled in such programs;

15 (D) the purchase or lease of state-of-the-art in-

16 strumentation essential to programs designed to pre-

17 pare wad upgrade students in scientific and ad-

18 vanced-technology fields; and

19 (E) the development and dissemination of in-

20 structional materials in support of improving the ad-

21 vanced scientific and technical education and train-

22 ing capabilities of associate-depee-granting colleges,

23 including programs for nonscience students.

24 (2) In carrying out this subsection, the Director

25 shall
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4

1 (A) award grants on a competitive, merit basis

2 to accredited associate-degree-granting colleges that

3 will make contrthutions, in cash or in kin,d, toward

4 the cost of programs funded by such mnts; and

5 (B) establish and maintain a readily accessible

6 inventory of programs which are &tided under this

7 subsection.

8 (b) NATIONAL 03141101113 or Scamunc AND TECH-

9 !MAL EDI:main:N.Me Director aludl establish centers

10 of excellence, not to exceed 1.0 in number, among associ-

11 ate-degree-granting colleges. Centers shall meet on( or

12 both of the followbig criteria:

13 (1) Exceptional programs of advanced technical

14 education.

15 (2) Excellence in undergraduate education in

16 mathematics and science.

17 The centers shall serve as national and regional clearing-

18 houses and models for the benefit of both colleges and see-

19 ondary pehools, and shall provide seminars and programs

20 to disseminate model cunicula and model teaching meth-

21 ods and instructional materials to other associate-degree

22 granting colleges in the geographic region served by the

23 center. Centers designated under this subsection shall be

24 geofpraphically distributed and thosen by a competitive,

25 merit-based application process from among colleges that
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5

1 will make contributions. in cash or in kind, toward the

2 cost of programs iimded by grants made under this sub-

3 section.

4 (c) ARTicrianON PARTNERSHIPS.-

5 (1) PA3TNERSB1P GRANTS.-(A) The Director

6 shall make grants to eligible partnerships to assist

7 students pursuing bachelors degrees in mathematics.

8 .icience, engineering, or teelmology to make the tran-

9 sition from associate-degree-granting colleges to

10 bachelor-degree-granting institutions, through such

11 means as-

12 (i) fwarniniTT curricula to ensure that sea-

13 demic credit earned at the associate-degree-

14 granting college can be transferred to bachelor-

15 degree-granting institutions;

16 (ii) informing teachers from the associate-

17 degree-granting college on the specific require-

18 ments of courses at the bachelor-degree-grant-

19 ing institution; and

20 (iii) providing summer programs for stu-

21 dents from the associate-degree-granting college

22 to encourage such tudents subsequent matric-

23 ulation at bachelor-degree-granting institutions.

24 (B) Grants made under this paragraph shall be

25 awarded on a competitive, merit basis.

2 7
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6

1 (C) Each eligible partnership receiving a grant

2 under this paragraph shall make contributions. in

3 cash or in kind, toward the cost of programs fimded

4 by such grant. The contributions shall include-

5 (i) counseling students, including non-

6 traditional students, about the requirements

7 and course offerings of the bachelor-degree-

8 panting-institntiom and

9 (ii) conducting workshops at the assoeiate-

degree-granting-college, and concluc.'-,. special

11 tours and orientation sessions at the bachelor-

12 degree-granting-institution to ensure that sta-

13 dents ate Lmitiar with programs, including lab-

ia oratories and financial aid programs, at the

15 bachelor-degree-granting-institution.

16 (2) Otrrszaca onwrs.The Director shall

17 make grants to associate-degree-granting colleges to

18 strengthen relationships with secondary schools in

19 the community served by the college by improving

74 mathematics and science education and encouraging

21 the interest and aptitude of secondary school au-

22 dents for careers in science and advanced-technology

23 fields. These grants shall be made through a com-

24 petitive application process from among colleges that

25 will make contributions, in cash or in kind, toward

2SS
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1 the cost of programs fkinded by grants made under

this paragraph.

3 (3) GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION.---In awarding

grants under this subsection, the Director shall en-
5 sure an equitable geographic distribution of such
6 grants.

7 (d) COORDWATION WITH OTHER FEDESLAIA DEPART-

8 Ntzmrs.In carrying out this section, the Director shall

9 consult, cooperate, and coordinate, to enhance program ef-

10 fectiveness and to avoid duplication, with the programs

11 and policies of other relevant Federal agencies.

12 (e) LIMITATION ON FITNI)1740.To qualify for a
13 grant under this section, an associate-degree-granting col-

14 lege, or consortium thereof, shall provide assurances ade-

15 quate to the Director tha it will

16 not decrease its level of spending of fkinds from non-Fed-

17 eral sources on advanced scientific and technical education

18 and training programs.

19 (f) DiuumoNs.As used in this section-
20 (1) the term "bachelor-degree-granting institu-
21 tions" means accredited colleges, universities, and
22 institutes of technolou that award bachelor degrees

23 in mathematics, science, or engineering, or a 4-year
24 technology degree;
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1 (2) rhe term ''advaneed-technoloe' includes

2 advanced technical activities such as the mod-

3 ernization. miniaturization, integration, and comput-

4 erization of electronic, hydraulic, pneumatic, laser.

5 nuclear, chemical, telecommunication, fiber optic.

6 robotic, and other technological applications to en-

7 hance productivity improvements in manufacturing,

8 communication, transportation, commercial, and

9 similar economic and national security activities;

10 (3) the term "associate-degree-granting college.'

11 means a regionally-accredited postsecondary edu-

12 cational institution that has authority to award an

13 associate degree or comparable technical certificate

14 and has the mission of offering comprehensive edu-

15 cation services to meet the needs of a prescribed

16 community, including a 2-year junior college, cora-

munity college, technical institute, or other post-

- 18 secondary institn. lion offering comprehensive associ-

19 ate-degree programs in technkal fields;

20 (4) the term "eligible partnership" means one

21 or more associate-degree-grz.nting colleges in part-

22 nership with one or more bachelor-degree-granting

23 institutions; and

24 (5) the term "nontraditional students" means

25 students who have been in the workforce and who

2 !I (i
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1 desire to further their education and training in ad-
/ vanced-teebnolow

3 sEe. 4, ADMIMSTRATIVE AMENWIENT.

4 Section 3 of the National Science Foundation Act of

5 1950 (42 U.S.C. 1863) is amended by adding at the end
6 the following new subsection:

7 "(g) In carrying out subsection (a)(4), the Foul:via-

8 ton is authorized to foster and support the development

9 and use of computer networks which may be used substan-

10 tially for purposes in addition to research and education

11 in the sciences and engineering, if the additional uses will tend to
12 increase the overall capabilities of the networks to support

13 such research and education activities.".

14 SEC. 5. AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.

15 There are authorized to be appropriated, from sums

16 otherwise authorized to be appropriated, to the Director
17 for carrying out this Act-

18 (1) $35,000,000 for fiscal year 1992; and

19 (2) $35,000,000 for fiscal year 1993.

21
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Amend the title of the bill to read:

"A bill to establiah programs at the Naticnel Science Foundation to strengthen

and improve the scientific and tediniad ethustion or:abilities of

associate-degree granting colleges, and for oilier purposes."

0
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